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ABSTRACT. 

The robustness of certain model-fitting procedures, based on statistical transforms, is inves- 

tigated using the Influence Function. Our discussion is in two parts. In the first, we focus on 

estimating the parameters of particular distributions, given independent and identically distributed 

realizations. We then move on, in the second part, to discuss the fitting of stochastic models. 

In this latter context the approach based on transforms, such as the Laplace transform, offers 

the possibility of explicit parameter estimation. This is in obvious contrast to the more usual 

situation where only a numerical solution is possible. It was shown by Kemp & Kemp (1987), in 

a two-parameter example, that only a one-dimensional search was required to produce well- 

defined estimators. This phenomenon was noted earlier by Morgan (1982), and provides further 

motivation for transform methods. We generalize the result, and provide an example where a 

three-dimensional search can be reduced to a line search. With this in mind, we consider the 

fitting of stochastic models in some detail, employing the standard technique of ordinary least- 

squares as a bench-mark in this work. 

The central theme of this thesis is, however, the robusniess of such methods. To this end, 

we develop a powerful and flcxible influence theory in the context of non-indexed random vari- 

,% 1% 
bles. These developments allow us to make concrete statements about the robustness of pro- 

cedures based on transforms. We show that an analogous treatment is possible for the indexed 

case, allowing useful qualitative information about parameter estimators to be gathered. 
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I 

CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW. 

This thesis progresses naturally from the classical context of independent and identically 

distributed random variables, to consideration of indexed random variables, which are typically 

time-ordered. As such, this chapter splits into two parts, beginning with the non-indexed case. 

1. Non-Indexed Random Variables. 

Procedures based on transforms, such as characteristic and moment generating : ftmctions, 

have been studied for a considerable time. An early motivation seems to have been a desire to fit 

Stable laws in the modelling of logarithmic changes in stock prices. See, for example, 

Koutrouvelis (1980) and the original work of Mandelbrot (1963). Since the Stable laws can only, 

in general, be easily specified in terms of their characteristic fimctions, then techniques for fitting 

them to data are based on an estimator of the characteristic fimction. This estimator is known as 

the empirical characteristic function, or e. c. f.. In general, the transform estimator is referred to as 

an empirical transform. 

Much of the work to date on transform methods has been concerned with utilizing empirical 

transforms in estimation and testing, especially in applications where density functions are 

difficult to obtain. A number of estimation techniques will be studied later. For an introduction to 

methods of testing statistical hypotheses see Cs6rg6 & Heathcote (1984). A more recent example 

was provided by Epps & Pulley (1986), who derived a test for exponentiality based on the e. c. L. 

The analysis of data observed as sums of independent random variables provides a fruiffifl area 

for the application of transform methods. The convolution integral involved in obtaining the den- 

sity function is rarely straightforward, but the calculation of statistical transforms typically is. An 

example of such data is provided by Davis & Kutner (1976). 

A further example where a probability density is not readily available was provided by Wise 

(1989), who was concerned with the statistical analysis of Plutonium levels in the environment. 

Wise gives a model for the measurement of Plutonium in soil, from which an expression is 
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derived for the Laplace transform of the density function bi the overall Plutonium level. It is then 

natural to employ transform techniques to fit the parameters of the measurement model. This was 

done by minimizing a weighted least-squares measure between the empirical and theoretical 

transforms, selecting the transform variables from variance considerations. However, he did 

experience difficulties here because the transform variables tended to a common value. This 

phenomenon was noted in the abstract of this thesis, and we will exploit it later. Wise, however, 

considered this to be less than advantageous and, quite ingeniously and perhaps unwisely, forced 

a choice away from this diagonal solution. 

Despite all this work, very little attention has been given to the robustness of transform 

methods. Tlds is a pity given that the robustness of certain transform techniques has been noted 

by a number of researchers, without fully exploring the underlying reasons. Paulson & Nicklin 

(1983) applied characteristic functions for estimation in linear models, via a technique known as 

Integrated-Squared-Effor (ISE). Heathcote (1977) conducted a general investigation of this 

method, suggesting that its desirable properties are explained by its interpretation as a density 

estimation problem. This view of ISE reveals the smoothing implicit in the technique, and was 

also reported by Bryant & Paulson (1983). The method of ISE has also been applied to the 

analysis of mixtures with promising results, as investigated by Quandt & Ramsey (1978) and 

followed-up by Schmidt (1982). This area is reviewed by Titterington et al. (1985) pp 126-33. 

A natural means for investigating robustness is the Muence Function, a powerful and flexi- 

ble tool for gathering qualitative information about statistical quantities. In an ideal situation, the 

data we observe arise from a particular specified distribution function, F say. In practice, they 

may actually constitute a sample from some other distribution function F', which is "near" F. A 

robust estimator is one which performs well at F', whilst not being too inefficient at F. The 

Influence Function provides a means of investigating this requirement for a proposed estimator. 

In practice, we cannot know exactly the distribution function from which sampled data arise. We 

can, however, investigate the performance of an estimator when the data are adjusted slightly. A 

resistant estimator is one which is not unduly affected by this, whilst performing reasonably well 
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when no such adjustments take place. The definition of resistance makes no mention of distribu- 

tion functions, but for all practical purposes the definitions of robustness and resistance are identi- 

cal. This is an equivalence which we make use of in Chapter 2. 

The Influence Function has been applied to a diverse range of problems, many of which are 

described in the standard texts Hampel et al. (1986) and Huber (1981). See also Critchley (1985), 

Critchley & Vitiello (1990) and Pack & Jolliffe (1992) for applications in multivariate statistics. 

Given its strong theoretical and practical background, we employ the Muence Function as the 

principal means of investigating the robustness of the methods to be discussed in the body of this 

thesis. 

Indeed, the subject matter of Chapter 2 is the Influence Function in general terms. The 

intention here is to give a self-contained development of this investigative tool, which motivates 

the formal general definition. Beyond this, we extend the basic definition in a more accessible 

way than that found in the standard texts. In particular, we consider the Influence Function of a 

differentiable transform of a statistic having known Influence Function. This result is then 

extended to deal with collections of statistics combined by means of a differentiable function. 

As we see in Chapter 2, the Influence Function may itself be considered as a random vari- 

able. As such, its statistical properties are of great interest; these are presented along with a 

number of illustrative examples which give prominence to an important property of influence 

functions. This is a standard result of influence theory showing how the asymptotic variance of a 

statistic may be obtained from its Influence Function. We conclude Chapter 2 by defining an 

influence-bounded robust statististic as one which possesses a bounded Influence Function. 

Given the fLmdamental material contained in Chapter 2, we are then in a position to investi- 

gate the robustness of a number of estimation methods based on empirical transforms. This is the 

theme of Chapter 3, where we focus on two of the most important of these. Fundamental to this 

work is the influence behaviour of empirical transforms, which is discussed in general terms. We 

see that the underlying reason for the robustness of procedures based on them concerns the choice 

of transform employed. This was noted by Wise (1989) in the context of a method of moment 
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estimation, which may be viewed as a special case of M-estimation. Wise was then able to appeal 

to standard theory. In this thesis we approach the robustness of empirical transforms directly to 

demonstrate that this is a general property of transform methods. 

The first technique, that of ISE, has already been mentioned. This is a particularly important 

member of the general class of integrated-distance methods, so we pay special attention to it. In 

this context, the transform of choice is usually the characteristic function, so properties of the 

e. c. f. are of considerable interest. The influence theory developed demonstrates that it is this 

choice which leads to the observed robustness of estimators derived by the ISE technique. There 

is an additional attractive feature of ISE, which is the r6le played by an accompanying free 

parameter, open to choice. We see that we can trade efficiency for extra robustness, and vice- 

versa, by varying this parameter. In an extended example we are able to obtain a robust estimator 

of the Normal mean which also achieves very reasonable efficiency in the absence of contamina- 

tion. In the terms described above, this is an ideal robust estimator. 

Perhaps the simplest estimation technique is the method-of-moments, where we simply 

equate the empirical and theoretical transforms at as many distinct values of the transform vari- 1- 
n'k able as there are unknown parameters. Appendix II shows how we may allow these points to 

become arbitrarily close, eventually taking a common value. It has been noted by Heathcote 

(1977) that the method-of-moments may be viewed as a special case of ISE. Influence results fol- 

low readily via the powerful techniques developed, showing that moment estimators inherit the 

influence behaviour of the empirical transforms in a linear fashion. An important point to note is 

that the influence fimctions of such estimators are easily found, even if no explicit expressions for 

the estimators are available. Examples show, however, that these estimators can be inefficient in 

the absence of contamination, sacrificing efficiency for robustness. The method-of-moments 

lacks the flexibility of ISE to trade-off some of this robustness for greater efficiency, since no free 

parameter is available. 

An important feature of transform methods concerns the selection of the points at which the 

empirical transform is to be evaluated. Integrated-distance techniques deal with this by 
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integrating-out the transform variable, whereas the method-of-moments requires that some exter- 

nal criterion be applied. These are often based on variance considerations, and we consider a 

number of possibilities. There are alternatives however, such as cross-validation and a method 

known as constrained optimization, which we shall encounter later in this thesis. 

The influence techniques developed for investigating the robustness of estimation based on 

empirical transforms may be applied to a diverse range of problems. This is demonstrated at the 

end of Chapter 3, where we show that influence ftmctions for estimators defined by very general 

estimating equations can be found, and that extensions are possible to non-standard transforms 

and a class of location-scale families of distributions. 

In Chapter 4 we investigate some of the practical consequences of the theory developed in 

the previous chapter, in the context of the Lagged-Normal distribution. The main reason for this 

choice is that its density function does not exist in closed form. However, since it may be 

represented as a convolution, an expression for its moment generating function, for example, 

does. The emphasis here is placed on moment estimation, although we also consider the influence 

properties of ISE briefly. In employing the method-of-moments we seek to obtain explicit param- 

eter estimators. We conduct an investigation of resulting influence and efficiency properties, in 

comparison with . um likelihood. A key step in this process is the calculation of a Jacobian 

matrix, whose elements are derivatives of the transforms employed with respect to each of the 

unknown parameters. Such a structure makes this an ideal application of Symbolic Algebra, and 

we make extensive use of this important tool. 

2. Indexed Random Variables. 

Having discussed transform methods for independent and identically distributed random 

variables, it is natural for us to try to relax these assumptions. This brings us into contact with the 

broad area of stochastic modelling. The typical approach to fitting such models is to minimize, 

with respect to the unknown parameters, some measure of discrepancy between the observed and 

fitted observations. Even in relatively simple models, and applying a straightforward discrepancy 

measure, explicit parameter estimators are unlikely to be available. As such, we have usually to 
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apply some "black-box" numerical algorithm, which we trust to be reliable. Clearly if some alter- 

native approach could produce explicit, reasonably efficient, estimators then it would be worthy 

of consideration. Transform procedures would seem to have some potential here and, if nothing 

more, could provide a useful means of yielding starting values for more complex techniques. 

In attempting to fit stochastic models using transforms we bear in mind, in view of the 

above discussion, the need for simplicity. By implication then, we employ the method-of- 

moments, as did Leedow & Tweedie (1983) in the modelling of fish growth. They adopted an 

approach based on Laplace transforms to estimate the parameters of a particular growth curve 

model, obtaining explicit parameter estimators. For a particular set of data, consisting of growth 

information on both male and female fish, a revealing comparison was made with three standard 

techniques for which explicit parameter estimation is not possible. For male fish, two of the 

methods failed to converge, whilst for female fish two of them produced ridiculous parameter 

estimates. The reason for this was identified to be an influential observation. Of the four methods 

studied, only the transform-based technique produced sensible estimates for both male and female 

fish. This is an interesting observation in the light of the work of this thesis on non-indexed ran- 

dom variables, which suggests that we might expect transform-based estimators to possess good 

robustness properties. Evaluating the validity of this claim is a key theme of this thesis. 

The possibility of obtaining explicit estimators has also been noted by Morgan (1982) and 

Laurence & Morgan (1987), stemming from the flexibility to choose which aspect of the process 

to transform. Judicious choice of this quantity can yield explicit estimators attainable. In the case 

of Laurence & Morgan (1987), this amounted to transforming the survivor function. 

If we were to relax the need for simplicity, then ISE might be considered as an estimation 

technique. This was the approach of Paulson & Nickiin (1983) to fitting linear models. The stan- 

dard approach is to minimize the sum of squared residuals with respect to the unknown parame- 

ters. Paulson & Nicklin replaced the squared residuals by a measure of distance between the 

theoretical and empirical characteristic functions. These are then summed to give a transform- 

based measure of the discrepancy between the model and the observations. This technique has 
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the detraction that strong assumptions must be made as to the nature of the error structure. In 

order to obtain a theoretical characteristic function, Paulson & Nicklin assumed independent and 

Normally distributed errors. It is unrealistic to expect these assumptions to be justified in general, 

and these are not necessary when moment estimation is employed. 

Beyond the purely statistical interest in transform methods, there is undoubtedly a need to 

develop such techniques because transforms occur so often in many scientific disciplines. For 

example, Alihassan et al. (1992) required the solution of a partial differential equation in the con- 

text of Bio-Medical Engineering. This solution was then to be fitted to experimental data by 

least-squares. However, the differential equation was most easily solved by the method of 

transforms. 'Me following quote from their paper is instructive: 

"Although the estimation procedure could be done in the frequency domain, transformation 

from the time domain of noisy data with erroneous sample points .... can produce a significant 

bias.... " 

This was their justification for inverting the transform before forming the least-squares 

objective function. Their particular application employed a Fourier transform, which is essentially 

a characteristic function. The work of this thesis suggests that the ex. f. is a robust estimator, in 

the terms defined earlier. Statistically speaking, then, the above claim by Alihassan et al. may be 

unjustified, and an empirical Fourier transform could be a suitable quantity to employ given 

"noisy data". The unknown parameters might then be estimated by ISE, say, avoiding the need to 

invert a transform. 

There are many other applications that could be cited, ranging from the study of queues to 

the modelling of epidemics. Transforms also arise naturally in Time Series, through the spectral 

density fimction. Indeed, Scientists often coRect data observed in the frequency domain, which 

may well be a more familiar setting to them than the time domain. Statisticians should therefore 

be concerned with developing suitable techniques for analysing such data. 
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The transform approach to fitting stochastic models is discussed in Chapter 5. Our con- 

sideration of this topic is very general at first, employing a Quantal Assay model to illustrate the 

concepts involved. We argue in this thesis that the Laplace transform is a good choice over a wide 

variety of applications, for a number of reasons. Firstly, our work on non-indexed random vari- 

ables suggests that an empirical Laplace transform will possess good robustness properties. 

Secondly, many stochastic models are often defined by mixtures of exponentials, as is the growth 

model mentioned earlier. Given this, the Laplace transform will often take a relatively simple 

form, and so is a natural quantity to consider. A detailed investigation is conducted in this chapter 

of estimation for a particular member of the class of compartment models, with means described 

by a system of linear differential equations giving rise to a model of the form noted above. 

We focus on the One-Compartrnent Open model, which Rodda et al. (1975) considered to 

be "probably the most frequently used model for the pharmacokinetic. evaluation of drugs". There 

is some evidence that this is still the case. Macheras et al. (1992) were concerned with determin- 

ing the fraction of drug remaining in the body at the time of peak concentration, an important 

quantity for a medical practitioner to know. Wald et al. (1991), in a study of healthy males, 

employed a simple compartment model to describe the movement of Basophils (a type of white 

blood cell) between the blood stream and extravascular sites. The question of interest was how 

this movement was related to exposure to a variety of steroid. Urfer (1992) used a similarly sim- 

ple compartmental system to model the uptake of chemical pollutants from the environment by 

living organisms. These examples demonstrate the wide spectrum of problems to which compart- 

ment models are applicable, yielding useful information in many disciplines. 

The typical approach to fitting compartment models is via non-linear least-squares. Rodda et 

al. (1975) were concerned with the robustness of this procedure, finding that it is sensitive to out- 

lying observations. They examined the response of the least-squares estimators to particular 

outlier patterns, chosen to represent what might be reasonably expected in practice. It was 

discovered that these outliers could produce effects that would alter clinical decisions. An 

Ordered Simultaneous Estimation Procedure (OSEP) was developed as a more robust alternative,, 
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and is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. Following this work, Frome & Yakatan (1980) re- 

emphasized the need for resistant estimates in this field. Rather than obtaining estimates by least- 

squares, they suggest two alternatives. The first is to minimize the sum of absolute deviations 

between the observed and expected observations. Alternatively, weighted least-squares can be 

applied with weights chosen to yield a robust procedure. This approach has the disadvantage that 

this choice is not unique, and the relative merits of different choices should be investigated. 

Before we can obtain parameter estimates via the transform approach we must first constmct 

an empirical transform, and then select the values of the transform variable at which it is to be 

evaluated. In the case of independent and identically distributed random variables, transform con- 

struction was trivial. In the present context it is rather less so, and two competing methods 

emerge. The first of these is based on Gauss-Laguerre quadrature, allowing an element of experi- 

mental design to take place. The second method follows from a Riemann-sum approximation to 

the Laplace transform integral. This latter approach allows us to analyse data not collected from a 

quadrature-based design. An important function of Chapter 5 is to compare both of these 

methods. 

Since we employ the method-of-moments for parameter estimation, some external criterion 

is required to select the values of the transform variable at which the empirical and theoretical 

transforms are to be equated. We use least-squares as a simple means to do this, and compare 

transform techniques with ordinary least-squares as methods of parameter estimation. This com- 

parison takes the form, in large part, of a simulation study. However, we also investigate the 

efficiency of transforms relative to ordinary least-squares via more theoretical means. 

Having discussed a number of computational and theoretical properties of estimation based 

on transforms, we move on to consider the robustness of some of these methods in Chapter 6. 

Once again, we choose the Influence Function as the principal investigative tool. However, it is 

not immediately clear how its basic definition may be applied directly in this rather novel setting. 

As such, we follow the development of methods for non-indexed random variables described in 

Chapter 2 by first introducing a sensible definition of empirical, sample-based, influence. 
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Following the development of a reasonable approach to measuring influence, we show that 

it yields the same answer as standard techniques when applied to linear models having fixed 

effects. The standard approach, as presented by Cook & Weisberg (1982) for example, is a con- 

siderably more involved and notably less efficient means of obtaining influence functions than 

that developed in this thesis. 

In order to find influence functions for moment estimators it is necessary, as for the non- 

indexed case, to develop the elementary theory a little further and this is done in a directly analo- 

gous fashion to that of Chapter 3. We are then in a position to discuss the results so obtained for a 

more general problem than that considered in Chapter 5, showing that useful qualitative informa- 

tion about the transform-based estimators can be easily discerned. As before, it is important to 

compare the different methods of transform construction. We complete Chapter 6 by examining 

in detail the influence properties of the transform estimators of Chapter 5 versus those of the 

least-squares estimators. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

INFLUENCE METHODS FOR NON-INDEXED RANDOM VARIABLES. 

1. Introduction. 

In Chapter 1 the Influence Function was proposed as a natural tool for investigating the 

robustness properties of a given statistic. The initial objective of this chapter is to demonstrate 

how the Influence Function can be adapted to the transform setting. To do this, we develop some 

general rules for calculating Influence Functions. We are then in a position to understand why, 

and under what conditions, estimators based on transforms should exhibit robust behaviour. 

In section 2 we justify the formal definition of the 1nfluence Function (IF) via the device of 

empirical influence. Once it is defined, we extend the EF to more complicated and realistic situa- 

tions. Section 3 is primarily concerned with describing some useful parameters of the EF. In this 

work we are primarily concerned with determining whether or not the IF is bounded. As such, we 

do not go into too much detail on these; the interested reader is directed to Barnett & Lewis 

(1983) pp 140-41. 

2. Derivation of the Formal Influence Function. 

We have defined the concept of robustness. In practical terms, the robustness of a statistical 

procedure can only be judged by exploiting the practical equivalence between robustness and 

resistance. As such, we seek to measure the effect of varying the sample values on a given statis- 

tic. 

We can express this formally as follows: given a random sample X 1, ..., X,, from a distri- 

bution F, empirical influence is the effect on T(X I X,, ) of adding an extra observation, X 

say. The following example illustrates the concept. 

Example 2.1. 

Let T(X 1, X,, ) =T (F) = X, where F denotes the sample cdf. Thus, 
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A 

T(F) fx dF(x). 

Then, letting i denote the "disturbed" statistic 

T(X, X) (n +1)-l (nX+X),, 

A in obvious notation. The effect on T can be measured by the difference 

T-T (n +I)-' (X-X) 

Not Surprisingly, this is proportional to (n +1)-', the proportion of contamination in the 

sample. Standardizing for this, we define the Empirical Influence of X on T to be 

EI (X; T) = 

Example 2.1 - continued. 

The above definition yields 

EIJ; X) = X-X. 

It is clear from this that X can be made to exceed any finite bound for X large enough. 

Example 2.2. 

(2.1) 

A 
Let T(F) be the sample variance S2 for a distribution with unknown mean and variance. 

nen, in obvious notation 

nS 
2= (n _1)S2+ nX 

2+ 
X2_ (n +1)-l (nX+X)2. 

ThUS9 

g2_S2 (n +1)-l (X_X)2 -n -IS2, 

so that 

EI (X; S 2) 
= (X_X)2 _ (I+lln )S2. 

The empirical influence is again unbounded, but is a quadratic function of the added observation. 

The empirical influence depends on X, the sample size n, the statistic T and, in general, on 

the underlying distribution F. The asymptotic equivalent is especially useful since it removes the 

explicit dependence on a particular sample. Thus, we define an Influence Function to be 

IF (X; T) = lim EI (X; T). (2.2) 
n-*oo 
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Example 2.1 - continued. 

The influence function for X is 

IF (X; X) = lim (X-X) 
n--*- 

=X-g, 

replacing X in the limit by the population parameter. 

Example 2.2 - continued. 

IF (X; S 2) = jiM ((X f)2 _T -(I+l In )S2) 
n -+oo 

= (X_R)2 _ (; 2 
. 

Now, we have defined the influence function to be 

A 

IF (X; T) = lim (n +1)[T-T) (2.3) 

= lim (n +1)[Tf(l- (n +1)-')F+ (n +1)-'A) - TfF)l (2.4) 
n -+- 

where A denotes the atomic distribution allocating all probability at X. Writing P-=(n +1)71, we 

fmd 

AA 

IF (X; T) = lim E71 [T((I-C)F+EA) - T[F)I. 
C-+O 

For n large enough, F may be replaced by its asymptotic dual. Doing this, we arrive at the formal 

definition of an influence function 

A 
IF (X; T) = lim E71 [Tf(l -E)F+ CA) - T(F) (2.5) 

C-40 
We may write this as 

IF (X; T) = De [T«1-F, )F+ &4)1, (2.6) 

AA 
evaluated at c=0. Tbus it is clear that IF (X; T) measures the instantaneous perturbation of T due 

to an observation X. 

To conclude this derivation, note that particular emphasis has been placed on the approach 

through empirical influence for two major reasons. Firstly, we avoid presenting a purely theoreti- 

cal, unmotivated definition. The examples serve to retain the link with practical considerations. 

Secondly, and most importantly, we find later that this approach is helpful when indexed random 
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variables are under consideration. A rigorous discussion of influence functions and their proper- 

ties is provided by Huber (1981). 

Two results follow from (2.6) immediately: - 

Corollary 2.1. 

AA 
Let Y=H (T), where H denotes some differentiable function. Then 

^ aH 
IF (X; Y) = -IF (X; T). DT 

Proof 

By definition, 

IF (X; Y) -H[Tf(l--f-)F+ F-411 ac 
aH D 

[Tf(l-c)F+ &4)] aT Dc 
--. f% 

where all derivatives are evaluated at t; ---v. 

Example 2.3. 

(2.7) 

r-l 

Suppose that we wish to find IF (X; Y), where Y log(X). Then H (T) = log(T), so that 

IF (X; Y) = T- IF (X; T) 
= 9- 

1 

(X-g) 9 

replacing X by ýt in the limit. 

Corollary 2.2. 

Let T= (T 1, .--, 
Tp)", then in obvious notation 

P DH (2.8) IF(XY JýT; IF(X; Ti). 
i=l aTi 
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Proof 

By definition, 

A 
IF (X; Y) = --H[Tf(l-F-)F+ F-A)] ac - 

DH 
[Tif(l-E)F+ EA)] aTi 

Fý 
TIds provides an attractive extension of the previous result. 

Example 2.4. 

We use the technique derived above to find the influence : ftmction of T= S2 IX 2. That is, the 
AA2 

square of the sample coefficient of variation. Write T =H(T,, T2), where H(Tl, T2) = TIT2- SO 

that 

DH A IF (X; T) = DTI 
IF (X; T + aT2 

IF (X; T 2) 

A T2-2IF (X; T 1) - 2T I T2 -3 IF (X; T 2) 

= ýt-2 [(X_ ý1)2_ G2 ] -2cý p73 (X - g). 

The same result may be derived via empirical influence, but the result is far more easily obtained 

in the manner described above. Note that it is obvious from the above that an extension to non- 

identically distributed random variables is readily available. We do not pursue such an extension 

here since it is not of importance to this thesis. 

3. Properties of Influence Functions. 

This section divides naturally into two distinct parts. In the first, we look at some statistical 

properties of the IF. Secondly, we define some useful parameters of the influence function and 

discuss what is meant by robustness in the influence context. 

3.1. Statistical Properties of the TF. 

In this section we discuss the theoretical foundation for the study of influence fimctions. 

The core material presented here has been abstracted from several sources. Bamdorff-Nielsen & 
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Cox (1989) pp 189-192 set their discussion in the context of generalized notions of differentia- 

tion. Cox & Hinkley (1986) pp 345-46 provides a good introduction to the theory of influence 

functions. Greater detail is provided by the standard references Huber (1981) and Hampel et al. 

(1986). 
A 

Now, it is readily shown that F (z) is uniformly consistent for the true distribution F (z ; E)). 
AA 

Tlierefore, provided T(. ) is continuous, T=T (F) is consistent for T (F). Note that T is by 

definition Fisher consistent. 

The behaviour of T relative to E) depends, then, on the behaviour of T (F)-T (F), where F (z) 

is a consistent and asymptotically normal estimate of F (z; E)). When F (z; E)) is discrete, we can 
A 

make a Taylor expansion of T (F)-T (F) in terms of derivatives of T 

However, where F(z; E)) is allowed to be continuous, a more general Taylor expansion is 

required in terms of von-Mises derivatives. Here the fundamental concept is that T [(1- F-)F+ eH] 
A 

is a differentiable function of c, and the first derivative of T (. ) w. r. t. F at z, denoted by IF (X; T) 

is defined by 

lim 
T [(1- ef+ F-Hl 

=f IF (z; TA)dH (z). (2.9) 
£--)0 

Alternatively, IF (X; T) is given explicitly from (2.9) by choosing H as the atomic distribution 

allocating all probability at X. 

Result 2.1. 

By definition (2.9), 

f1F (z; i)dF (z; ()) = 0. (2.10) 

We therefore obtain the expansion 

T[(l-E)F+ CHI= T(F)+cfIF(z; TA)d[H-F)(z)+ 0(ýý2) 
A 

T (F)+ &F (z; T)dH (z)+ 0 (E2) (2.11) 

on applying the above result. Tbus, with c=1 and H (z) = F(z)-F (z; E)) we obtain 

T(F)=T(F)+fIF(z; T)dF(z)+Or(n- (2.12) 

The above follows from (2.10) and by noting that F(z)-F(z; E)) is Op(n-1/2). Finally, 
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nA 
T(F) -T(F) = n-1 YIF(Xj; T)+ 0,, (n-1), (2.13) 

j=l 
A 

given observed data X 1, X, from F. Thus, the random variables IF (Xj; T) are i. i. d. with zero 

mean (Result 2.1) and variance given by 

Result 2.2. 

A 
V (T; F) = 

f[IF (z; Tý)]2dF (Z; E». 

This result gives us an often convenient means for calculating asymptotic variances. Indeed, it is 

often far more efficient than the delta method for example. Result 2.1 provides a check that a cal- 

culated influence function is valid. 

By the Central Limit Tbeorem, we obtain the asymptotic result 

T (F) -N (T (F), n -' V (T; F». (2.14) 
We may extend this to the multi-dimensional case as 

T(F) - MVN(T(F), n-'V(T; F)), (2.15) 

where 

A 
V(T; F) = 

fIF(X; Tý)IF(X; TA)'dF (X; 0), (2.16) 

with the expectation carried-out element-by-element. Note that 

A 

IF (X; T) = (IF (X; T ),..., IF (X; Tp))'. 

Example 2.1 - continued. 

Recall that IF (X; X) = X- g, so that 

n var (X) zf (X_ ýt) 2 dF (X) 

Thus, we see that Result 2.2 can yield exact results as well as approximations. In particular, the 

expression so obtained will be exact for statistics which may be written directly as functionals of 

F. 
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Example 2.5. 

We discuss here an extended example to investigate the quality of the approximation we can 

expect to achieve using Result 2.2. It differs from 
_the 

other examples of this chapter in that obser- 

vations follow a discrete distribution, the Negative-Binomial. 

We investigate a particular estimator proposed by Kemp and Kemp (1987), chosen to be 

explicit. The Negative-Binomial is parameterized so that the P. G. F. is 

rI(z) =[1+q (1 -z)] -k, 

for parameters k, q > 0. Thus, this distribution has mean 9= kq and variance (; 2= kq (1 +q). We 

assume k is known, and consider the Kemp & Kemp estimator of q for low (less than two) mean; 

we denote this by q *. Explicitly, given a random sample X 1, ..., Xn we calculate 

q* = (aX--X)/((1- a)X) 
where a= (k +1) / (k +2) and 

4 x- x X� 1: Xj a -fxj ai fx 
j; 

fx representing a relative frequency. 

Thus we may write q*=H(T,, T2, T3), where 

H(T,, T2, T3) = a(l-a)-'T, I(T2IT3) - (1- a)-' , 
in obvious notation. Applying the techniques of this chapter, we calculate 

3 DH A IF (X; q*) = a(l- a)-' I-IF(X; Ti) 
i=l aTi 

21F (x; i = (1- a)-1 (T3 1T21F (X; T 1)-T , T3 /T2 T2)+TI1T2IF(X; T3)l- 

Now, 

Tj(F)=g, 

T2 (F) = 
fXa XdF (X) 

a 
DI-I(z =a) 

Dz 
=* T2(F) = ag[I-hq (1-a)] -ýk+1) , 

T3(F) = 
faxdF (X) = [l+q (1-a )]-k. 

Since these fLmctionals are all of the form 
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Ti(F)=fti(X)dF(X) i=1,2,31, 
(2-6) yields 

A 
IF (X; Tj) = tj (X)-Ti (F). 

Bringing these results together, we obtain an expression for IF (X; q *). We concentrate now on 

the particular example k=5, q=0.2. Using the result 

n var(q *) z 
f[IF (X; q *)]2dF (X) 

we find 

var (q *) = 3.4/n . 
We can examine this approximation by means of a simulation study. This is especially easy 

to do since, if X has a Negative-Binomial distribution, then 

k 
I: Yi, Yj - Geo ((l+q)-') 
i=l 

in this parameterization. The simulation results are summarized below, obtained from 1000 

repetitions in each case. 

Table 2.1. Simulation Study of var (q *). 

n n. var 

10 3.03 

25 3.08 

50 3.11 

100 3.16 

1000 3.32 

We see that the approximation is very good, even for a sample as small as ten. 
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3.2. Useful Parameters of the IIF. 

31.1. The Gross-Error Sensitivity. 

This is typically denoted by y and is defined to be 

y(T) = sy I IF (X; T) 

As such, y measures the largest, in absolute terms, effect a small amount of contamination of 
A 

fixed size can have on T. It may therefore be regarded as an upper-bound on the (standardized) 

asymptotic bias of the estimator. 

Examples 2.1,2.2 - continued. 

For both X and S2 , y= oo. Thus the effect a contaminant can have on these statistics is 

unbounded. 

31.2. The Rejection Point. 

Suppose that g denotes a central location point of the underlying distribution F. Then the 

rejection point, p, is defined by 

IF(X; T)= 0 for JX-gjý: p. 
A 

That is, observations greater in magnitude than p from g have no effect on T. 

It is possible, and examples of this will be encountered in later work, for I IF (X; T) I to be 

small for I X- gI large. In this case p is infinite, but outhers have little effect on the estimator. 

Indeed, since outlying observations have similar influence to observations nearer g, it could be 

said that outlying observations are brought into the procedure rather than rejected. 

31.3. The Local-Shift Sensitivity. 

We measure here the effect of small fluctuations in the observations, as happens in round- 

ing, grouping and Winsorizing for example. Intuitively, the effect of shifting an observation from 
A 

X to Xf can be measured by IF(X; T)-IF(X; T). The standardized effect of this shifting can be 

described by the slope of the influence function between X and X', motivating the definition 

AA 

P(T) = su yI (IF (X; T)-IF (X; T)) / (X-X) 
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where P(. ) denotes the local-shift sensitivity. 

31.4. The Breakdown Aspect of Performance. 
A 

The breakdown point, b(T), is the smallest proportion of contamination which can cause T 

to exceed all bounds. 

An exceRent discussion of these quantities is conducted in Hampel et al. (1986). In this 

thesis we will be primarily concerned with what we term influence-bounded robustness (IBR). A 

statistic possesses this property iff the following condition is satisfied 
A 

IF (X; T) 1:! g M, some Mr= R (2.17) 

This definition of robustness is open to some debate. Indeed, Miller & Halpern (1980) 

impose the condition that the IF should tend to zero as IXI becomes large. NWbilst this is in general 

AM 
. sirable, it is perhaps too restrictive in the transform setting. In particular, when characteristic 

functions are employed in moment estimation, the resulting influence functions are by implication 

infilnitely-osciRating. 

Armed with the work of Chapter 2, we are now in a position to investigate techniques for 

estimation based on transforms. We focus on two of the most important of these in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

ROBUSTNESS OF EMPIRICAL TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES. 

1. Introduction. 

The IF has been proposed and developed as a tool for investigating the robustness of statist- 

ical procedures. We now apply these methods to a study of techniques based on empirical 

a-ansforms. 

It is a feature of transform methods that they really come in three parts. In the first, we con- 

struct an empirical transform from observed data to estimate its theoretical partner. Secondly, we 

must apply some method to extract the information conveyed; two such methods are explored 

later in this chapter. Lastly, but by no means least, we have to choose the values at which to 

evaluate the empirical transform. In moment estimation, we must apply some criterion, usually 

based on variance, to do this. Integrated-distance estimators are formed by combining the second 

and third steps, thus avoiding the need for some external criterion, an appealing feature of this 

class of estimator. 

In section 2 we formalize our study of empirical transforms and investigate their influence 

behaviour. Section 3 is devoted to a study of integrated-distance methods, particularly when the 

measure of distance employed is the square of the 12 norm. This is known, for obvious reasons, as 

Integrated-Squared-Error (ISE) where the transform of choice is the empirical characteristic func- 

tion. (e. c. f. ). The third section brings perhaps the simplest transform technique, moment estima- 

tion, under investigation. We see that this method, although often easy to apply, is lacking in the 

flexibility offered by ISE. In contrast, the work on moment estimation demonstrates the great 

range of applications that the influence methods developed in this thesis have. The final section 

provides further evidence of this. Here we see that it is possible to find influence functions for 

estimators defined by really quite general estimating equations. The central themes of this chapter 

are discussed by Campbell (1992). 
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2. Influence for Empirical Transforms. 

Given a distribution function F (x; E)), for parameters E) = (0 1, ..., Op)', we may defte a 

transform by 

fg (s, X)dF (X; 0). (3.1) 
Here g (s, X) is known as the kernel of the transform (Feuerverger and McDunnough, 1984). For 

example, choosing g (s, X)-- esX we obtain the moment generating function. For a random sample 

X I, ---, X,, from F, the empirical transform is defined as 

g (s, X)dF- (X) 

g (s, Xj). 
j=l 

(3.2) 

Note that, by definition, we have convergence in probability of G to G. Aspects of estimating sta- 

tistical functionals are discussed by Hall & Johnstone (1992). 

The influence function of G is easily found as 

IF (X; G) =-a 
fg(s, X)d[(1-F-)F+EA] je 

= 
fg (s, X)d [A -F] 

=g (s, X) -G (s; 0). (3.3) 

This is a general result for functionals which may be expressed in the form (3.1). 

It is clear from (3.3) that the influence behaviour, and hence robustness properties, of G are 

determined by the form of the kernel. In the theory of M-estimators, considerable work has been 

done on the choice of estimating equation required to yield given influence properties. The above 

result shows that we are able to do this in the transform setting also, the key quantity being the 

transform kernel. 

3. Integrated-Distance Methods. 

This method seeks to minimize a measure of distance, d (G, G) say, between the empirical 

and theoretical transforms. Before minimizing, the transform variable is integrated-out to leave a 

quantity involving the data and E) alone. The ISE estimator, () of E) is found, then, as 
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00 

h (0) = min 
fd (6, G)w (s; l%)ds. (3.4) 

8 -.. 
It is usual, as above, to include a weight-fanction in the integral. This is done firstly to 

ensure integrability and, secondly, to make the integration easier or even possible. Note that there 

is a free parameter, X, open to choice. We will investigate the role it plays in this technique dur- 

ing the course of this chapter. 

The most common form for the distance measure is 

d(G, G) =1 G(s) - G(s; E))IP, (3.5) 
for p (=- R+- The most popular choice seems to be p =2, resulting in ISE. 

Turning now to the choice of weight-function, the published literature contains references to 

two major categories. In the first, we choose w (s; %) to be a Heaviside-type function, so that we 

restrict attention to a finite collection of points. This scheme was followed by Quandt and Ram- 

sey (1978), who employed 

1 if sc= S 
w (S) 

10 

otherwise. 

We concentrate on continuous weight-functions here and return to the subject of discrete weight- 

fLmctions later in this chapter. 

We focus now on a study of ISE and, in this context, the transform of choice is the e. c. f., 

some properties of which we discuss next. 

3.1. The e. c. f.. 

The e. c. f., denoted by has kernel fLmction 

(s, X) = e'sx, (3.6) 

so that 

A1n 

O(s) =n-I e'sxj 
j=l 

R (s) +U (s), say. (3.7) 

We see from this that outlying values are trigonometrically reduced. Explicitly, we find by stan- 
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dard methods that 

IF (X; R) = cos (sX) - Re 0(s; E)) 

IF (X; I) = sin (sX) - Im O(s; e), (3.8) 

replacing by its theoretical partner 0. We see that R and I are Influence-Bounded-Robust (EBR). 

The ex. f. has found many diverse applications, of which we can mention but a small subset 

here. In Csi5rg6 & Heathcote (1984) it is employed in tests for independence, symmetry and nor- 

mality. They also investigate a test for stability, an important application of e. c. f. s since the 

Stable Laws are, in general, expressed only through their characteristic functions. 

A num r of researchers have applied stable distributions to practical examples, so this dis- 

tribution is of more than just academic interest. It has found uses in the modelling of stock price 

data; see for example Mandelbrot (1963), Fama (1963,1965) and Koutrouvelis (1980). More 

recently, it has been employed by Brockwell & Liu (1991) in a Time Series application. They 

sought to estimate the parameters of the noise model when it was allowed to follow a stable dis- 

tribution. Remaining in the Time Series settimg, the e. cl was used by Chan & Tong (1990) to 

show that an autoregressive model for the lynx data would be inappropriate. 

The sequence (O(s): n =1,2,... ) has a number of important properties. We begin with a result 

from Feuerverger and Mureika (1977): for fixed T<oo, we have the convergence 

Prflim syp 10(s)-O(s)1=0)=l- 
n-+- I sl: 5T 

(3.9) 

Because ý(s) is a trigonometric polynomial, it is essentially periodic and hence must 

approach its supremilm value 0(0)--l arbitrarily often as IsI ---> oo; as for example when the distri- 

bution function F (x) is absolutely continuous. This uniform convergence cannot therefore be 

extended to the whole real line in general, although it can be when F (x) is purely discrete. in this 

case : 

A Pr(lim syp lý(s)-O(S)1=0)=l- 
n--)- IsI <- 

Proof 

(3.10) 

By the Strong Law of Large Numbers, if X is a discrete random variable taking values fxk) 
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with probabilities fpk), then in obvious notation 

OW - O(S) Z(ýk- Pk)e lsx* 
k 

:5 11 ý Pk- Pk 
k 

-4 

El 
Feuerverger and Mureika note after this proof that "The connection between the e. c. f. and 

kernel-type estimators of probability density functions makes it possible to apply results in den- 

sity estimation to the ex. f. ". The link between ISE and density estimation was demonstrated via 

Parseval's Theorem (see Appendix 1) by Heathcote (1977). He suggested that the smoodling 

implicit in density estimation is responsible for some of ISE's desirable properties. He gives in 

particular an example where no global maximum likelihood estimator is possible, although a con- 

sistent local one does exist, but the ISE-estimator is well-defined. We argue here that this a result 

of employing the e. c. L. The influence function approach, as we see later, enables us to obtain an 

explicit interpretation for X beyond that which is possible via the density estimation route. 

Returning to consideration of the sequence (O(s)), we may form 

A 
n 1/2 fo(s) - 0(s)) (3.11) 

to be considered a random complex process in s. This was discussed in Feuerverger and McDun- 

nough (1981), employing the multidimensional central limit theorem to show that 

(yn(Sl), 
---, 

Yn(Sr)J converges to ly(S 1), ---, Y(sr)) given that E (Y, (s))=O and 

E (Y,, (S)Y,, (t))=: O(s +t ý--O(s)o(t) exists. 

The results depicted here demonstrate that the e. c. f. is a well-behaved function, and likely to 

be of considerable statistical use. 

3.2. Robustness of ISE Methods. 

The ISE function is defined to be 

00 

h (19) fI O(S) - O(S; E)) 12W (s;, %)ds 

--oo 
(3.12) 
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where 0(. ) denotes the characteristic function. With regards estimation, we note that the ISE- 

estimator E) is such that 

h(e)= min h(E)) 
0 

which is found in practice as the solution of 

Dh(E)) 
=0i =1,..., P. (3.13) aoj 

Heathcote (1977) shows that, in the regular case allowing for interchange of integration and 

differentiation, there exists a strongly consistent solution to the system (3.13). Under these mild 

regularity conditions, equations (3.13) may be written as 

cc 

R) _ýR + (s; k)ds =0j =1,..., Pll (3.14) V- I)-TO-1w Doj aj 

where R=Reo(s; E)) and I=ImO(s; E)). Note that equations (3.14) follow readily on rewriting 

(3.12) as 

*0 f(ý- R)2+ i- I)2)w (s;, %)ds (R 

We go on now to investigate the robustness properties of E). The following example beg' s 

this process with an intuitive discussion of ISE's resistance to outlying values. 

Example 3.1. 

Suppose that X 1, ..., X,, are independent N (0,1) random variables. Let w (s)=1, then we 

may write the ISE: ftmction in terms of the data as 

h (X) = 7r 1/2 [l- n-12 3/2 n- 
j12 je 

j=l 

in obvious notation. Now, if we leave-out the ith observation then h (. ) becomes 

h (X(-i» = ir 1/2[1_ (n -1)-12 
3/2 j: e -X2i/2 1 

j#i 
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=> h (X(-i» -h (X) zn -' (8n) 1/2 [e -X2i/2 _ (n -1)-1 je -Xj212 1- 

j#i 

We see that the effect on the ISE surface of leaving out the ith observation is bounded. This 

suggests an intrinsic robustness of the integrated-squared-error technique to outlying observa- 

tions. 

We can make this intuitive treatment precise via the following 

Theorem 3.1. 

Under the same regularity conditions as Heatcote (1977), the ISE-estimator E) of e has 

influence function 

IF (X; G) = iC-', r(X) I 

where 

00 

0c)ij fr DR DR DI aI 
lw(s; %)ds 

-. 
aoj a0i 'r aoj aoi 

and 

00 

f [_LR IF (X; kR) + 
3LIF 

(X; iI)]w (s; i%)ds j =1,..., p. aoj aoj 

Note that IF (X; R) and IF (X; I) are as defined by equations (3.8). 

11 

We see that E) possesses bounded influence provided R and I are both uniformly differenti- 

a nl% ble w. r. t. to each of the Ojs, j=1,..., p. As we shall see in an example to come, the sensitivity of 

the technique is controlled by X. 

The proof of this theorem first requires the foflowing 
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Lemma 

Suppose that a statistic is defined by 

AA 

Y= fT (F; s)ds 
Then, by definition 

IF (X; Y) = [Yf(l- F-)F+ F-A)] ac 

= -ý-fTffl- c)F+ F-A)ds De 

= 
f-ýý-T(O- 

OF+ F-A; s)ds DF, 
, 

so that 

IF (X; Y) = 
fIF (X; i (s» ds . 

El 
Applying this lemma to (3.14), we find the jth influence equation 

00 
f [_LR [IF (X; Rý) - yp, 

DR 
IF (X; (A) j)) + 

ai 
(IF (X; IA) - 

- 
Cko 

aoj a0i aoj 

P DI 
E-IF(X; Oi)j]w(s; %)ds=O j=lg..., p- 
i=l a0i 

This provides a vivid demonstration of the flexibility of the influence tools developed in 

Chapter 2. Now, rearranging the above equations we find 

00 
f( DR DR DI DI 

)w (s; ý, )ds 1 Y, IF (X; &i) [ 
i=l -. 

DE)j DE)i ' DE)j D0i 

*0 f[ R IF (X; R) + 
DI 

IF (X; I)] w (s; X)ds 

--oo 
D()j aoj 

That is, 

(1c)ijIF (X; Oi) = [, c(X)]j j =1 

D 
This result may not provide a particularly efficient method for calculating influence func- 

tions. However, it does establish why ISE methods, based on characteristic functions, are robust. 

'Me key, once again, is the choice of transform. 
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Corollary 

We note that, by standard theory, 

00 

var E) n-1 
f IF (X; 8 )IF (X; E) )dF (X) 

--00 
00 

=n -' IC1 T(X)r(X)"(lc-')'dF (X). 
-*0 

We see from its definition that ic is symmetric, so 

var ( E) )=n1 k-' , 
where I is the dispersion matrix of r(X). 

This corollary corresponds to a result found by Heathcote (1977), although it follows more 

readily via the influence fimction technique. In the following example we illustrate the efficiency 

and robustness properties of ISE via a particular case. 

Example 3.2. 

Suppose that we have a random sample from a N(g, cr 2) distribution available, where cý is 

assumed known. We choose the weight function w (s)=e _VS2 

; this Gaussian form is a popular 

choice used by, for example, Paulson et al. (1975), Heathcote (1977) and Paulson & Nicklin 

(1983). This popularity seems to be due to two major reasons. First, the Gaussian form is well- 

known to Statisticians and so likely to be chosen for this application if no decision rule is obvi- 

ous. Second, it is a valid characteristic function. Thus, applying Parseval's Theorem to the ISE 

fimction gives w (. ) an interpretation as a smoothing density fLmction. 

Recall that 

e isg-sV12 

so that R= e' / cos(sg) and I= e-' 1 /2 sin(sg). Thus 

DR 
se 

_S202 /2 in ag sm(sg) 

and 

ai- 

= se 
_S2 a2/2 Cos (sg) 

ag 
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It is straightforward, if rather tedious, to show that 

T= (2, n)'/2(cý+2X2)-3/2 (X -g)e -'9-5 (X-9)2 / (02+2Xý) . 

273/2 (21r)1/2«y2+Ä2)-3/2 

yielding 

9 3/2 (_C12 +Xý 
)3/2 (X-g)e-0*5 

(X 
_g)2 

/ (02 +2Ä2) IF (X; 1) =2C 2+2ý, 2 9 

on applying Tbeorem 3.1. This result may also be obtained from the theory of M-estimation, 

employing a similar amount of effort. Such methods are discussed in the standard texts Huber 

(1981) and Hampel et al. (1986). 

We see that the ISE-estimator is robust to outlying observations, whereas the usual estima- 

tor, the sample mean, is not (Example 2.1). By decreasing the value of X, we reduce sensitivity to 

these observations, giving us some control over this procedure. This is depicted graphically, in 

Figure 3.1 below, for g=0 and a=1. 

Note that 

lün IF (X; 'i) = X- g 
k--». 

ýI 

IF (X; X). 

Thus, for large X, g behaves as X. The reason for this becomes obvious when we note that the ISE 

estimating equation is 

n 

exp[- 0.5 (Xj - )2 / (C; 2+2%2 0 (Xj 
j=l 

and for large X this becomes 

g= () 1(Xj--) 
j=I 

g 
We therefore have the concrete interpretation for X that it controls the robustness of this pro- 

cedure. To obtain maximum robustness, we choose k=0. For less protection against outliers, we 

allow X to become larger. An alternative interpretation, in terms of density estimation, is dis- 

cussed in the next section. 



Figure ' ). 1. Influence function for ISE-estimator of normal mean; 

solid line, %=1; dotted line, X=3. 
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Turning now to matters of efficiency, assuming uncontaminated data, we find the asymp- 

totic efficiency of versus X by applying Result 2.2 9- In the particular case g=0, a=1 this is 

1 
(1+2%2)3/2 (3+2%2)3/2 (1 +V)-3 8 

Even when the data are uncontaminated we obtain 90% asymptotic efficiency when X=1, a value 

providing substantial protection against outliers. When X=5, gA attains 99.9% efficiency but pro- 

vides an estimator lacking in robustness. The trade-off between efficiency and robustness is a 

recurring theme of this thesis. 

Taking these facts concerning robustness and efficiency together, ISE seems to provide an 

ideal robust estimator in this case. At the true model, it can attain very reasonable efficiency 

whilst also being robust to outlying observations. Note that this robustness is very strong here, 

since is IIBR with M=0. Away from the true model, as we shall see in Example 3.3, gý can 

become more efficient than X. This is what a robust estimator must achieve to be of practical use. 

However, given uncontaminated data, 9 is necessarily inferior to X as an estimator for g. To 

complete the picture, we investigate the behaviour of g versus X in the presence of contaminated 

data via the following 

Example 3.3. 

Rather than observing, as in the previous example, N (g, c72) random variables we assume 

that the data are in fact subject to contamination. We model this via the mixture distribution 

Fx = (1- e) N (g, cy 2)+ ZN (g, 3G2 )9 

in obvious notation. A contamination model of this sort was suggested by Huber (1981) pp 2-3 as 

being physically reasonable. 

We compare the performance of g versus X via the variance ratio 

n= var (X) / var (ý) . 
Applying Result 2.2, we find after a little algebra that 

A12 X2+(y2)3(k2+ (y2 -312 
_)(Ä2 +3 / 2(: r2) + 3£ (k2+7/2(y2y var (g) =n- cr ( /2)-3/2 [(l_ E -3/2] 

, 
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so that 

Q (1 +3p-)(X2+ Cý / 2)3/2 
(V+Cý)3 c)(V+3 / 2cr2 )-3/2 + 3F- (, %2+7/2(; 2)-3/21 

Figure 3.2 below is a plot of c against X for three values of a on the boundary Q=1. 

For large contamination, we see that a small value for X is required to achieve Q=1, 

corresponding to a more robust estimator being preferred in this situation. As the level of contam- 

ination falls, we see that kincreases and A behaves more like X. This clearly accords well with 9 

common sense. We concentrate now on a particular ISE-estimator, that for X=2 say. As a 

increases, we see that the level of contamination required to maintain L2 =1 tends to increase. 

This is because the data are naturally more noisy, so small to moderate contamination is difficult 

to detect. Note that for any particular comparison of versus X, adding more contamination will 

tend to tip the balance in favour of g". 

The work so far on ISE has first established the source of its apparent robustness, which is 

fundamentally because estimation is based on the e. c. f. Secondly, we have seen that ISE can 

compete well with standard methods not only in terms of robustness but efficiency as well. We 

have made clear the role played by X in particular. In the next section we offer a further interpre- 

tation for this parameter. 
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Figure 
-ý. 2. Plot of 2 against X on the boundary Q=1. 
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3.3. An Alternative Interpretation for k 

Returning to the general definition of ISE (3.12), we may write 
Cbe 

h (0) =f1 V" (s; ý, ) - V(s; E), X) 1 2dS 
, (3.15) 

--. M 
Where provided [W(S; X)]112 is itself a valid characteristic fLmc- 

tion, then so is 4q. ). Tilis is certainly the case for w (s;, %)=e _X2S2 

, and we assume this to be true for 

the general w (. ) we employ in this section. 

Applying Parseval's Theorem (Appendix I) to (3.15), we find 

(NO 
h (8) = 27r f [^(X; k) -g (X; E), X)]2dX 

, 9 

where g(x; E), %) has characteristic function 4f(s; e, 1%), and similarly for g(x). Tbus 

(x) = (27r)_1 
cc 
fe -isx ir(s;, %)ds 

co 

(27r)-l fe -sxe 
isXj - I/ 2logw (s;, %) 

ds 
j=l --. Cbo 

We focus now on w (s;, %)=e -)ý S, 
so that 

00 n2 

g (x) =n-Y, (21r)- 1fe -sxe isXj - Xýs /2 ds 
j=I 

-1 
n 

-1/2 I (27EV) e 
j=l 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

Tbus we see that k has a role as a bandwidth in the density estimation problem (3.16). 

Large X (lacking robustness) corresponds to large smoothing. For small X (more robust), less 

smoothing takes place. 

This interpretation for X has been noted by a number of researchers, including Heathcote 

(1978) and Bryant & Paulson (1983). 

3.4. Choosing a Value for L 

We mention a few ideas here for completeness only. This topic is not central to the aims of 

this thesis, so we do not pursue them in detail. 
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3.4.1. Asymptotic Efficiency. 

Here we choose /% so that asymptotic efficiency exceeds some critical value at the true 

model. A value of 90% seems a reasonable guide, yielding a choice of %=1 in Example 3.2. 

3.4.2. Numerical Choice. 

One could simply include X as an extra parameter to be estimated, viz: 

(E), Ä) = min h (8, ý, ). 
(O, k) 

This method seems rather unappealing in that it adds an extra dimension to what may already be a 

high-dimensional search. In addition, we see that % and c; are not identifiable in Example 3.2 

where we can only estimate the pair (g, jj = 02 + 2. %, 2)'. This is a consequence of the weight- 

function being the characteristic function of a Normal distribution, so /% becomes incorporated in 

the dispersion parameter of the model. We observe a role for the weight fLmction similar to that of 

a con ugate prior in ayesian statistics. 3 

A further criticism of this idea is that it tries to " get something for nothing ". The data are 

used to estimate (9 and also to select the robustness of the procedure. Overall, it seems that an 

external criterion for selecting k is appropriate. 

3.4.3. Using Parameters of the EF. 

It was suggested in Bryant & Paulson (1983) that X be chosen from considerations of 

robustness. We discuss here choosing X to minimize the Gross-Effor Sensitivity. This technique 

is well illustrated by 

Example 3.2 - continued. 

For this case, it is straightforward to show that 

y=2 3/2 e -1/2(X2+Cy2)3/2 / (2V+02 )9 

yielding 

X=2 

= 0.707c; . 
This choice of X gives an efficiency of 84% for g5 versus X, slightly less than that achieved by the 
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first rule outlined above. This is perhaps unsurprising, since this method places direct emphasis 

on the robustness of the resulting estimator. 

4. The Method-of-Moments. 

The simplest technique for model-fitting is the method-of-moments. Suppose that we wish 

to estimate a vector of unknown parameters, e, as defined earlier. For this method we equate the 

empirical and theoretical transforms at each sE S= (S 1, ..., Sp) to obtain the p estimating equa- 

tions 
A 

G(si)=G(si; E)(F)) 

Note the explicit dependence on the empirical cAL reflected in the notation used. This is ianpor- 

tant to remember, since e is merely a functional of F, even if rather more complicated than those 

we have discussed so far. 

We may view the method-of-moments, as noted by Heathcote (1977), as a special case of 

ISE, since if we choose 

W (S; X) ý8 (S - SO Sk 'F: S (3.19) 

in (3.12), where 8(. ) represents the kronecker delta ftmction, then 

PA 
h (0) = 1: 1 G(si) -G (si; G) 12 

. 
i=1 

As we normally employ real-valued transforms in this technique, E) results from minimizing 

h (8) [G (si) G 

so that we are required to solve the system (3.18). 
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Influence Theory. 

Influence functions for moment estimators are found by applying 
Theorem 3.2. 

Given a weH-defined moment estimator e of E), we have 
A 

IF(X; E»=V-'IF(X; G) 9 
where 

[IF(X; G)]i=IF(X; G(si)) i=l 1) ... lp; 
[ IF (X; E)) ]i =IF (X; E)j) i=19... Ip; 

aG(si) 
(V)ij - Doj 

F-I 

Proof 

For the ith equation of system (3.18) we may write-down the influence equation 

P DG (si) 
IF (X; Gi) Y, -IF (X; Oj), 

j=l DOj(F) 

where we employ the notation Gi =G (si) as convenient. Bringing these p influence equations 

together, we may form the single matrix equation 

IF (X; G) =V IF (X; E)). 

We note that V is a Jacobian matrix, so given the context it seems valid to assume that V is non- 

singular. Thus, 

IF (X; 8) = V-lIF (X; G). 

F 
It is clear from this that the parameter estimators will inherit the influence properties of the 

AA 
empirical transforms employed. In particular, E) will be EBR (see page 21) iff G is. Note further 

that IF (X; G) is an elementary calculation, and so IF (X; E)) is generally easy to calculate for 

moment estimators, even if no explicit solution for E) exists. The calculation of V is especially 

easy now that symbolic algebra packages are readily available. 
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Example 3.4. 

Suppose that a random sample of n observations is available from the N (g, (Y 2) distribution. 

We base estimation on the moment generating function in this example, so that the estimating 

equations are : L-- 

, 02 M(si) = exp(sjý + S2 1 /2) 

As a first step, we obtain the first row of V since, by symmetry, we can then fill-in the rest 

of the matrix to obtain 

SIM(SO 
S 2M(S 2) 

By elementary methods we obtain, in obvious notation, 

IF (X; M)= (es' M (s ), es' M (S 2»" 9 

s, 12M(sl) 

s2 12M(S2) 2 

so that after inverting V we obtain, on writing E) = (R, cý)" 

IF (X; 19 ) --': (S 2- S 0-1 

S2 
(e SIX -Mo - 

sl 
SIMI S2M2 

2 
(e 'V2 

X 

-M2) -2 
82M2 SIM1 

'52 
X 

-M2) 

SIX -Mi) 
I; 

it is straightforward to check that E [IF (X; E))] = 0. 

It is instructive to verify this result by only allowing ourselves access to elementary 
A 2 

methods. The first step is to solve the estimating equations for g and a. We can do this explicitly 

here, but this will not always be the case. Thus, 

210gM, _S21og S IS2(S2- S 09 "ý S2 I M2 

and 

22 
sIcy =2[logMj-sj91, 

yielding 

22 

S IS 2(S2- S I)IF(X; g) -ý 
S2 

(e"' x- Ml)- 1 (e S2X 
_ M2) 

M, 

and 

2 /2 IF (X; cr 2) = MI-lIF (X; G 1) -s IF (X; ) 19 
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giving the earlier result when simplified. 

This example was really very easy to verify. This is not so easy to do in the following case 

which demonstrates the usefulness of these methods. 

Example 3.5. 

We look again at the Negative-Binomial distribution as parameterized in Example 2.5. The 

estimating equations are 

[1+ (1_ Z, )4]-k =1,2. 
Writing wi=l+ (1-zi)q and employing the notation IFIj= II(zj), we form 

k(l-z I)w -I' n, 

k(l-Z2)W-21 n2 

Now, 

IX zi 
IF (X; rl )=X 

Z2 112 

We find, in particular, that 

IF (X; q' )= 

k-1 III log rl, 
k-1 r12 10gr12 

112[z x -ril pog r12 -rl 1 [Z 2X -r12 1109 rI 1 
-(1-Z2)/w2 -(1-2j)/wl krIII121091rIl r12 

We have no other means available at the moment to verify this result. Later in this chapter 

we develop further methods which will allow us to do so. 

41. Variance Considerations. 

Appealing to equation (2.16), we have the definition 

n var«3) = EF [ IF (X; (D)IF (X; (3)'] 

=EFI V-'IF(X; G)IF(X; G)*(V-1)'] 

var(O) = n-'V-lvar(G)(V-1)' (3.20) 

Ilus, given var(G), measures of error for parameter estimators are easy to calculate. On this 

point, the dispersion matrix of transforms of the form (3.1) is very easy to find, as follows. 

A2nn 
cov (Gi, Gj) =n- cov g (si, Xr), T 

,g 
(sj, Xm)] 

r=l M=l 
n 

=n-2 Z COV[g(S,, Xr), g(S i, X 
m 

r, m=l 
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n 

n -2 1 [EF(g (Si, Xr)g (Sj, Xm))_GiGj3. (3.21) 
r, m=l 

Now, 

EF [g (si. )Xr)g (sj, XM)] = 
fg (si, X)g (sj, X)dF (X) 9 

given that X I, ..., X,, are identically distributed. The result of this integral depends on the form 

of the kernel, and can typically be written in terms of G itself. For example, when the transform 

of interest is the characteristic or moment generating function then the integral is G(si+ sj). The 

probability generating function is rather different, yielding G (sisj). Clearly var(G) is very easy to 

find for standard transforms. 

Returning now to (3.20), we note that this result corresponds to that obtained by standard 

techniques, since applying the delta method yields 

p^A aG aG 
var [G (E))] cov (0j, Oj) - 

i, j=l aoi aoj 

This is an approximation for var(G), where the influence technique yielded a solution directly for 

e. 
43. Choosing s. 

In this section we consider choosing the optimal value of s, s* say, by iii zmg the vari- 

ance of resulting estimators. In the general p-parameter setting the criterion we apply is that of 

generalized variance, denoted by gv (. ), so that 

gv (s min I var(G(s)) 1 (3.22) 
s 

in obvious notation. Recalling (3.23), 

gv (s min I V- 1 var (G)(V- 1)* 1 
S 

where explicit dependence on s has been suppressed for ease of exposition. Thus, 

gv(s* )=min Ivar(6)l IVI-2. (3.23) 
S 

We see that s* can be selected even if GA is not known explicitly. TIlis method will be used exten- 

sively in Chapter 4. 
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One of the problems with this technique is that the objective function of (3.25) depends on 

the unknown parameters 0. We can overcome this difficulty by substituting 0 for E), much as an 

estimated standard error is used in the standard t-test when the population variance is unknown. 

We investigate this in an example to come. 

We take the opportunity here to note an interesting phenomenon of this work, which is best 

illustrated by 

Example 3.6. 

Suppose that X 1, ..., X,, is a random sample from the exponential distribution having mean 

X-1. Then 

O(S; X)=(1-is1%)-l 
. 

Using the method of moments, based on the ratio of real and imaginary parts, we find 

Ann 
X(s) =sZ cos(sXj)1,7 sin(sXj) 

j=l j=l 
and subsequently by the method of influence functions that 

A1 

(1 +S 2)2 (1+ 2S 2)(l+ 4S 2)-l 
var (. %) =n9 

This suggests that we take s*=0. We see that the reason for this is because 

A --l 
lim %(S) =X 
s-+O 

the m. l. e. for X, which attains the Cramdr-Rao lower bound. Thus we can only make a degenerate 

choice of s in this case. 

Based on examples, this seems to happen only for one-parameter cases where the m. l. e. 

results as a moment estimator, and so includes all members of the exponential family. We can 

justify this by the following semi-intuitive argument. The estimator concerned results as the solu- 

tion of 

e(S) = e(s; 0) 
so expanding the characteristic functions we obtain, for complex k, 

l+ iSX+ (iS)2 k=1+ is ýt(E»+ (is )2 k (0 

X- g(O)+ is (k- k (0 »=0 
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and letting s -ý 09 

X 

So we find that 0 arrives as the solution of the first moment equation. In many cases this coin- 

cides with the mle. of 0, so that variance-based methods become degenerate. 

We note here the possibility of this extending, in a very special case, to the general p- 

parameter setting. If cov (0j, Oj)-- 0 'Vi#j, then 

pA 

I 

var (8) 1 var (Oi (s)) 

This suggests that we can minimize the generalized variance by choosing s=0. However, this is 

unlikely for at least two reasons. First, it is rare for all parameter estimators to be uncorrelated. 

Second, the earlier argument suggests that this phenomenon only extends as far as the first 

moment; higher-order moments appear to be exempt. This is a problem which may benefit from 

further theoretical work, but is somewhat outside the remit of this thesis. 

5. Extensions to Influence Theory. 

In this section we extend the influence theory we have developed in two distinct ways. The 

first is an extension of the method-of-moments to transforms which cannot be easily written in the 

form (3.1). Secondly, we demonstrate the range of application of our methods by applying them 

to really quite general esdanating equations. 

5.1. Non-Standard Transforms. 

Consider the general set of estimating equations 

A 

xVj=Nfj(s; E)(F)) i=l,... Ip. 
(3.24) 

One choice of V, justification for which is provided in Appendix II, is 

, vi = Vi -1) i =1 91 

with the superscript U-1) denoting the (i-1)th derivative w. r. t. s. Note that we take the case i=1 

to mean the function V itself. 

Clearly the earlier work applies, and we have the result 
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IF (X; @)= V-lIF (X; N^f), (3.25) 

where 

(V)ij - 

and 

IF (X; IF (X; (3.26) 

It is this vector of influence functions where the real difference occurs. To calculate the elements 

we typically have to apply a little more effort than for standard transforms, as we shall see in 

Chapter 4. The following example provides a problem which fits into this general framework, but 

where the influence vector is easy to calculate. We take this opportunity to bring together all the 

strands we have discussed thus far and, in addition, to make a comparison in terms of both robust- 

ness and efficiency with -- 
.-- likelihood. As such, this is a very important example. 

Example 3.7. 

A number of researchers have used transforms to fit the stable laws. For example, Paulson et 

al. (1975) and Koutrouvelis (1981). Koutrouvelis (1982) considers the Cauchy distribution in par- 

ticular, which we discuss here. 

Given a random sample X 1, ..., X,, from such a distribution having location (x and scale P, 

the characteristic function is 

e(s ; (3 )= e'scc-ß 1s19e= «X, ß), . 
We may form the estimating equations as 

AA 
Re O(s) = Re O(s; 19 

Im O(s) = Im O(s; E)) - 
In our notation above, then 

xyl(s)=Reo(s) and V2(S)=IMO(S)- 

Explicitly, the estimating equations are 
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n 

n-1 Icos(sXj) = e-P" 'cos(sa) 
j=l 

n 

n-1 I sin(sXj)=e-0"lsin(sa) 
j=l 

Thusl 

-se -ý 1'1 sin(s cc 
se -P 1s1 cos(sa ) 

sI e-Ols 1 cos(sa 
sI e-P's 1 sin(sa 

Note that the vector of influence functions for the transforms is very easy to calculate 

because the characteristic function is a complex sum of the sine and cosine transforms of F. As 

such, we immediately have two distinct transforms of the form (3.1) available. We find, therefore, 

that 

s -1 eP ls 1 sin s(X- a) 
IF (X; 0) ISI -1 [1-eO cos s(X- a)] 

We see from this that the influence functions oscillate infinitely, so that they do not decay as 

I X- aI becomes large. It is instructive to compare this behaviour with that of the m. l. e. s of a and 

P. Now, the m. le. s arise from the estimating equations 

n (Xi- (X) 
1: 

1,2 
i=l +(X i- (X 

2ß 
nß- - 1: -=O. ß2+(Xi_ - )2 cc 

Appealing to the theory of M-estimation, we find 

IF (X; (X) oc 
(X- cc ) 

(X- (X) 2+ß2 

and 

IF(X; 
2ý 

(X- a )2 +P 2 

It is clear from this that the m. l. e. s follow a rather different pattern of influence behaviour. An 

additional, attractive, feature is that they decay as IX- ot I becomes large. Both estimators are 

IIBR, although in the case of & we also have M=0 (see page 21). 



Turning now to variance considerations, it follows 

[Re 0(s), lm O(s)], that 

2pis var(T n-12-1[1-e- 1112 

yielding 

var( 6x, p n-12 -IS-2 [e 2PIs I- 1112 
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readily, on writing 

where 12 denotes the identity matrix. The same result may be obtained by, for example, the delta 

method, although it follows far more readily by the technique employed here. 

We now move on to the question of choosing s by inimi ing the generalized variance of 

the estimators. Doing this, we find PIsI=0.7968 at the optimum. Using this result, we can now 

calculate the asymptotic efficiency of the method-of-moments for this example. Note first that the 

information matrix is diag[n/(2p2), n/(2p2)], so lower bounds for var(a) and var(p) follow 

readily. Thus, we find the efficiency for a and to be 65%, the same as for ISE in Example 3.2 

when X=0. TIds value of X corresponds to maximum robustness, and we had the flexibility to 

improve efficiency by increasing the value of X. Feuerverger & McDiinnough (1981) obtain an 

efficiency of 61 % for their procedure. They do, however, allow for evaluation of the transform at 

more flian one value of s, so that arbitrarily high efficiency can be attained. Bearing in mind that 

maximum likelihood produces IIBR estimators, one could argue that in this case the cost of 

obtaining explicit estimators under the transform approach is too high. 

To conclude this example we include a note on data-based choice of s *. Here we calculate 

gv( S min S-2 (e 2ý Is I 

s 

and substituting the expression for we obtain a purely data-based method of selecting s Exam- 

ples suggest that this objective function can be badly behaved, even for moderately large samples. 

Morgan (1990, pers. comm. ) suggested an iterative approach. Given an initial estimate, PO 

say, we calculate 

gv(s, )=minS-2 [e 20o Is I 
_j] 

s 

yielding Po IsII=0.7968. We then calculate P, = P(s 1), repeating the process until convergence. 
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A robust starting value to take might be to choose PO as the semi-interquartile range. 

Restricting our attention to s>0, this scheme may be summarized as : 

(1) ßr Sr+I = 0.7968 r ---0,1,2,... 

Pr+l "P (Sr+l) 

repeat until convergence. 

In examples we observe a range of performance. For P as large as 1, convergence did not 

occur. For smaller P, convergence did occur but not uniformly. On occasion, oscillation between 

solutions was observed. It seems that selection of s for this example is a non-trivial problem. 

51. Estimating Equations. 

The previous generalization. showed how we can use transforms other than the most 

straightforward variety in the context of moment estimation. We can broaden our study to include 

a discussion of influence theory for estimators resulting from general estimating equations. Such 

estimators have been the subject of considerable work recently. See, for example, McCullagh & 

Nelder (1989) pp 339-352 and Crowder (1986,87) and references contained therein. 

Suppose that we have the system of estimating equations 

hi(O(F), Ti(F))=O i=l, (3.27) 

Here Tj (F) = (Tj I (F),..., Titi (F))' is a vector of sample statistics with tj denoting the number of 

such statistics present in the ith estimating equation. This general framework includes the follow- 

ing special cases : 

(i) Let L denote a log-likelihood. The maximum likelihood estimating equations are 

aL (0) 0i 
a0i 

We see that 

aL 
hi -aoi 
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(ii) Moment estimation fits into this framework: 

A 

hi =G (si) -G (si; E)(F)) 

The following theorem allows us to calculate influence functions for well-defined estimators 

resulting from system (3.27). 

Theorem 3.3. 

IF(X; E» =-Vh'IF(X: T), 

where 

[IF (X; E) ) li =IF (X: Oi) 

IF (X; IF (X; Til aTil 

Dhi 
aol ... 9p. 

Fý 

Proof 

We can write-down, from (3.27), the influence identity 

P Dhi li Dhi 
1: -IF(X; Oj)+Z-IF(X; Til)=O i=l,..., P. 
., aoj aTil 

j=l 1=1 
These equations may be brought together into the single matrix equation 

VhIF (X; G) + IF (X; T) =0 

and, as before, the assumption of non-singularity seems valid based on the Jacobian form of Vh. 

0 
Example 3.5 - continued. 

Define 

109rI, 1 l0gr12 

then the estimating equations yield 

T 10911+ O-Z 2)41 - 10911+ O-Z I)ql 
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We have the identity 

A 
IF (X; q) + -IF (X; T) =0 Dq aT 

where 

= )A] 
_ log[, + (, 

_Z 1)ý] h(4, T) Tlog[l+(I-Z2 qq 

Firstly, by elementary methods 

AA 

IF (X; T) = (rll'OgrI2)-IIF(X; Il, ) +r12110grI, .- 
(lOgrl2)-2IF(X; rI2). 

Further, 

W21(1-22)T -wIl (1-21) aq 

and 

Dh 
ý-- 109 W2 - DT 

Applying the results of this section to these elements yields the same solution as before. 

5.3. General Location-Scale Families. 

The work of this section was prompted by the Cauchy example (3.7), the results for which 

can be generalized to some degree. 

Suppose that the random variable X, with characteristic function OX(s), has location 0 and 

scale 1. Let Y=g+ oX, then 

Oy(s) =e "ý'Ox(s a), (3.28) 

so that Y has location g and scale c;. The exact nature of this scaling will depend on the form of 

W. ). 

In notation introduced towards the beginning of this chapter, the moment estimating equa- 

tions are 

A 
OX(s 0 )cos sgý 
OX(So )sin S93 

Thus, 
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AI 
11(s) = s- tan-'(I/R) (3.29) 

whilst the estimate of c; (s) is obtained from 

ýx(sO n -'R /cos sAg (3.30) 

It follows readily that 

IF (X; A) = 
s'n s (X- 9) 9 

sex(scy) , (3.31) 

so we can find the asymptotic variance of gA (s) in the usual way as 

CO 
sin 

2s (x- g) 
9 dF (X- g) n var (ý(s »zf 

[SeX(S(y )]2 
--m 

00 2-1 f [I - cos(2say)]dF (y) 
ISOX(ScOl 2 

n var 
(gA (S - Re ý(2sa 

(3.32) 2[sox(so )]2 

Example 3.7 - continued. 

For the Cauchy, 

ox(s)=e-'s' 9 
and applying (3.32) we find 

1e -2alsl 
n var(g(s)) z 2s 2e -201sl 

,, 
2crls I_1 

2s 

corresponding to the result previously obtained. 

We don't investigate results for cr(s) here, since these depend on the existence and proper- 

ties of the inverse ýX- I (). Provided it does exist, similar results to those obtained above will fol- 

low. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUES TO THE LAGGED-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. 

1. Introduction. 

In Chapter 3 we developed a flexible and powerful theory of influence functions, applied in 

the transform setting. We saw that influence functions do not only convey information regarding 

robustness, but also provide an often convenient method for calculating asymptotic variances, and 

are finding increasing use for this purpose. See, for example, Benichou & Gaff (1990). In the con- 

text of moment estimation, modem symbolic algebra packages, such as MAPLE (see: Maple User 

Guide (1989)), allow rapid calculation of the Jacobian matrix V. As a result, influence behaviour 

and asymptotic variances for estimators are readily obtained. 

In this chapter we concentrate on a particular example, emphasizing the use of symbolic 

algebra as an aid to this work. The example we choose is the Lagged-Normal distribution; the rea- 

sons for this choice are three-fold. First, the Lagged-Normal density function has found impor- 

tant practical applications as a regression model for indicator-dilution curves, as discussed by 

Davis & Kutner (1976). Second, the density does not exist in closed form whilst the moment gen- 

erating function, for example, does. T'hus, estimation based on maximum likelihood is difficult. 

Lastly, as we shall see, standard methods for calculating EFs are woefully inadequate. Without the 

extensions we have made it would be practically impossible to evaluate them. Indeed, it was this 

problem which spurred the the need for more sophisticated influence techniques. 

In section 2 we examine the distribution theory for the Lagged-Normal model. Section 3 is 

concerned with estimation and influence theory for three suggested transform methods. We 

employ the method-of-moments and seek to find explicit parameter estimators. The purpose of 

section 4 is to make comparisons with maximum likelihood. This necessarily leads us to con- 

siderations of efficiency and robustness. We also investigate the performance of estimators in the 

presence of contamination, via a simulation study. In the final section we briefly consider the 

influence properties of the ISE technique in this context. 
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2. Distribution Theory. 

Suppose that X-N (g, cý) and Yj - exp(/%i ), i=r, then 

x+Eyi 
i=I 

is said to have a Lagged-Normal distribution. This definition makes clear the motivation for the 

name of this distribution, since it is found as a positive number added to a Normal random vari- 

'MI% Able. In this thesis we focus on the case ki so that Z is the sum of Normal and Gamma, 

denoted Y, random variables. 

ne density function of Z cannot be written-down explicitly. Denoting it by fz(. ), the convo- 

lution integral is 

00 Xr 
r 

2) 

fz(z) - (2, C)1/20-f 
Y -le-[(z-Y-9)2+2? 6eyl/ (2cr dy (4.2) 

F(r) 0 

For the case r=1, it follows readily that 

fz(z) = X£ k202/2_ÄXZ_11) 4)[C_1 (Z_ ýt_ý, C2 )], (4.3) 

where (D(. ) denotes the c. d. L of the N (0,1) distribution. 

Despite this lack of a closed-form expression for the density, we can readily find one for the 

moment generating function (m. g. f. ), Mz(. ) say. Assuming X and Y to be independent, 

Mz(s) = mx(s)my(s) 
in obvious notation. Thus, 

M (S) S): -I)-re'l' 
2,2 

12 S< (4.4) 
z 

In this chapter we seek to exploit this explicit form for the m. g. f. in estimation, concentrat- 

ing on the robustness of resulting estimators in particular. 

3. Influence and Estimation Theory for Transform Methods. 

We employ the method-of-moments in this work in an attempt to find explicit parameter 

estimators. Three methods are investigated, although they form by no means an exhaustive set. In 

the first we look at direct moment-estimation, carried-out by simply equating empirical and 
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theoretical transforms at 4 distinct values of s. The second approach uses non-standard 

transforms, and includes more theoretical refinements for calculating influence functions. The 

final method is based on characteristic functions, easily found by replacing (s) by (is) in the 

m. g. L. 

3.1. Direct Moment Estimation. 

Given a random sample Z 1, ..., Z,, from the Lagged-Normal distribution, we form estimat- 

ing equations as 

A 
Mz (si) = Mz (si) i =1,2,3,4. (4.5) 

We find the empirical transform 

AInz 

Mz (s) = n- Ye' (4.6) 
j=l 

on appealing to equation (3.2). 

Influence functions for the estimators follow readily. Introducing the notation 

h(si)=hi =1 -k-'si 
q (si) = qi = si g+Sý(72/2 (4.7) 

then to find V we calculate 

am(s) 
=- h'loghSq Dr 

am (S) 
=_ rS X-2 h -(r")e q 

ax 

am(s) 
= she q 

ag 

am(s) 
= 2-1 S2 h -r eq 

(4.8) 
ac; 2 

Thus, the ith row of V is 

hr qj )ý-2 h -(r+l) e qj 
, sihi re qj 

q 
27Yh r qj3 -i loghic: s, r ie =1,2,3A (4.9) 

The vector IF (X; M) follows by elementary methods, so our main task is to invert V. Since 

this Jacobian matrix has common row and column factors, we may factorize it as 

V=DIHD2 i, 

where 
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D, =diag (-h7r q. 
,e')i4 

D2= diag (1, r X-2,1,2-1 ). 

Thus, 

D2'H-'D-11 (4.10) 

This reduces the task to calculating H-1, a somewhat easier task than finding V-1. However, 

the general form is still very complicated and not very informative. Despite this, our theoretical 

work tells us that individual influence functions may be expressed as 

IF (X; Gi )=Y, kij( E), s) [e sfx -M (sj)1 i=19..., 49 
j=I 

(4.11) 

where E) = (r, X, g, cý )' and the kij are of complicated form, but do not depend on X. The estima- 

tors are not, therefore, influence-bounded robust; this is a consequence of basing estimation on 

moment generating functions. 

Turning now to estimation, we note that X is confounded with r. It is not possible, therefore, 

to obtain explicit estimators. Because of these problems, we go on to look at an alternative 

method in the next section which does produce explicit estimators. To achieve this we have to 

employ non-standard transforms. 

3.2. A Derivative -Based Approach. 

In the spirit outlined above, we define the modified transform 

vz (S) =a log MZ(S) , 
(4.12) 

as 

so that 

xfz(s) = g+ sc 2+r( x- s)-, - 
(4.13) 

We form estimating equations, as justified in Appendix 111, by taking successive derivatives, viz: 

ý 0-1) (4.14) IV, (S) 

Explicitly, the estimating equations are 

y(s) = gA +sa+ rý ( ; ý- s)-' 

a+ X-S) 
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(2) A^ 

(s) = 2r ( X_ S)-3 

., (3) ^A IV (s) = 6r (X- s)-4 

yielding the estimators 

A=^A 
M- 

(ý 
(2) 

)2 (3) 
(,, 

(2) 
/(ý g V- Ily 1.5 V 1- 4.5 V )3 ly(3) )2 

(2) 
)4 13.5 (*v 

X=s+3V 

^=^ (1) ý (2) 
), ^ (3) 

02 Nf -1.5 (iV v- (4.15) 

So in order to estimate the parameters of this model, we must be able to form estimates of 

the 4fs. These depend on the moment generating function, Mz(. ), and its derivatives. We may, 

therefore, form estimates of the xKs from transform estimators of the usual type. 

The first approach adopted to find the influence f1mctions for these estimators was based on 

the methods of Cliapter 2. However, this became too unwieldy and impractical. Indeed, it was 

impossible to have any degree of confidence in the results so obtained due to the complexity. 

Also, results were difficult to simplify and interpret. This provided the impetus to develop the 

methods of Chapter 3. 

When employing direct moment estimation, it is sufficient to calculate the first row of V, 

the remaining rows obtained by symmetry. This does not follow here, since each row of the Jaco- 

bian matrix corresponds to a different transform. As such, differentiation must be carried-out 

element-by-element. The task we face is eased by the choice of transform, which gives a number 

of zero cells in V. We find 

(, %-S)-l 
(X_ S)-2 

2(, %-S)-3 

6(k- s)-4 

-r (X_S)-2 ,S' 

-2r (X_ S)-3 01 

-6r s )' 00 

- 24r s)-5 00 

(4.16) 
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IV3) To find IF (X; E) ), we must first find IF (X; T ), where T= (V, )'. This is not 

an elementary calculation, but the following result enables us to exploit the structure of T to find 

this quantity. 

Theorem 4.1. 

Given that the elements of T are formed iteratively by successive differentiation, then we 

have 

,F (X; ý (k+1) aý 

v )=-IF(X; V ) 
Ds 

0 
Proof 

By definition (2.6), 

F (X ;ý 
(k+1) 

)=DW (k+1) [(l_ £)F+ eA ] I v 
ODE 

evaluated at c=0. We have the relation that 

ý (k+1) aý (k) 
y=- lw k =O, 1,2. 

Ds 

ThUS9 

,F (X 
k Ds [(1- £)F+ M] . 

Before we can proceed with this proof, we require the following 

Lemma 

Given the conditions 

(i) as and 
0-ý-- 

are continuous; 

as exists and is continuous, then 
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a2 w (k) 

aE as as de 
For more details, see Delillo (1982) pp 18 1, Theorem 3.26. 

r-l 
The conditions of the Lemma are satisfied here, so we may complete the proof of this 

theorem. Reversing the order of differentiation in (4.16), we obtain 

IF (X; 
(k+l) (k) [(I - E)F+ FA as ac 

Using this theorem, we first calculate IF (X; and then the others are found iteratively. 

Now, recalling (4.12), elementary methods yield 

A IF (X; log M(s) )=M (s)-1 e'X-l . (4.17) 

Applymg Theorem 4.1 9 

IF (X; * 1- 
- [M (s)-l e'x-l as 

e sXM (S)-2 [SM (S) _M t(S)] (4.18) 

We now have all the elements in place to investigate the influence behaviour of the estima- 

tors given by equations (4.15). Rather than deal in purely general terms, we continue our discus- 

sion for the parameter combination E) = (1,1,0,1)'. We demonstrate the calculation of influence 

functions and choice of s via generalized variance, employing the symbolic algebra package 

MAPLE explicitly in this work. As a first step to obtaining IF (X; E) ) we obtain the influence 

vector for the empirical transforms T. The MAPLE routine (AM) of Appendix III is designed to 

do this, with comments alongside to aid understanding of the MAPLE language. From this we 

find 

IF (X; V 
(i-1) )=e sX-s212 

jaji(s)Xi 
(4.19) 

j=O 

for coefficients [aji(s)). 

As a check on our we working, we now proceed to verify that 
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E[IF(X; T)]=O. 

To do this, we need to calculate quantities like E [Xle'x], 1=1,..., 5. This is easily done since 

E (Xle "X) = as/ 
M(S), (4.20) 

which we can find using using MAPLE, the code for which is given in (A3.2). 

A difficulty of this method now arises. We have to substitute the expectations for the ran- 

dom variables in IF (X; T ), and this cannot be done directly. The reason for this is that MAPLE 

would not allow direct substitution for quantities such as Xi. The polynomials had to be recoded 

so that XJ-->Xj. In this way we can substitute the expected quantities. This involved a consider- 

nl% able amount of work, but did lead to the desired verification. 

We would naturally go on now to look at IF (X; E) ), but this depends on s. As such, we first 

discuss the choice of the transform variable by mi i izing generalized variance. This leads us 

naturally to consider matters of asymptotic variance. Having done this, we will then be in a posi- 

tion to return to considerations of influence. 

In calculating var (T), the dispersion matrix of the empirical transforms, we still have to 

recode powers of X. This is a far more time-consurning task than before. If we consider the previ- 

ous problem to be of order 4, then the present one is of order 42 = 16. This problem would have 

to be resolved for this technique to be of general use. Despite this, MAPLE has proved to be a 

valuable tool. 

The first step is to calculate the matrix of products and cross-products of influence func- 

2sX-s 2 

tions. Recalling the form of (4.19), this matrix will have a common factor e. This simplifies 

the working, since we need only consider the polynomial components of the influence functions. 

The routine (A3.3) generates the matrix prod containing these elements. We then have the 

unpleasant task of re-coding the 10 distinct elements, taking advantage of the symmetric nature of 
K 

prod which saves us 6 recodings. 

The expectations we need to find in this context are of the form 

E [Xle 2sX] = 2- 7s IM (2s) 1 =O,... ' 8. (4.21) 
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Denoting this vector of expectations by ey12, we employ MAPLE routine (A3.4) to find its ele- 

ments. 

To be able to achieve the objectives of this section we have left only to find the Jacobian 

matrix V. Substituting for e in (4.16) and writing t= (I- s)-l, we obtain 

t-t21S 

t2- 2t3 01 

2t3 - 6t4 00 (4.22) 

6t4 _ 24t5 00 

It follows readily using the linear algebra functions of MAPLE that 

IV I =-18(1-s )-8 
. (4.23) 

Recalling result (3.23), the generalized variance function for this example is 

gV (S) cx (1_ S)16 I var( Tý(s) )I. (4.24) 

Before we seek to optimize gv (. ), note that there are restrictions on the range of s. Since 

M (u) is valid only for u<1, and we require M (s) as well as M (2s) to be well-defined, we con- 

sider only s<0.5. As a first step to locating s* in this region, we scan the interval [-1.00,0.45], 

which may be done via routine (A3.5). The results so obtained suggested that we concentrate on 

s c= (- 0.20, - 0.10). Using es sentially the same routine as above, values of gv (. ) were obtained 

across this interval to a finer resolution than before. These were then scaled to lie between 0 and 

1, yielding Figure 4.1 below. It seems from this that we should choose s*=: - 0.166. 

We are now in a position to evaluate the influence functions explicitly. These follow by 

applying Theorem 3.2, yielding 

-0.166X[_l X4 
. 
59X3+ IF(X; re . 063 +6 0.452X2 - 22.3X+ 2.5 11 

--0.166 X [_ 0.413X4 IF(X; Ä) =e+2.21X3+ (). gl 1X2- 7.33X+ 0.264] 9 

IF (X; 9)= e -0.166 X[0.65 1X4 
- 4.37X3+ 0.609X2+ 15.8X- 3.25] 3 

-0.166 1X4 06X3+ 1.97X2 IF(X; cF2 e X[0.26 -2. + 5.56X- 2.96] 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

with coefficients recorded to 3sf. 



Figure 4.1. Scaled Generalized Variance. 
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These influence functions are depicted graphically in Figures 4.2-4.5 below. We note first 

that none of these estimators are EBR. However, their behaviour diverges for positive and nega- 

tive values of X: 

IF (X; Gi )=e -0.166 xpi (X) i=1,.., 4, (4.29) 

where Pj(X) denotes a polynomial of degree 4. Thus, 

lim IIF(X; Oi) 1=0, 
X-->- 
hm 1 IF (X; Oi )1= c-o. (4.30) 

X-+-. 
We can understand this by returning to first principles. We know that 

IF (X; M(s) e sx- M (s). 

If X can take values on the whole of R, then the influence behaviour of M(s) depends critically on 

the sign of s. We observed in equations (4.30) what happens when s<0, and the situation is 

reversed when s>0. 

Interestingly, for the case we are investigating most probability is allocated to positive 

values of X. Perhaps, then, it is unsurprising that a negative choice for s* should emerge. 

Turning now to the influence functions individually, the segments depicted are those where 

greatest variation was observed. Outside these regions, influence behaviour can be inferred from 

the above discussion in conjunction with the explicit forms (4.28). For ý1, we note turning points 

within the usual range of values associated with this Lagged-Normal distribution. Large negative 

values of X have high influence as we would expect, but positive values can as well, because the 

damping due to the leading negative-exponential term takes effect only slowly. a2 seems more 

robust than an estimator that will receive further attention later on. Large outliers tend to 

increase the value of cý, as we would expect. The behaviour for ýt as X--ý - oo makes rather less 

sense, since we would expect g^ to fall rather than rise. However, being of an essentially polyno- 

mial nature, it must behave the same for both extremes. This is an unappealing feature of estima- 

tion based on m. g. fs, due to their basic lack of symmetry in X. 

Turning now to the parameters of the gamma distribution, we witness a very different pat- 

tem of behaviour for r and X. Very large outliers tend to decrease both of these, although rather 
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Figure 4.2. Influence Function for U^ I 
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Figure 4.33. Influence Function for cT'-) 
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Figure 4.4. Influence Function for ý. 
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Figme 4.5. Influence Function for X. 
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more sharply in the case of r^. Again, this is somewhat counter-intuitive. There are two reasons 

for this. First, we have to take account of the asymmetry discussed earlier. Second, both r and 

are very strongly negatively-correlated with g^, having correlations of - 0.99 and - 0.92 respec- 

tively. These statistics were calculated from considerations of asymptotic variance, which we dis- 

cuss next. 

First, we fmd the asymptotic result 

1.719 
0.02046 6.660 

var(T) = n-1 0.8778 7.836 62.31 (4.31) 

1.617 30.55 217.8 1446 

(Since this matrix is symmetric we only quote the lower triangle, correct to 4sL) We note that the 

empirical transforms grow progressively poorer as the order of differentiation increases. This is a 

phenomenon similar to that of conventional moment estimation, where the use of higher-order 

,, (3) 
moments tends to lead to unstable estimators. We note the particularly poor performance V 

Unsurprisingly, as we can see below, this carries-over to parameter estimation, particularly 

for r and g. 

585.3 

var( 0 n-1 
228.6 95.22 

(4.32) 
-356.7 -134.4 223.3 

-145.5 -51.77 93.69 46.11 

We note the strong correlations quoted above. The results here suggest that this method of estima- 

tion performs very poorly in terms of asymptotic variance, and we go on now in the next section 

to discuss the underlying reasons. 

3.2.1. Explanation of Poor Performance. 

. (3) 
The estimators of r and g perform particularly badly, where powers IV appear in the 

denominator, as can be seen by referring to equations (4.15). In a small simulation study, some 

values of g' were recorded which showed that ridiculous estimates could be produced. For exam- 

,ý (3) 

ple, values of the order - 4420 were not uncommon. The reason for this seems to be that V can 
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often take values close to zero. Table 4.1 below summarizes the results of a simulation study of 
(3) 

. We see that if we were to form approximate 95% confidence intervals for IV(3), then 0 

would lie comfortably within these intervals for n up to 100. We conclude from this that AAV 
(3) has 

a strongly destabilizing effect on this estimation procedure, echoing the similarity with conven- 

tional moment estimation noted above. 

of JA 
(3) Table 4.1. Simulation Study V 

Sample Statistics: 

n Mean Variance 

20 1.284 78.041 

100 0.782 17.875 

500 0.711 3.642 

1000 0.713 1.806 

Rounding to Mp. 

We note in passing that the sample variance seems to be converging to its theoretical limit (4.31) 

very slowly. 

The question which arises now is whether, assuming one parameter to be known, we can 

significantly improve this method by avoiding the third derivative. It seems reasonable to assume 

that in many cases r would be known, or pre-selected in some fashion. If this is the case, then we 

obtain the estimators 

(2) 
-1/ 3*^ M- 

rf 2r/ ý (2) -2/3 
g=Nf-r[2r/V ]-s [AV v)I 

(2) 2/ 3 
r[2r/Nf ]- 

(2) 1/3 
s+ [2r/xr ] (4.33) 

,. (2) 
The table below summarizes the results of a simulation study of iV , showing that the problems 

with near-zero values are less severe, but that it is still not a very stable transform on which to 
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base estimation procedures. 

Table 4.2. Simulation Study of V' 
(2) 

- 

Sample Statistics: 

n Mean Variance 

20 1.304 3.028 

100 1.300 0.716 

500 1.313 0.138 

1000 1.312 0.069 

Rounding to 3dp. 

The results of this section show that this method does not provide a practical estimation 

technique for the Lagged-Normal distribution. However, it is a useful demonstration of influence 

techniques allied in practice with symbolic algebra. 

3.3. Method-of-Moments Based on Characteristic Functions. 

In this section we again assume that r is known, leaving a vector of unknown parameters 

%f--% 
2),, 

. DF = (X, R, a to estimate. The appropriate characteristic fimction is 

ýz (S) = Mz (is) - 
Recalling (4.4), we may write this as the complex exponential 

OZ(S) = (1+ s 2V )-r/2 e 
_S2 oý/2 e'('I'+ '-I (S/ý')) 

- (4.34) 

Taking two values of s, sI and S2, we may form the estimating equations 

Rj=Rj j=1,2; 

Ij = Ij j=1,2. 

Since we only have three parameters to estimate, we combine the equations in S2 to give three 

estimating equations in three unknowns, viz: 
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A 

R, =Rl 

12 R2 = 12 R2 (4.35) 
in notation established in Chapter 3. We solve for X and in the system 

^^-I 

11R, =I, RI-I 

12 R2 =12R2' (4.36) 

Writing 

lci=tan7l(IiRi (4.37) 

we obtain 

A111 A-1 

S21^Cl- SllC2 = rIS2tan7 (sl% sjtan7 (S2X A (4.38) 

Once s* has been chosen from some external criterion, such as minimizing generalized variance, 

we may solve (4.38) for X by simple numerical techniques. Given this has been done, we obtain 

and cY2 by back-substitution. 

Even though this procedure does not produce explicit estimators, we can select s and inves- 

tigate the robustaess properties of these estimators without great difficulty. Looking first at 
A ^-I 

influence, the only new emphical transform is VA--': 12 R2, the influence function for which is 

easily derived as 

-1 IF(X; Nf)=R, IF(X; I2)-I2R 2 IF (X; R2) 

=R2 1 SM (S 2X)- 12R2 I COS (S 2X) - 
(4.39) 

Given the influence function for Nf, we can now calculate its asymptotic variance using Result 2.2, 

as follows. 

00 

var( ")=n -' 
f 

[, F (X; - )] 2 dF (X) 

-2 2 -4 A3A^ 
=R2 var(12 )+12R2 var(R2ý- 212R2- COVU2, R2 

We may also calculate the asymptotic covariances involving *, viz: 

cov ( V^, I, )=n-1 fIF (X; ý )IF (X; i, )dF (X) 

=R-lcov ji -2cov( ý 
2911 2 29 1 )- 12R2 R 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

By symmetry we find 
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.'AAAA 

cov(V, R, )zR2 I COV ( 12, R I )- 12R2 I cov(R2, Rl (4.42) 
All of the quantities to be found now involve only standard transforms, and are therefore 

straightforward to calculate, so we omit the details here. For the rest of this discussion we set 

g=0 and r= k= C; 2 =1. We may proceed along the lines of the previous section to examine the 

generalized variance function. A rough search yielded s* = (0.3,0.6)-,. For this choice of s, we 

obtain the asymptotic dispersion matrix (elements quoted to 4sf): 

0.03785 
A 

var(Rj, Ij, ý)'zn-1 -0.04652 0.1237 (4.43) Nf 

-0.1242 0.3805 1.253 

This method is clearly a drastic improvement. Note, however, that the modified transform is 

much less efficient than the transforms of standard form. This appears to be a phenomenon of 

general application. Employing non-standard, modified transforms is often convenient, particu- 

larly in providing explicit estimators. However, these are attained at the cost of a loss of 

efficiency, which may well be very large. 

Applying standard theory, and using MAPLE to calculate the Jacobian matrix, we obtain 

var(X, g, c; )=n-1 
5.883 
4.853 5.837 
4.986 4.919 9.873 

(4.44) 

from (4.43). 

A consequence of basing estimation on the Sine and Cosine transforms of the density is that 

the resulting estimators are IBR. Further, their influence functions will be linear combinations of 
A 

sinusoidal terms. A typical case is that for X: 

A 
IF (X; X)= 20 sin 0.3(X - 1)+ 12 sin 0.2(3X- 2) (4.45) 

where the coefficients have been rounded to the nearest digit. This is depicted graphically below 

in Figure 4.6. 

In section 3 we have investigated the influence properties and statistical performance of 

some techniques based on the method-of-moments. It seems that it is not possible to obtain expli- 

cit estimators which are also efficient due to the awkward form of Mz (). This difficulty arises 

from the very different algebraic forms of the Normal and Exponential moment generating 
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Figure 4.6. Influence Function of ý. 
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functions. It may well be worthwhile for future work to focus on applying integrated-squared- 

error methods to this problem. The integral involved cannot, it seems, be evaluated explicitly. 
However, this can be overcome by employing an approach based on numerical quadrature, as dis- 

cussed by Cummings (1983). Our work on ISE in this thesis suggests that this may well be 

profitable. We move on now to consider the application of maximum likelihood in this setting. 

4. Comparisons With Maximum Likelihood. 

We re-quote here the density function (4.2) for ease of exposition 

fz (Z) yr-le-[(z-y- 
1)2+2XCY2Y]/(2a2)dy 

(27r) 1/2(y I'(r) ID 

Given a random sample of observations Z 1, ..., Z,, from the Lagged-Normal distribution, we 

may form the likelihood function in terms of 8= (r, /%, g, (: y 2 )' as 

nr 1/2 n 0.0 
r-I 

[(Zi ýt)2 + 2Xo2yI4202) dy (4.46) (27r) rI fye 

i=l 0 
Writing 

E) )= nr logk- n/2 loga2 -n logr(r) 

and 

00 

Q(Zi; E))=f yr-le 
_[(Zi _ Y_ R)2 + 2&yll(2e) 

dy 
0 

we may write the log-likelihood as 

n 
L((E))=k(E))+ 1: 109Q(Zi; E)). 

i=l 
(4.47) 

Given this notation, we are now in a position to move on to the first major subject of this section. 

4.1. Efficiency. 

The quantities we require here are the second derivatives of the log-likelihood, and then 

subsequently their expectations. The best lower-bounds for the variances of the Lagged-Normal 

estimators are provided by the diagonal elements of the inverse information matrix. We may find 

elf. lower-bounds for these by simply inverting the diagonal elements of the information matrix itself 
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The bound is exact when the information elements are uncorrelated. See Cox & Hinkley (1986) 

pp, 255-56 for details. This is the scheme we employ in this work, to get a feel for the efficiency 

of the characteristic function-based method versus maximum likelihood. We focus attention on 

efficiency calculations for X and ji here. 

Now, the second derivatives are all of the form 

a2 L a2k n 
o(j2) (Zi)_ [Q Jjl) (Z, )] 2)Q (Z i)-2, (4.48) 

agj -- ý--n2 +Q (Zi)Q 2- Doj 

with the Oj subscript denoting the parameter with respect to which differentiation is carried-out. 

We may write the above as 

a2 Ln 

aO 
19 1 (zi)- 92 (ZiA 

where 

QO (Z)/ Q (Z) 
i 

and 

41) (Z)l Q (Z)]2. 2 (Z) --': IQ 
j 

(4.49) 

First, the calculations for the Cram6r-Rao lower bound for ýt. We have to find the expected 

values of gI (Z) and 92 (Z), and we may employ the delta method to find approximations to these 

quantities. Explicitly, we obtain a--- 

E [gj(Zi)] = gj[E (Zi)]+ 1/2 var (Zi ) 
DZ2 

j=1,2, (4.50) 
i 

where the partial derivative is evaluated at E (Zi). In the case of E) = (1,1,0,1)', we have 

E(Zj)=g+rX71 =0+1 =1 

and 

var(Zi) =a2+r ? ý-2 = 1+ 1=2, 

so that 

a2 L a2g, (Z=l) a2 92(z=l) (4.51) 
ýLy- 

) n-1 E( T 910)- 92(1)+ az2 az2 

MAPLE was used extensively to calculate the quantities above, yielding 
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var ýt 2.272 n -1 (4sf (4.52) 
We are therefore able to calculate a lower bound for the asymptotic efficiency of the characteristic 

function estimator of R, on referring to (4.44), as 39%. Similar calculations to those above give 

the efficiency for X to be greater than 33%. 

Clearly, the characteristic function technique performs badly in these terms. However, this 

is not the whole story. In the next two sections we investigate the robustness of maximum likeli- 

hood, where the transform method compares much more favourably. 

41. Influence. 

From the previous section, we have the estimating equations 

n1 Dk' 
E[Qell(zi)IQ(zi)--]=o j=i ei aoj .., 4, «4.53) 

where k'= n-1k. Appealing to the theory of M-estimation, we obtain 

IF (X; Gj ) oc Q gjl) (X) /Q (X)- 
Dk' 

. 
(4.54) 

a0i 

It is not obvious from (4.54) whether the m. l. e. s are IBR or not, so we must investigate the 

terms involving Xa little further. Focusing on the case 0= (1,1,0,1)', we obtain from (4.3) that 

(X) = (21r) 1/ 2e (I- 2X)/2(D(X- 1). (4.55) 

For the Q (13(. ) terms, 

00 

Qx"I (X) =-fe 
_[(X-Y)2 + 2y]/2dy 

0 

C-0 

Q 0) (X) =f (X- y)e -[(X-y)2+ 2y]/2dy 
9 

0 

Q Y)2 
_[(X- Y )2+2y]/2dy (4.56) 

0ý 
(X) = 1/2 f (X- e 

0 

Employing MAPLE to calculate these, we find that the m. l. e. s and 02,,,, are both EBR, 

but the m. l. e. for X is not. This is an unappealing feature of maximum likelihood in general, in 

that it is not directly obvious, for any particular distribution, whether a given m. l. e. is IIBR. One 

has to inspect the estimating equations before a conclusion may be reached; this is not the case 
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with transforms, as we have seen. 

Concentrating on ý, j for the moment, we find 

(X) = 1- e` 
2 
/2- (21r)1/2(X_ 1)e(1-2X)12[1_ (D(X-1)] , (4.57) 

so that 

IF (X; ixml e 
_X2 /2_ (27r)1/2 (X-l)e(I-2X)/2[1_(D(X_1)1 

(4.58) 
(27r)1/2(D(X_ 1) 

This is clearly bounded as X--+ m, tending, in fact, to (2n)-1/2_ 1 0.6. As X-4 - oo, however, 

the influence function is unbounded. Depicted below is that part of the EF which depends on X. 

We witness clearly asymmetric behaviour, although in this case it does make some sense. 

For small values of X, X tends to increase, and so reducing, given that other parameters remain 

fixed, the estimate of the population mean r 
%A-1 

+ ý1. The converse is also true. However, max- 

likelihood is clearly sensitive to deviations from the assumed Lagged-Normal model, par- 

ticularly to outliers below the mean. In the next section we get some idea of what this might mean 

in practice. 

43. Behaviour in the Presence of Contamination. 

We continue to concentrate on the estimation of /%, but instead of observations following the 

Lagged-Normal distribution having parameters 0= (1,1,0,1)', we in fact observe the contamina- 

tion model 

c)LN (1,1,0,1) +aN (0,32), (4.59) 

in obvious notation, denoting the respective c. d. f. s. The objective of this section is to compare the 

performance of versus a characteristic function estimator, %, f say. 

The NAG routine E04ABF was employed to optimize the likelihood function. For this 

numerical work it was more convenient to express the standard normal c. d. f. as an error function. 

Interestingly, for any c> 0, maximum likelihood experienced severe numerical difficulties. The 

problem was tracked down to the calculation of 1+ erf [2-1/2(Zj_ X () )], for the t-th iterate. For 

Zj- X (') sufficiently less than zero, this quantity was returned as zero. This lead to a subsequent 
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attempt to calculate log (0). We know from earlier influence work that ý, j is sensitive to such 

observations. This numerical problem was fixed by, somewhat arbitrarily, calculating log (0-01) 

instead. In doing this, we observe an upper-bound on the performance of the m. l. e., which should 
be borne in mind when interpreting the results to follow. Note that this problem does not arise 

when c=0. 
A 

Turning now to %cf, we base this on the ratio of real and imaginary parts, yielding 
A 

-1 

%cf (s) = sR 1 (4.60) 
For given s, we obtain an explicit estimator. By standard influence techniques we obtain 

var n 1)2 -2 -12-1(s+s- e' 
2 

[1+ S2 
2 

1+ 3S 2)/ (1+ 4S 2)] -e '( (4.61) 

It is clear from a graph of this function that, to minimize variance, we should choose s=0. For 

this choice of s, 
A ^-l 

lim sR I 
s--. )o 

nn 
lim 1: 

d( 
Sin (&7_j) Zj / (SZ 

s-+O 
d 

COS (SZj)l 1: 
j 

j=l j=l 

- -1 
(4.62) 

So this is an example of a degenerate transform estimator, as discussed in Example 3.6. To 

obtain a robust estimator we must choose s>0, and for our present purposes it is sufficient to set 

s=1, enabling us to compare the m. l. e. with an IIBR alternative. 

The following table demonstrates the practical significance of our earlier influence results. 

This simulation study was based on 1000 samples, each of size 100, for k=1. Note that the "E" 

notation in the body of the table is used to signify powers of 10. 

It is clear from this simulation study that the m. l. e. is of little practical use in the face of 

contaminated data. The evidence suggests that one should employ a robust alternative, especially 

if X is a parameter of interest. This is another argument for future work to focus on ISE methods, 

which is the sub ect of the next section. j 
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Table 4.3. Simulation Results for versus %Cf 

F- ML CF 

Bias MSE Bias MSE 

0 2.29E-3 1.78E-3 -1.436E-3 1.05E-2 

0.1 0.4276 0.2064 -2.762E-3 1.313E-2 

0.2 0.4836 0.2403 1.633E-2 6.548E-4 

5. Influence for the ISE-Estimator. 

The ISE: ftmction is 

00 

E) fI O(sý- O(s; E) )12 e-I 
2,2 

ds 
--cc 

(4.63) 

where E) = (r, X, g, cr2)' and we employ the same form for the weight-function as in Chapter I 

Note that the free parameter is denoted 1, rather than X as before, for obvious notational reasons. 

We may write the characteristic ftmction as 

ý(s; E) )= X'(% 2 +s 2 )-r/ 2e _S2Ce /2 
ei 

(sg+ rtan-'s / %) 
11 (4.64) 

allowing easy access to the real and imaginary parts. Given a random sample Z 1, ... 9 Zn 9 we may 

estimate this quantity as 

An isz. 
O(s)=n-lze J. 

j=l 

Recalling Theorem 3.1 we have, for the ISE-estimator E) of G, 

IF (X; E) IC -1 'r (4.65) 

where 

00 DR 22 

('r)j =-f[ a0i 
IF (X; Rý )+ DOj 

IF (X; I )]e- " ds j=l, .. '4. 
(4.66) 

-00 
To aid the discussion to follow, we write the above expression as 

00 

(, r)j 
f Xfj(s)e 

_l2,2 ds. (4.67) 

The elements of the matrix ic may be expressed in similar fashion as 
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22 

(10ij =f (Oij(s)e-1 
S ds (4.68) 

-00 
where 

Q)ij (S )= 
DR DR 

+ 
DI aj 

aoj Doi aej Doi - 

It was not possible to evaluate the elements of r and ic explicitly, so a Gauss-Hermite qua- 
drature was employed to obtain approximate solutions. Thus, 

64 
(T)j = 1: wke k Vj (Sk )9 

k=I 
(4.69) 

given a 64-point quadrature. A similar approximation for (ic)ij follows from (4.68). Given these 

quantities, it is straightforward to obtain the influence vector (4.65) using MAPLE. Note that the 

theoretical work of Chapter 3 tells us that the influence functions so obtained will be bounded, so 

that the corresponding estimators are EBR. We focus again now on the illustrative example 

E) = (1,1,0,1)', the influence functions for which are depicted in Figures 4.8-4.12 below. The qua- 

drature weights (wk) and sampling points (sk) were obtained from NAG routine DOI B CF. 

The range of values plotted, XE [-10,10], was chosen to comfortably enclose the region 

normally associated with the Lagged-Normal distribution under consideration; the sum of N(0,1) 

and exp(l) random variables tending to lie between -1 and +5. 

For each estimator the free parameter is I=1, with the case I=0 also given for rý. This is in 

order to illustrate the effect observed in Figure 3.1, where decreasing the free parameter reduced 

sensitivity to outlying observations. This is still the case, but in a more sophisticated fashion. The 

effect of reducing I to 0 has been to even-out the peaks and troughs. We do not give the 

corresponding plots for the other parameters, but this observation holds true for them also. Note 

that these influence functions, being sinusoidal in nature, eventually repeat themselves. 

For moment estimation, the theory developed in Chapter 3, allied with symbolic algebra, 

enabled relatively straightforward calculation of the influence functions required. It was noted at 

the end of Theorem 3.1 that the result (4.65) may not provide a particularly efficient means for 

calculating these for ISE. The reason for this caution is the requirement that a number of compli- 



cated integrals be evaluated. The work of this section shows that combining (4.65) with a suiýable z:; 

quadrature rule provides a ver-y efficient route to the desired inhuence functions. 

Figure 4.8. Plot of LF (X; ý ), where r is estimated by ISE. 
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Figure 4.9. Plot of IF (X; r^ ), with I=0. 
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FiZ-Ure 4.10. Plot of LF (X; k ). 
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Figure 4.11. Plot of IF (X; ýL ). 
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CHAPTER 5: 

ESTIMATION FOR INDEXED RANDOM VARIABLES. 

1. Introduction. 

We now turn our attention away from the classical setting of independent and identically 

distributed random variables, and towards a study of indexed random variables. Typically, 

although not exclusively, this indexing is with respect to time. In the context of complex stochas- 

tic models, explicit parameter estimation is rarely possible, so that one must normally rely on 

numerical methods. In this chapter we see that techniques based on transforms can yield explicit 

estimators, whilst offering the possibility of reducing numerical complexities. However, in the 

context of id. d. random variables we saw that transform construction was straightforward. This is 

not the case here, but we do investigate two competing methods that are reasonably easy to apply 

in practice. 

In section 2 we suggest two forms of stochastic model which are of general application. In 

the first we consider random variables indexed by the dose of some substance. In the second we 

look at a very general class of model indexed by time. Important features of the discussion here 

concern the choice of transform to employ and the quantity to be transformed. Section 3 focuses 

on the mechanics of transform construction. In particular, one of the techniques is based on 

Gauss-Laguerre quadrature, and so allows an element of experimental design to take place. Hav- 

ing discussed some of the Amdamentals of transform methods in this context, we move on in sec- 

tion 4 to illustrate these methods by applying them to a Quantal Assay model. We are then in a 

position to focus on more complex stochastic models. As a vehicle to facilitate this discussion we 

employ the One-Compartment Open model; although it is a very simple member of the general 

class of compartment models, it has found important practical applications. We see that explicit 

parameter estimators, based on the method-of-moments, are available. Two crucial issues arise: 

we must be able to choose a value for the transform variable in order to produce explicit esti- 

mates; secondly, we can only hope to produce reliable parameter estimates if the empirical 
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transform is itself a reliable estimator. These issues are explored before we move on to consider 

the performance of the estimators themselves. 

A key feature of transform estimators is that we need only employ a single value of s, as 

shown in Appendix IL This approach did not work well in Chapter 4, but was based there on a 

modified transform. As a consequence of this, we were having to estimate high-order derivatives 

of the moment generating function. We aim to avoid this here by employing an un-modified 

transform, offering the possibility of considerably'reducing the dimension of search required to 

select the transform variable. The work of this chapter is completed by considering some more 

general compartment models where a transform approach may be of practical use. 

2. The Transform Approach to Fitting Stochastic Models. 

In the work to date we have used transforms which are functionals of some c. df. F. These 

were either of the form (3.1), or modified versions such as those employed in Chapter 4. In the 

context of stochastic models the quantity to transform is often less clear. We may be guided in 

this choice by the desire to produce explicit parameter estimators if possible. We must also select 

the type of transform to employ. In this thesis we only discuss positive indexing, such as by time. 

Given our previous influence work, the Laplace transform seems a reasonable quantity to employ. 

Thus, if we wish to transform y(t; E) ), where t denotes the indexing variable, we form 

00 

L(s; e)=f e-s' y(t; E) Xt. (5.1) 

In particular examples we may wish to make use of a different transform, to take account of a par- 

ticular form of y for example, but we concentrate on the Laplace transform here. 

2.1. A Quantal Assay Model. 

In the first application discussed here we consider data from Finney (1971, pp 20) relating 

to an assay of the chemical rotenone. The table below lists the log-dose (base 10), x, of rotenone 

in mg/litre. The chemical is applied to aphids, with response being death or seriously affected. 

For each log-dose xj, nj aphids are tested and rj respond. 
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Table 5.1. Results of an Assay of Rotenone. 

xj nj rj 

0.41 50 6 

2 0.58 48 16 

3 0.71 46 24 

4 0.89 49 42 

5 1.01 50 44 

We may model these data using a logistic link function as follows. 

rj - Bin (nj, P (xj)) ,P (x) = [1+e -ýcc+Ax)]-l . (5.2) 
TIle details of fitting this model by maximum likelihood, using BMDP, are summarized below. 

Table 5.2. Maximum Likelihood Fit of Quantal Assay Model. 

Parameter Estimate S. E. Estimate/ S. E. 

INTERCEPT -4.839 0.638 -7.59 

SLOPE 7.068 0.883 8.01 

log-likelihood ( (Ax, P)=- 119.856 

The logit model provides a very good fit to these data. 

Laurence et al. (19 86) note that [1-P (x)]- I+e a+Px, so we may exploit this simple form 

in the parameters and employ 

C-0 

L(s; E) f 
e'[l+ e"40'ldx 

0 
where E) = (a, P)'. We therefore fmd 

(5.3) 

L(s; 8)=s-'+e"(s-P)-' s>P. (5.4) 

This example is returned to later in this chapter when we have developed transform methods a lit- 

tle further. 
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2.2. Models of the Form Y (t) = g(t; 0 )+ c(t) . 

The obvious choice here is y=g, so that 

C-0 

L(s; E) f 
e-stýt(t; E) )dt (5.5) 

0 
Later in this chapter we focus on the One-Compartment Open model, which may be expressed in 

this form. Under this scenario we observe the random variables (Y(tj),..., Y(t,, )), for a grid of 

samp ing points t= (t 1, ..., t,, )' to be determined. 

In order to estimate the parameters of the models we have discussed in section 2, we form 

the estimating equations 

L(si)=L(si; E)) i=ll,..., p. (5.6) 
Alternatively, we may allow the (si) to tend to some common value, s say, yielding the estimat- 

ing equations 

- (i-1) 
(5.7) 

For details, see Appendix H. Both of these techniques will be investigated extensively during this 

chapter. We now move on to consider the key issue of transform construction. 

3. Transform Construction. 

Two distinct approaches are considered here. We first look into methods based on numerical 

quadrature, where we find that an element of experimental design is possible. The second tech- 

nique follows from a Riemann-sum approximation to the integral (5.1), which has the potential 

disadvantage of not providing any objective means of choosing the sampling points. However, 

this technique is suitable for situations where no such experimental design has been possible. 

3.1. Methods Based on Quadrature. 

We note first that the Laplace transform (5.5) may be re-expressed as 

00 

L(s; (3 )=fe-f (t)dt, 
0 

(5.8) 

where 
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9(t; E) )e'('-3) . (5.9) 
The objective of numerical quadrature is to form an estimate of L (s; E) ) as a weighted-sum of 

values of f (t). In our statistical application these are unknown. We may, however, estimate 

(t) = ýt(t; E) )e (")' by Y (t)e (")'. We therefore obtain the empirical transform 

(1 
-S)lk L (s) Wky (tk)e 

k=l 
(5.10) 

for a set of weights w= (w 1, .--, Wn)' and sampling points t. The usual approach to choosing w 

and/or t is to ensure that L (s) =L (s ; E) ) when f (t) is a polynomial of suitable order. A similar 

approach to estimating the more general integral (5.1) is possible, but the approximation of y is 

clearly particular to the problem concerned. 

Returning to the problem at hand, there are two cases to consider. If we are at the stage of 

planning an experiment, then we are able to determine both w and t. This scenario is discussed 

next. Following this we discuss the situation where data have been collected at arbitrary sampling 

points, so that only the weights remain to be determined. It is shown later, in accordance with 

common sense, that we can achieve far superior results from designed experiments. We complete 

section 3 by suggesting that we are not only restricted to polynomial rules, that is, when f (t) is 

assumed to be at least well-approximated by a finite polynomial, and indicate some possible ways 

forward. 

3.1.1. Data Collected at Arbitrary Sampling Points. 

We have only to determine the n weights to form L (s). Thus the quadrature rule is exact for 

polynomials of degree n -1 at most, and is said to be a rule of precision n -1 as a result. The 

weights are found as follows, via the method discussed by, for example, Philips & Cornelius 

(1986) pp 273-74. 

f(t)=1 

cbo 

(s) =L (s) => 1: Wk =f e 'dt = II'(1) 
k0 
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f(t)=t 

L(s) =L (s) => 1: wktk f 
te-dt 

k0 

so that the jth equation is 

n, j-1 FaWktk 

k=l 

We therefore obtain the weights from 

Tw =r, 
where 

T=I 

and 

111 

t t2 tn 

tl t2 tn 

tI t2 tn 

'r = (IF(l), r(2),..., IF(n))'. 

We find, then, that 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

w= T-T. (5.13) 

Note that, provided t,,: # t,, V m# n, then T-1 is defined. Given this condition, which is 

clearly satisfied for any practical example, the weights are well-defined. In the following example 

we use the Quantal Assay model to illustrate the above quadrature rule. 

Example 5.1. 

We return to the quantal assay example discussed earlier. The empirical transform may be 

written as 

A 5, 
L(s) = jwje 

j=l 
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where P (xj) denotes the empirical proportion responding at xj. Note that problems arise if 

P (xj) = 1, but this does not happen here. The form of this estimator follows from (5.3) and apply- 

ing (5.10) to this slightly different example. We therefore find 

A5 (I-S)X. 1 L(s) = jwje '[1- rjlnj]- 
j=l 

a quadrature rule of precision 4, with the weights found as follows. 

11.1 

0.41 0.58 1.01 
T=0.412 0.582 1.012 

0.414 0.584 1.014 

Then 

Wl 

W2 

W3 =T-1 2 
6 

W5 24 

The symbolic algebra package MAPLE was used to solve for w, exploiting the special structure 

of T, yielding the vector of weights 

736.0815497 

-3807.9016440 
5492.605598 

-3766.857507 
1347.072009 

It is straightforward to verify that this quadrature scheme is exact when f (x), in the notation of 

equation (5.8), is a polynomial of degree at most 4. 
I-- 

There are some points worthy of note arising from the above calculation. Firstly, these 
A 

weights are, in modulus, very large. This could well lead to L(s) being numerically unstable. 

Second, a larger Quantal Assay data set was investigated, and the weights became even larger in 

-,, solute terms. It seems that this quadrature technique may be difficult to apply in practice. av 

A 
in order to investigate the performance of L (s) for this example, we define the ratio 
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W(s) L (s; a -4.839,7.068) /i (s) 
, 

L. (s) /L (s) say, 

where we substitute the m. l. e. s of cc and P in the Laplace transform to enable a comparison to be 

made. A plot of V(s) follows below, and we look for regions where this ratio is close to unity. It 

is clear from this that L(s) does not perform very well at all; this is perhaps unsurprising given 

that we only achieve precision 4, as well as the instability of w discussed above. 

A, S we see in the next sub-section it is possible to obtain a scheme of precision 2n -1. The 

practical implications are investigated later, but one would anticipate a noticeable improvement in 

the performance of the empirical transform with this substantial increase in precision. Had the 

Qiiantal Assay experiment of Example 5.1 been planned with quadrature in mind, we could then 

have achieved precision 9. 

A Figure 5.1. Plot of L,,, (s) IL (s) 
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3.1.2. Designed Sampling Points. 

The assumption here is that the data are yet to be collected. We are therefore able to deter- 

mine not only the weights w, but the sampling points t as well. To do this, we construct a system 

of 2n equations in exactly the same man-ner as before, to give 

n j-1 I: Wktk ýIFV) j='-l,..., 2n (5.14) 
k=l 

The sampling points t= (t 1, ..., t,, )' are the roots of the nth Laguerre polynomial L,, (t), 

whilst the weights are found as 

Wk ý-- tk [Ln 
+1 (t k )]-2 

. (5.15) 
Such a quadrature rule is known as a Gauss-Laguerre scheme of precision 2n -1. 

Fortunately, the sampling points and corresponding weights are widely tabulated for a 

variety of sample sizes. See, for example, Abramowitz & Stegun (1970) pp 923. They are also 

readily available via the NAG FORTRAN Library; NAG routine D01BBF was employed in this 

thesis. For general references to Gaussian quadrature, Philips & Cornelius (1986) is an excellent 

practical guide. For more theoretical detail one might consult the standard reference Rabinowitz 

& Davis (1984). 

The quadrature rules we have discussed so far are based on a polynomial approximation. In 

the next section we suggest two alternatives to this, although we do not pursue them here. 

3.1.3. Alternative Approaches. 

The techniques suggested here assume that t has already been chosen, although it does seem 

that they could be extended to encompass this choice as well. 

The first suggestion we discuss is based on a least-squares criterion. We still form the 

empirical transform as a weighted-sum, but choose w by minimizing 

CNO f 
[L(s)- L (s; 9 )]2dS (5.16) 

0 
Now, 

00 
f 

[I: wkf (tj- L (s; E) )]2dS 
0k 
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00 

=> 
3SL 

= 2ff (tj)[FWkf (tk)- L (s; E) )]ds awi 
0k 

2 00 ýL 
= 2f Lf (tj)]2ds >0 aw 2V wER' 

i0 

Tbus the solution of the system 

as 

awi 
is guaranteed to provide a minimum. 

For the remainder of this discussion we substitute the explicit form 

(tk) =Y (tk)e 
(1-S)'k 

9 

so that w results as the solution of 

00 
fe (l-s)tjljWky(tk)e('-s)t*-L(s; e ))ds = 0. (5.17) 
0k 

On rearranging the above expression a little, we find 

CO 00 

(1-S)(tj+tk) 
-s t 1: Wky (tk)fe ds=fe(1 )iL(s; G)ds. 

k00 

Defining the matrix ic having kj-th element 

0-0 
00k jY (tk)f e 

(I-S)(Ij+tk ) 

ds k, j=l,..., n (5.18) 
0 

and the vector I (G) having jth element 

00 

[1(8)]j =e 
('-s)tiL (s; E) )ds n, (5.19) 

then the least-squares solution for w satisfies 

icw =1 (0) 
(5.20) 

The drawback of this approach is that the weights depend explicitly on the unknown param- 

eters. An adaptive procedure would be one way forward, but this does seem unnecessarily com- 

plicated. Alternatively, we might investigate the sensitivity of w to the particular choice of E). 

Were it the case that the elements of w are largely insensitive to changes in E), then we could jus- 

tify using a particular least-squares solution. However, this seems rather speculative at this point. V 
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To conclude this discussion, note that a least-squares approach was adopted by Katz & D'Argenio 

(1983), concentrating on the choice of the sampling points t. However, they only obtain the 

Optimal sampling points for particular choices of E). 

The second suggestion is to choose w so that the quadrature rule is exact when f (t) is a 

mixture of exponential terms. The key to this approach is the choice of a suitable set of linearly 

independent functions. For the polynomial rules we employed the set ( 1, t, t 2, 
..., tn- 1); here we 

choose E= fe -, il n: j= n). We find the quadrature rule which is exact for linear combina- 

tions of members of E as follows. 

The weights must satisfy the system of equations 

n 00 
Y, wke -jtk n= fe-t 

e -tjl n dt =n (n +j)-l j n. (5.21) 
k=l 0 

In the notation established earlier, the matrix T has elements 

(T)ji =e -t' j1 n 
-) 

so that 

(n +1)-l" 
(n +2)-l 

n-'Tw (5.22) 

(2n)-l 

Given the way E has been selected, T is clearly non-singular. The method is, therefore, 

well-defined. Its efficiency will depend on how well f (t) may be approximated by linear combi- 

nations of the elements of E. We note in passing that the approach considered here is not unique, 

since other choices of E are clearly possible. The particular form for E would be chosen to exploit 

some feature of the application under consideration. 

3.2. A Riemann-Sum Approach. 

In the notation of equation (5-1), we have the problem of calculating the area under the 

curve eI 7(t; E) ), for t between 0 and oo. We may do this by approximating the area by rectan- 

gles. Now, 
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Ci 

L (s; E) f 
e-st Y(t; E) )dt (5.23) 

ci, 
where 

CO = () 
, Cn = 00 , fcj : 1: 9 i :9n -11 

are constants chosen so that cj-1: 5 tj :5 cj , 1: 5 j :5n. Although not a unique choice, we employ 

cj = 0.5 (tj+ tj+, ) 1: 5 j :5n -1 , (5.24) 
so that the cjs lie half-way between the sampling points. We may now make the Riemann-Sum 

approximation, viz: 

Ci 

L (s; E) E) f 
e-stdt 

ci-I 
n 

S-' 

It remains only to estimate y from the observations (Y (t) : tE T), for some indexing set T. Denot- 

ing this estimate by yA, we obtain the empirical transform 

I -sci-l -sci L(S) = s- Zy(ti)(e -e 
i=l 

(5.25) 

For models of section 5.2.2, we have i(ti) =Y (ti). In the Quantal Assay model the form of A is Y 

less straightforward, but follows readily due to the simple interpretation for y in that context. 

This form of transform estimator has been employed by a number of researchers, including, 

for example, Laurence et al. (1986), Leedow & Tweedie (1983) and Schuh & Tweedie (1979). 

The Riemann-Sum approximation is depicted below in Figure 5.2. This method will work best 

when the shaded areas within each rectangle cancel each other out. A corollary of this is that we 

should exercise caution in regions where the integrand is strongly curved. For Laplace transforms 

this will tend to occur, if at all, towards the origin. Figure 5.2 shows that this is a particular con- 

cern when tI is far from 0. This estimator is open to a further criticism in that the range of 

integration extends beyond the range of the data. Solutions to these problems have been sug- 

gested, and are the topic of the next section. We should also note that a second approximation has 

been made, this being that of y by ý Clearly the nature of this approximation is example- Y. 
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Figure 5.2. Riemann-Sum Approximation. 

-s' y(t) 

CO C1C -e 
Cn-1 

t n-I 
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dependent. We go on now to apply this method of transform construction to the Quantal Assay 

model. 

Example 5.1 - continued. 

Recalling section 5.2.2, our task here is to estimate 

CNO 

(s; 8)=f dx. 

We first calculate the values of the (c), which are quoted in the table below. 

Table 5.3. Values of (cj) for Riemann-Sum Approximation. 

i cj 

0 0.000 

1 0.495 

2 0.645 

3 0.800 

4 0.950 

5 00 

We may therefore write 

5 

, 
[1-P(xj)]-' e-jx* L(s; E) )=1: 

f 

j=l Cj-i 
5 

2: -SC j -SC j 
., 

[1-P (xj)]-'(e e 
j=1 

paving the way for the empirical Laplace transform (ELT) 

5 
L (s) = s-1 Y, [1- rj Inj]-l (e e-sci 

j=l 

We again (see section 3.1.1) investigate the performance of the ELT via the ratio 

L .. (s)IL(s), depicted in Figure 5.3 below. We only plot that part which is > PML. This transform 

estimator clearly performs much better than the one based on quadrature. This is perhaps a false 
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comparison though, since the Riemann-Sum estimator was designed with this applicadon in 
A 

mind. On a slightly negative note, in the region where agreement is best, L (s) consistently overes- 

timates L (s; E) ). Recalling the general forms (5.10) and (5.25) for the transform estimators, we 

see that they are clearly biased for any finite sample. 

Figure 5.3. L,,, (s)IL(s) for the Riemann-Sum ELT. 
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3.2.1. Improvements to the Riemann-Sum Estimator. 

This estimator can be improved in two ways, in response to the potential difficulties 

identified above. The first problem arises when tI is too far from the origin. We may overcome 

this by a judicious translation of the data, and work instead with 

Yj = tj-'r j=l,..., 5, (5.26) 
for, r to be determined. Note that we retain our general notation for this discussion. 

The second problem arises from integrating beyond the range of the data. This is perhaps 

unwise in itself, but in setting co =0 and/or c,, = w, we also risk placing too much weight on 

Y(ti) and/Or Y(tn). This may well lead to a poor approximation. An approach known as "end- 

corrections" was suggested by Leedow & Tweedie (1983) to avoid these detractions. We concen- 

trate here on upper end-corrections since lower end-correction may be achieved by translation. 

Now, if we set c,, = t,, then 

L (s) =s (tj)(e -scj-'- e -sci 
j=l 

estimates 

t» 

e -st y (t ; E) )dt . 

In order to estimate L (s; E) ) we need also to calculate 

(. 0 

fe-st 
y(t; E) )dt (5.27) 

t. 
For the purposes of parameter estimation we then set 

L(s)+ I (s; E) )=L(s; (5.28) 

This is not the only approach we might consider. An alternative is, upon setting Cn ---ý Yn, to 

equate the corrected transform directly with its theoretical counterpart. Parameter estimation is 

then based on 

y" 
A 

L(s) f 
e-'y [1- P (y)]-ldy 

0 

= S-1 (1- e-sv")+ e"(s- p)-'(1- e-<s-0)) . 
/ýSjv')- 

r ,- "A PL FN 
LJE§IPIRY 

ax 
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The complication here is due to the e-('-P) term, rendering explicit estimators unattainable. We 

do not, therefore, pursue this approach any further. We instead investigate the procedure 

described by equation (5.28) by means of the following 

Example 5.1 - continued. 

As suggested above, the ELT can be improved in two ways. First, xi is, in relative terms, 

some way from the origin. There is, therefore, some risk of placing too much weight at this point. 

We employ a translation of size T=0.3 to deal with this. Secondly, we employ an upper end- 

correction by setting C5=Y5. We therefore construct our transform estimator based on the infor- 

mation contained in the following table. 

Table 5.4. Data for Corrected Transform Approach. 

i yj Ci 1 

0 - 0.000 

1 0.11 0.195 

2 0.28 0.345 

3 0.41 0.500 

4 0.59 0.650 

5 0.71 0.710 

We therefore employ L (s) to estimate 

0.71 
f 

e-'y [1- P (y)]-ldy 
0 

so that to estimate L (s; E) ) we need also to evaluate 

00 
f 

e-'y [1- P (y)]-ldy 
0.71 

= s-le -0.7"+ e a+0.71(Vs)(S -P)-l s>p- 

Note that e1 IP (y 5)- 1, which we may estimate as I IP (Y 5)- 1. Thus 
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e--ýa+py-') n5lr5- 1, 

leading to the approximation 

s-le -0.71s [1+ sr5(n5- r5 )-I (S-'P-1)1 s>P. 

For the purposes of parameter estimation we would then set 

-0.71s L(s)+ s-le [1+ Sr5(n5- r5)-I(S- W11 = s-'+ e .. (s- (5.29) 

This topic is addressed in the next section. 

Our current objective is to investigate the quality of the corrected transform estimator. To 

this end we set ic(s) equal to the left-hand-side of (5.29), and plot the ratio Lm(s)lic(s) which is 

depicted in Figure 5.4 below. In order to calculate Lm (s), we note that the m. l. e. of P is unaffected 

by the translation, but &,,, j becomes (x,,,, + 0.3pml. 

We see that the corrected transform estimator performs much better than its cruder relation. 

In particular, the region of close agreement between the theoretical transform and its estimator is 

much larger, and they approach equality at a much shallower angle than for the uncorrected ver- 

Siom 

4. Parameter Estimation for the Quantal Assay Model. 

We have to consider estimation for each method of transform construction, and the tech- 

niques employed differ. For quadrature, we may employ directly the methods outlined in section 

2; see equations (5.6) and (5.7) along with the surrounding discussion. For the Riemann-Sum 

approach, we have already shown that the corrected transform is superior. As such, we base esti- 

mation on equation (5.29). 

Quadrature. 

Employing two values of s in (5.6), we obtain the estimating equations 

Li =sil+e&(si- i =1,2, (5.30) 

where Li denotes L (si), as in Clapter 4. Equations (5.30) may be re-cast as 

si (siLi- 1) = (siLi- 1)ß + sie" i =l, 2. 



Figure 5.4. Plot of Lm (s) / i-c(s). 
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The estimators are found, then, as the solution to the matrix equation 
AA 

si(s, Ll- 
sILI-1 s, 

AA 

S2(S2L 2- 1) S2L2- 1 S2 ea 

AS IS 2(S IL I- S2L2 

e& 
18IS2(LI-L2)+SI-S2]-l 

LL (S2-Sl)(Sl 1-1)(S20"2-1) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

It was found that 6X(s) does not exist over large regions of s-space. This is perhaps 

unsurprising considering how poor the transform estimator is in this context (see Figure 5.1). 
A 

T-X- 

However, L (s) did cross L (s; 0) at one point (around s= 25), so we look next at the estimators 

which would result from equations (5.7) which employ just one value of s. 

The most efficient way to find these estimators is to allow S 19, S2 --- ýs in the explicit forms 

(5.3 2). For convenience, we write ss+8 and S2=s. Considering first. ) 

s (s + 8) HS + S)L (s + 8)- SL (S)l p(s, 8) =-A (5.33) 
5+s (s + 8)[L(s + 8)- L (s)] 

Dividing top and bottom by 8 and aHowing 8----> 0, we obtain 

2A 
(1) 

P(S) =s 
[SL (s)+ L(s)] (5.34) 

2L (1) 
sL (S)+l 

For 6x(s), we fmd from (5-32) that 

8 [(s+ 8)L(s+ 8)- 1][sL(s)- 11 
e 

Oýs 

AA (5.35) 
S+s(s+8)(L(s+8)-L(s)) 

and applying the same method as before yields 

(S) 1]2 

2L (1) (5.36) 
+s L (S) 

- (1) 2 Note that this expression is valid only if L (S)<-S 

These estimators are plotted in the following two figures. In each case the maximum likeli- 

hood estimator is indicated by a horizontal line. Overall, the transform estimators match the 



Figure 5.5. Plot of a(s) Compared to the M. L. E.. 
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Figure 5.6. Plot of P(s) Compared to the M. L. E.. 
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m. l. e. s very poorly. When they do match, they do so in very different regions of s-space. It is 

clear that quadrature does not work well for this example; the precision of just 4 is inadequate to 

achieve a reasonable polynomial approximation to f (x). 

4.2. Riemann-Sum. 

Parameter estimation stems from (5.29), which we re-quote here for ease of exposition. 

L(s)+ s-le-sy'[l+ us] = s-'+ e"(s- 
where u= rn(nn- rn)-l. The estimating equations may be written as 

)(siLi+ e 1)+ si ue -" Y" = si ei =1,2. (5.37) 
We can simplify these a little by writing 

wi 1= siLi+ e 
Wi 2= si ue -sym 

. 
so that we obtain 

sjec(+WilPý-SiWil+Wi2 i=1,2. (5.38) 
A 

In matrix terms, (X and P arise as the solutions to 

Si wil, e& SIWII+WI2 

S2 W21 S 2W 21+ W 22 
(5.39) 

We therefore obtain the explicit estimators 

e& - 
_1 

WllW21(81-S2)+Wl2W21-WIIW22 
-': (SIW21-S2WIl) 

S IS 2(W21- Wl 0+ S 1W22- S2W 12 
(5.40) 

Referring back to Figure 5.4 we see that there is a match in the region of s=8.4 between 

ic(s) and L,,, (s). As such, we would expect to recover the m. l. e. s quite well in this region. Evaluat- 

ing the estimators (5.40) reveals that there is a reasonable match with the m. l. e. s in the region 

sE [8.2,8.4] x [7.1,8.4]. Outside this region a(s) is particularly unstable. Indeed, it does not exist 

over large tracts of s-space. 

It seems sensible, then, to concentrate on this region. Our objective now is to compare the 

moment estimators derived above with the m. l. e. s. However, we require an objective criterion for 
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choosing s in order to do this. Since we have access to the log-likelihood 1 ((x, P), we may form 

what is termed the constrained log-likelihood I (cc(s), P(s)). This term arises because the empiri- 

cal and theoretical transforms are "constrained" to be equal. We have already obtained a(s) and 

P(s) for S 1: 0 S2, so it remains to consider the case SI -ý S2- We employ the same technique used to 

find equations (5.34) and (5.36), although here we let S2=s+8 and s s. For we obtain 
A 

p(s, s(s+8)fs8-'[L(s+8)-L(s)]+L(s+8)+(u-1)8-1[e-(s+8)-e-"Y"II (5.41) 
s(s+5)&-l 

i(s+8)-L-(s)]+8-1[e -ýS+ 8)y,, 
-e -sy" I- e -syn +1 IL 

Allowing 8-4 0 we find 

2[ L (1) 
s sL (S)+LL(s)-Yn(U-l)e-sy" 

P(S) =- 
2j (1) -SYX 

(5.42) 
1+s L (S)- (1 + Yn)e 

Next, and rather more involved, for 

eks) =D-'[(sL" I+ e-s'y"- 1)(S2L2+e-s'y"- 1)(S I -S2)+ 
-S I 

y" 
AA 

-S 

sI ue (S2L2+e-s'y"- l)- S2ue-s'y"(sL I+ e 'Y"- 1)] (5.43) 

where D ý-- 31W 21 -S2W 11 - It follows readily that 

lim 8-1 D= 1+ S2L 
(1) -S. V" L (s)- (1+ Yn)e (5.44) 

The num erator of e &(s, 6) is 

-SY -(S + 8)Y. 
[sL(s)+e "-l][(s+5)L(s+S)+e -11(-8)+ 

-sy" [(s + S)L (s + 8)+ e+ 
8)y,, -ýS + 8)y. -Sy" sue 

L1 ]- (s + 8)ue [sL (s)+ e- 1] (5.45) 

Dividing by 8 and taking lim, we obtain 
8-. >O 

AA 

- [sL(s)+ e-SY"- 1] 2- e-symu[sL(s)+ e-sy"- 1]+ 

uslim 571 [a (s)b (s + 5)- a (s + 8)b (s)] (5.46) 
8-+0 

-SY 
where a (s) =e" and b (s) = sL (s)+ e -sy" - 1. Both a (s) and b (s) are infinitely differentiable, so 

we may write 

a (s+ 5) =a (s)+ 8 a'(s)+ 0(82) 

b (s + 8) =b (s)+ 5 b(s)+ 0(82), (5.47) 
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by Taylor-series expansion. The limit term of (5.46) may be re-expressed, using (5.47), as 

lim 8-1 (a (s)[b (s)+ Öb'(s)+ 0 (82)]- b (s)[a (s)+ Öa'(s)+ 0 (82)] ) 8--+o 

=a (s)b'(s)- b (s)a'(s) 
. (5.48) 

TlIUS9 

-sy sy -sy 1]2 ' [sL (s)+ e -sy" use [sL (s)+(l+sy, )L(s)-y,, ]-[sL(s)+e '- ue 
1+s L (s)- e 

e 
2L (1) -sy" (1+Yn) 

(5.49) 

A simple grid-search of the constrained log-likelihood revealed a maximum at 

s= (8.38,7.50)-#, where L (a(s), P(s)) = -119.856 corresponding to the maximum log-likelihood 

quoted in Table 5.2. We therefore recover the m. l. e. s by this procedure. For the translated data we 

have 

-2.716265 7.071732, (5.50) 

so for the original data, correct to 3sf, 

cc = -4.84 7.07. (5.51) 

The small sample properties of these estimators were investigated, via a simulation study, 

by Laurence et al. (1986). These are of particular importance because such samples are frequently 

encountered in practice. The transform variable was selected by maximizing the constrained likel- 

ihood, and it was found that the transform approach can out-perform maximum likelihood in 

these circumstances. 

We have used the Quantal Assay model to illustrate transform procedures in the stochastic 

modelling context, and do not dwell here on measures of error for parameter estimators. This will, 

however, be an important topic in the more detailed work to follow. In the discussion so far we 

have witnessed the poor performance of quadrature when the sampling points are not designed. In 

this case the Riemann-Sum. approach to transform construction is clearly superior. We move on 

now to consider the One-Compartment Open model, a particular example of the models discussed 

in section 5.2.2. In this context we observe the benefits of conducting designed experiments. A 

particular difference between the work so far and that to follow concerns selection of the 
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transform variable, as we shall see. 

5. The One-Compartment Open Model. 

Compartment models describe the movement of material between particular states known as 

compartments. These could represent, for example, grades of employment or Stages of a chemical 

reaction. It is assumed that the rates of flow between compartments follow first order kinetics, so 

that the rate of transfer to a receiving, or sink, compartment is proportional to the concentration in 

the supplying, or source compartment. A collection of inter-connected compartments is referred 

to as a system (of compartments). 

These models have found a wide variety of uses, including chemical kinetics, manpower 

planning and pharmacokinetics. The material represented might be the molecules of some chemi- 

cal, individual workers and drug concentration respectively. Having discussed compartment 

models in general terms, we consider a specific 

Example 5.2. 

Wagner's (1967) experiment, as reviewed by Shah (1976), is often quoted in the compart- 

ment modelling literature. A Tetracycline compound was given orally to a subject and its subse- 

quent concentration in serum was measured over a period of 16 hours. The following determinis- 

tic compartment model was fitted to the data: 

Figure 5.7. Compartmen Model Fitted to Wagner (1967) Data. 

Gut 
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ct'kusorption a 

(XI 

Blood 
n2 (t) 

excretion 

(Y-2 

Denoting n (t) = (n I (t), n2 (0)", then we have the initial condition n (t) = (a3 9 
0)", so that ýY-3 

represents the initial dose of material, in general, introduced into the system. In this deterministic 

scenario, the movement of material through the system is governed by the system of differential 

equations 
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dn , (t) 
dt 

--aln I (t)-a2n2(t) (5.52) dt 

The above example is a special, important case of the general class of open-compartment 

models. These may be represented in general as 

Figure 5.8. General Open System. 
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The distinguishing feature of this type of model is that it allows for material to exit from a single 

end compartment. In the employment model this end compartment could represent retirement 

from the work force for example. 

In the work to follow we assume that the compartments contain discrete elements, or may 

reasonably be approximated as such. We go on now to consider the absorption-excretion model of 

]Example 5.2; the One-Compartment Open (OCO) model. This model has found a number of 

important applications, particularly in the investigation of chemical and drag kinetics. See, for 

example, Macheras et al. (1992). Applications of compartment models in this sort of work are 

not limited to open systems however, as demonstrated by Wald et al. (1991). 

We have thus far discussed only the deterministic version of the OCO model. A more realis- 

tic model might be one that includes a stochastic element. If we allow transitions from compart- 

ments to be Markov processes, with transition intensities given by the as, then the system (5.52) 

describes the behaviour of the expected compartment contents. Thus, if the contents are denoted 

by the random vector N(t) = (NI (t), N2(t))', then we have E(Ni(t)) = ni(t) i =1,2. Solving equa- 

tions (5-52), we obtain 

a3e 
n2 (t) ý al 413 14)CI - Oý2 1-1 [e -'x2 '- e -a, 1, 

. (5.53) 
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The case a, > a2 is of most practical interest in this thesis. A stochastic treatment will be given 

in sub-section 6.2 of this work on the OCO model. 

Typically, as in Example 5.1, interest will focus on N2(t),, so we assume that data 

IN2(tl), 
--. N2(tn)) are Collected in order to estimate the Parameter VeCtor (X = (()Cl a2, (Y-3). '- TO 

this end, we may model the observations from the second compartment as 

n (t)+ C(t) i, (5.54) 
in the form of section 5.2.2. As such, all our earlier work on transform construction and parameter 

estimation applies. We therefore propose to base estimation on the Laplace transform 

*0 

f 
e-st n 2(t)dt 

0 

(7- 1 (y- 3 
«Y-l+ S)(0C2+ S) * 

5.1. Parameter Estimation. 

(5.55) 

There are a number of distinct approaches to consider here. We may choose multiple values 

of s to obtain enough estimating equations, or we could alternatively employ just one s-value. In 

addition, we deal with the cases where the initial dose ( a3) may or may not be be known. In the 

work to follow we first consider estimation employing as many values of s as unknown parame- 

ters, subsequently obtaining the estimators based on a single value of s by the limiting procedures 

employed earlier. 

5.1.1. Initial Dose Known. 

Our task here is to estimate the transition intensities (x, and cý2. Choosing two values of s, 

s1 and y2. we have from (5.55) that 

(al + Si)(OC2+ SO ý (11 a3 IL (si) i =1,2. (5.56) 

For ease of exposition we do not, for the moment, work with empirical quantities, but substitute 

these at a later stage. Now, expanding equations (5.56) gives 

al %+ Si ((Y'l + %)+ SF =-- al OC3 ILi i =1,2, 
in our usual notation. Thus, 
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a )+ S2_ S2 
(SI-S2)(al+ 

212 -'ýala3(LII-L21) 
al+%+S 1+ -52 = alg(S) 9 

where 

9 (S) a3 (L-1 I- L21 )(S 1- 3 2)-l - 
OCI (1- 9 (S)+ a2+ S I+ S 2) 0 

A (12 ý (g"(S)- 1)al -SI-S2- (5.57) 

Substituting for a2 in the first equation of system (5.56) we obtain the quadratic equation 

^2 (ý- ')al - (»al- S1S2 2-- 0, (5.58) 

whereco= SI+82+a3/Ll- s1g. Thus, 

(xi = 0.5(i- 1)-1 [(» ± «02 1/2] 
. 9+ 4(k (s)- 1)S 1S 2) (5.59) 

We choose the root which is in the proper range such that both estimators are positive. 

Having obtained the estimators based on two values of s, we now allow s ----> s 1, where 1 

represents a vector of I. s. The only limit of real interest is 

^-I ft -1 
lim 9 -I(L -L (5.60) i (S) ý "M a3 (8 1- 8 2) 12 

$1 ý J2 51 -ý $2 

It is convenient to re-cast this as 

-11LL(S+8)-l L(s)-l] IiM i (S + S) -ý IiM CC3 
8-. )o 8--ý 0 

d-1 
413 ds 

[L (s)- 

a3L'(s) IL (S)2 
. (5.61) 

Making the necessary substitutions in (5.59) and (5.57) yields the forms of a, (s) and Ot2(S) 

respectively. We move on now to the case where Oý3 is unknown. 

5.1.2. Initial Dose Unknown. 

Since there is now an extra parameter to estimate, we require three values S 1, S 2, S3 Of 8- 

Let 

L (si) IL (si +j) - 
(Si+l + (XI )(Si+i+ (X2) 

i =1,2. (5.62) (Si+ al)(Si+ (X2) 
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Again, we neglect empirical quantities for the moment and form the equations 

OtIOC20- 'Ci)+ (Ctl+ Ct2)(Si+l-'KiSi) ý-- X S; _ S2 i =1,2. iI i+l 
In matrix terms, 

2_ 
S2 S2-'KISI 1-ICI (Y-I+ CC2 -1CISI 2 

22 S3-Y-2S2 1-K2 ly-1 0ý2 K2S2 _ S3 

Substituting empirical quantities then, we obtain 

al+ a2 
IG- K 

A 

0ý I (X2 
1)(83- 321C2)- (1- 1ýCD(32- SII A-1 

where 

2_2 
S2 

2) "ýOOC2S2 33 14-2 IC 1_ S2 

22A2 2) (S 3- S 21^CA'ý-'l SI- S2 )- (S 2- SI 1ýl )(I'C2S2 _ S3 

We obtain an estimator Of ý13 from 

ý13al(33+al)- (S3+a2) =L3 

To find a, and a2 explicitly, note that we may form the quadratic equation 

)Z+ &l i= a2 (y- (X2 

a --a2) = 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

alga2 = 
al + OC2 

R, 
OCI + 412 

)2- aI OC21 1/2 (5.66) 
22 

so that we can find a, and a2 given their sum and product, choosing a, > OC2- 

We may employ similar techniques as before to investigate the behaviour of these estima- 

tors as s -+ s 1, but we omit the detail here. The case a3 known seems to be the more usual, since 

the initial dose in, for example, a scientific experiment will be known unless there is some loss 

due to an accident. In the light of this, we concentrate attention, although not exclusively, on the 

details of the first case. 

Before proceeding further, we discuss an alternative approach to estimating the transition 

intensities when the initial dose is known. 
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5.1.3. A Modified Transform Approach. 

We use here a similar modified transform to that of Chapter 4, and base estimation on 

Vs =- 
d log sL (s; (x ) ds 

= (3 al )-I+ + (Y-2)-l 1, 
(5.67) 

so this transform possesses a particularly simple form. Given two distinct values of s we obtain 

estimating equations based on the method-of-moments as 

A (SiV a (X =si(2-*isi) i=1,2. (5.68) i- 1)( 1+ 2)+ Vial a2 
Solving these equations we obtain 

(11 + (Y-2 
= IV2(S IVI- 1)- VI(S2V2- 1A U (5.69) 

(I I a2 
j 

where 

A 
S, V2(2- Vjs I )- S2VI(2- V2S2) 

U= 
S2(2- Vj- l)- s 1(2 AV V2S2)(S I IS1)(S2V2-1) 

We may, therefore, form the quadratic equation 

a 

in the same way as before; see (5-65). 

Quadrature was employed in transform construction, by methods to be discussed in detail in 

the next section. The estimators were subsequently evaluated over an s-grid, revealing that they 

are very unstable. This seems to be due to ill-conditioned estimating equations, as the following 

discussion suggests. 

The empirical and theoretical transforms match quite well for sc= (3.0,5.0), so we focus 

attention on this region. The table below clearly shows this matching, for values of s close to an 

intersection of Mf and *, for the case a, = 0.10 and a2 = 0-05- 
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Table 5.5. Match of V to V. 

Using these s-values., 

Si vi vi 1- ^i/Vi v 

3.78 

2 3.80 

0.5185 

0.5171 

0.5188 

0.5162 

7.21x 10-4 

-1.75x 
10-3 

0.95993 0.5185 
0.96498 0.5171 

al+ a2 0 
. 1514646 

^iA=0.1330760 OC a2 
L 

A 

ý11+ a2 2.3531 

a, (k 4.648 

which is clearly ridiculous. 

Since finding CC, and % from their sum and product reduces to finding the intersection of 

two lines, the angle between these lines, 0 say, is an important quantity. It turns-out that 0=0.190 

in this case, so the problem seems to be ill-conditioned. For sI=3.0 and S2=5.0, at the boun- 

dary of the matching region, and using values of xV rather than we find 0= 12.3'. There still 

seems to be some risk of W-conditioning here. 

The difficulties with this approach suggest that we might concentrate on the intersection of 

the empmcal and theoretical transforms. Utilizing one value of s, we require a match between 

both the transforms and first derivatives. To investigate these quantities, we define 

Empirical Transform 
Theoretical Transform 

which is depicted below. 

We look for regions where Q is close to 0, but we also require these to be coincident. This 

is clearly not achieved here; it seems that IV is a very unstable transform. This result is very much 

in accord with earlier work in this thesis, and seems to be a general lesson of the approach based 

on modified transforms. Modified transforms often yield, by design, explicit estimators. However, 

we shouldn't expect to receive this benefit without penalty, as has been shown in a number of 
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examples discussed in this thesis. 

5.2. - Selecting the Transform Variable. 

We seek here some relatively simple objective criterion for selecting the transform variable, 

s. Many possibilities exist, but probably the most straightforward is Least-Squares. We therefore 

choose s, denoting the least-squares function LS, as 

LS (s min 
s 

nA 
1: IN2(tj)- N2 (t j )]2 
j=l 

n 

nl'n I IN 2 (tj ý- n2 (tj; ot = a(S) )]2 
.1 j=i 

(5.70) 

This will, in general, involve us in a p-dimensional search if we have p parameters to estimate. 

However, the transform approach holds out the possibility of reducing this dimension. Indeed, by 

allowing s -4 s1 we need only conduct a one-dimensional search. It will clearly be important to 

establish whether we can exploit this property whilst producing efficient estimators. 

It is desirable to make comparisons with a standard technique to act as a benchmark, and the 

natural choice here is Ordinary Least-Squares, viz: 

LS ( OC ols) " Min Z IN2 (tj)- n2 (tj; (X )]2 
Cc j=l 

(5.71) 

We now have in place techniques of parameter estimation and transform variable selection. 

Before we can investigate the performance of transform methods, it will be useful to be able to 

simulate data from this model. 

5.3. Simulating the One-Compartment Open Model. 

There are two distinct flows of material present in this model. The first is entry of material 

into the open compartment, which we model as a Poisson process of rate aINI(t). The second 

flow is out of the system, modelled as a Poisson process of rate 0ý2N2(0- We simulate the overall 

process as follows: 
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Step 1: Simulate an event from a Poisson process having rate parameter aNl(t)+ 4X2N2(t)- 

Step 2: We assign this event to one of the two possibilities noted above, with probabilities given 

below. 

Table 5.6. Assignment Probabilities for Simulation Routine. 

Event 

Exit from Source 

Exit from Sink 

Probabihty 

aIN I (t) 
ajNj(t)+(12N2(t) 

OC2N2(t) 

a, Nl(t)+a2N2(t) 

The process begins with the initial conditions N1 (0) = ý13 and N2 (0) = 0. A flowchart to imple- 

ment this simulation routine follows in Figure 5.10 below, with notes detailing the NAG routines 

employed. 

Three examples of output from this routine follow in Figures 5.11-13 below. The initial 

dose was of one hundred elements, SO CC3 =-- 100, with transition intensities a, = 0.2, a2 = 0.1. 

The solid line indicates the expected contents, n 2(t; OC )- It is clear from these results that a wide 

variety of patterns are possible from the same parameter combination, suggesting that we require 

a relatively robust estimation procedure. Indeed, Frome & Yakatan (1980) emphasize the need for 

robustness of model-fitting in this context. It is comforting to note that the time to peak concen- 

tration is not consistently over- or under-estimated. 

There is one further refinement required. The results of the above simulation correspond to a 

process observed continuously, whereas in practice we only observe the process at the sampling 

points t. We may clearly obtain the relevant data, in a straightforward fashion, directly from the 

continuously observed process, although we do not dwell on the details. To conclude this section, 

we note that the techniques employed here to simulate the OCO model may clearly be extended 

to more complicated situations. 
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Figure 5.10. Simulation Algorithm for the One-Compartment Open Model. 
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Figure 5.10. - Continued. 

Variables Used: T- Time Index, updated when each transition takes place; TNE - Inter-event 

time; U- Uniform variate used for deciding which type of transition has taken place; J- Event 

counter. 



Figure 5.11. Simulated Data from the OCO Model: 1. 
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Figure 5.12. Simulated Data from the OCO Model: 2. 
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Figure 5.13. Simulated Data from the OCO Model: 3. 
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5.4. Transform Construction and Performance. 

Recalling the definition leading to equation (5.55), the transform employed here is 

00 
(s; cc 

f 
e-s' n 2(t; (X )dt. 

0 
In the spirit of our earlier work, this may be written as 

00 

L(s; (X)= 
fe-'f (t; a)dt , (5.72) 

where f (t; a)=e (1-s) tn 2 (t; cc ). Both methods of transform construction will then yield an ELT 

of the form 

n 
L (S) F, hk(S)N2 (tk) 

- 
k=l 

(5.73) 

The precise form of hk(S) depends on the method of construction, so we look at the detail for each 

method next. 

Quadrature 

We are here in the desirable position of being able to plan our experimental design in 

advance of data collection. With this in mind, we may apply Gauss-Laguerre quadrature to (5.72), 

yielding weights w and, critically, the sampling points t. We obtain a scheme of precision 2n- 1, 

with empirical transform 

n 
-S t L(s) = Zwke( *N2(tk) 

k=l 
(5.74) 

A visual inspection of Gauss-Laguerre weights shows that they all lie between 0 and 1, in 

stark contrast to the undesigned case of section 5.3.1.1. There does seem to be considerable scope 

for optimism that this method might perform very much better. To support this view we note that 

(t) is a mixture of exponentials here, a quantity which we might reasonably hope to approximate 

well by a finite polynomial. 

We now move on to an initial investigation of the quality of the ELT (5.74). To this end, 

we define the ratio 
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A 

L (s)IL (s; a), (5.75) 

which is plotted in Figures 5.14-18 below for a variety of sample sizes and particular sets Of 

simulated data. NAG routine D01BBF was employed to obtain the quadrature weights, which res- 

tricts calculation of w to specified sample sizes. As such, we select a broad range of sample sizes 

from those available, choosing n(=- [ 5,12,16,20,24) in this thesis. Numerical difficulties 

(underflow) were experienced when attempting to obtain w for larger values of n, although this is 

not a great limitation here since a sample of size 24 is quite large for this application. 

For the higher transition intensities studied there exists the possibility that all material will 

have exited the system before sampling is complete, especially for the larger sampling schemes. 

As a result, the figures below are not complete for all possible cases. We instead plot the smallest, 

n=5, case along with the largest complete sample. If possible, an intermediate case is plotted as 

weR. 

Apart from sample size, we must also choose the values of (x. To this end, , -, IkF (X3 was fixed at 

100 elements, and the transition intensities were varied over "small", "medium" and "large" 

values, constrained so that al: ý"Y-2. Thus, we investigate (xj(=-f0. l0,0.50,0.95) and 

a, 2r= [ 0.05,0.45,0.90), giving six cases in total. It was found that no sampling scheme was com- 

plete for the case oc, = 0.95, a2 = 0.90; the material leaves the system too quiddy. This is a prob- 

lem which we return to in the more detailed work to come. 

Turning now to the results of plotting V(s), note that we are looking for regions of close 

agreement between the ELT and its theoretical counterpart, L (s; a ), indicated by xV(s) = 0. In the 

neighbourhood of such an s, we might hope to recover the true parameter values quite well, so 

these regions are particularly important. xV is plotted over quite a wide region, but it is clear that 

the best agreement occurs for quite small values of s, although clearly away from the origin. The 

n=5 case performs almost uniformly badly, the exception being for a, = 0.50, q2 = 0.05 where 

the ELT lies witifin 5% of L over quite a large region. An interesting feature is that global perfor- 

mance does not necessarily improve with sample size. Overall, these results seem quite encourag- 

ing. It seems that we obtain an estimator which performs quite well for a reasonable range of s- 
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values. 

Figure 5.14. V(s) for a, = 0.10, cc, ) = 0.05. 
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Figure 5.15. W(S) for cc, = 0.50, cc. ) = 0.05. 
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Figggire 5.16. W(s) for cc, = 0.50, cc--) = 0.45. 
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Figure 5.17. Nf(s) for a, = 0.95, cc-) = 0.05. 
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Fl9ure 5.18. y(s) for a, = 0.95,0.45. 
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We proceed now to consider our alternative method of transform construction. 

5.4.2. Riemann-Sum. 

Recalling (5.25) yields the form of hk(S) in (5.73) for this method of transform construction. 

We form the ELT as 

n 
L (s) =s-1T, [e -sc-- e -sc'IN2 (tk) (5.76) 

k=l 

where 

CO ý (), Cn oo and cj = 0.5 [tj+ tj+, ] 1: 9 j :5n -1 . 

This method of construction does not aid us, as did quadrature, in matters of experimental design. 

To provide a sensible comparison between the competing methods, then, we employ the Gauss- 

Laguerre sampling points. 

Our earlier work on the Quantal Assay model suggests that a corrected version of (5.76) 

might be superior. Since we are using Gauss-Laguerre sampling points, tj will tend to be quite 

close to the origin. This avoids the need for lower end-correction. However, this still leaves the 

requirement for an upper end-correction to the ELT. To do this, we set c, =N2 (tn) so that L (s) 

estimates the incomplete Laplace transform 

N Q. ) 
f 

e-sn2(t; a)dt. 
0 

(5.77) 

In order to estimate L (s ;a), we need also to evaluate I (s ; (x ) in the notation of section 5.3.2.1. 

Parameter estimation would then be based on an equation analogous to (5.28), which works out to 

al (Y-3 
_ 

-(s + c(2) N2(ta) 
_ 

(s + cc, ) N2 (t. ) 
(s)+ 

(S + ()CI XS + 4Y-2) 
( (ai - (x2)-1 [(s + (xl)e (S + (X2)e- 111 = 

(5.78) 

in the Quantal Assay example we were able to introduce an approximation which considerably 

simplified matters, but this does not seem to be possible here. As such, we use the ELT (5.76), 

although we should be wary when t,, is small. 
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Our initial investigation of L(s) is exactly the same as that for quadrature. To this end, w(s) 

is plotted for the same parameter combinations and sample sizes in Figures 5.19-23 below. We 

compare and contrast the performance of the Riemann-sum estimator versus quadrature in case- 

by-case fashion next. 

(i) oti = 0.10, a2 = 0.05. 

Unsurprisingly the n= 24 scheme seems to provide the best performance, with both 

methods performing similarly for this case. Of particular interest is the n= 16 case, where qua- 

drature seems to do much better. Both methods perform badly for the smallest sample size, 

although quadrature seems to perform better for small values of s. 

(ii) a, = 0.50,412 = 0.05. 

Riemann-sum does extremely well for the larger sample sizes, although quadrature com- 

pares very favourably towards smaller values of s. 

(iii) cc, --= 0-509 CC2 = 0.45. 

Both techniques perform very badly, since we could only obtain a complete sample for the 

smallest sample size. In order to investigate this combination of transition intensities we would 

require more material in the system. That is, a larger value of a3; we return to this question at a 

later stage. 

a, = 0.95, oc2 = 0.05. 

Taking into account the different scales, there seems to be little to choose between the 

methods, at least for the larger samples. For the n=5 case the Riemann-sum approach is clearly 

inferiOr. 

a, = 0.95, a2 = 0.45. 

This a case where we cannot obtain sufficient information to yield a good estimate of 

L (s; (x ), due again to insufficient material in the system. 
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We are now- in a position to examine the performance of the parameter estimators them- 

selves. As well as statistical performance, we are also interested in the practical aspects of fitting 

the OCO model. This motivates the need for the following section. 0 

Figure 5.19. AV(s) for a, = 0.10, (x, = 0.05. 
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Fignue 5.20. W(s) for a, = 0.50, U2 = 0.05. 
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Fi, c-, ure 5.21. V(s) for (x, = 0.50, (x-ý = 0.45. 
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Figure 5.22. W(s) for cc, = 0.95, cc- = 0.05. 
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Figure 5-23. W(s) for a, = 0.95, (X, ) = 0.45. 
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5.5. Simulation Study of the Parameter Estimators. 

For the purposes of this study we assume the initial dose to be known, choosing a3 ""ý 100' 

Results are based on 1000 repetitions in each case. There are a number of distinct themes for us 

to investigate, beginning with a study of 'a 
01, (see (5.71)). We collect data on the numerical algo- 

rithms employed, as well as the statistical performance indicators of M. S. E. and Relative Bias. 

Another feature to consider is the problem discussed earlier, when the system empties before 

sampling is complete. This we term a Range Failure, denoted by RFAIIL. Recall that we employ 

the Gauss-Laguerre choice of sampling points throughout. A failure to converge of the NAG rou- 

tmes used for iinimizmg the least-squares function is referred to as an EFAJOL. Note that the start- 

ing values used for OLS were the true parameter values. 

5.5.1. Ordinary Least-Squares. 

The results are simmmari ed in Table 5.7 below, obtained using NAG routine E04JAF which 

is a simple non-derivative based algorithm. We reserve most discussion for later comparison with 

transform methods, but comment here that OLS appears to be very unstable. Before moving on 

we note that this results format is used throughout this simulation work, so the key to Table 5.7 

may be universally applied. In the body of the table we use the E-notation to indicate powers of 

10. 

Key to Table 5.7: 

MSE r al 

MSE for a2 

Relative Bias for (x, 

Relative Bias for CC2 

RFAEL. 11FAIL 

(i) - Complete Failure Of Sampling Scheme to Exist. 
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For each combination of parameter values and sample size, the entries, quoted correct to 
5sf, are as follows: When an IFAIIL or RFAIIL is detected, the sample concerned is rejected and 

another is drawn. This process continues until 1000 samples have been collected, and it is for 

these samples that statistical performance has been assessed. 

5.5.2. Two s-Values. 

An additional feature now is the distribution of the optimal s, chosen by the least-squares 

criterion (5.70). our discussion of simulation results, given in Tables 5.8 and 5.8.1 below, is split 

into two distinct parts to reflect this. In the first we compare and contrast this study with that for 

OLS. Secondly, we discuss the observed distribution of optimal s. In preliminary work the start- 

ing value s= (0.3,0.05)' for NAG routine E04JAF seemed to work quite well. For this method 

then, we expect to observe an off-diagonal (sI ; "- S2) solution most of the time. However, we do 

have a particular interest in whether diagonal solutions are found on occasion, even for this 

starting-value. To this end, we give some representative plots of ISI-S21- 

Turning first to a comparison with OLS, we note that the transform approach seems to per- 

form much better numerically . This is manifest by the much reduced number of EFAIDLs. How- 

ever, the case for cc, = 0.95 is incomplete due to a total failure of the NAG algorithm. Consider- 

ing the relatively stable numerical performance for other parameter combinations, it it seems that 

this problem has less to do with the method of estimation than with the algorithm employed. As 

far as a statistical comparison is concerned, OLS performs better when it doesn't fail. However, 

considering its poor numerical performance, this seems to be little consolation. 

With regards to the competing methods of transform construction, no obvious winner 

emerges. In terms of mimeri al stability there is little to choose, and the same conclusion applies 

to the statistical performance measures. There is one case of particular note though, where 

cc, = 0.50 and oý2 = 0.45. We see that Gauss-Laguerre significantly out-performs its competitor, 

although the reason for this is not obvious. 
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Table 5.7. Simulation Results for OLS. 

Intensities Sample Size 

(11 OC2 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 4.4922E-4 2.5993E-4 2.4364E-4 2.2762E-4 2.4680E-4 

3.7157E-4 4.8328E-5 3.8775E-5 3.6470E-5 3.3459E-5 

1.1385E-2 1.3908E-2 1.5716E-2 1.5956E-2 1.4784E-2 

-6.4181E-2 5.4470E-3 4.1410E-3 6.4735E-3 -5.1542E-4 

0.556 0.240 0.240 0.211 47.199 

0.50 0.05 4.3682E-3 4.1483E-3 4.0153E-3 4.6-120E: T-- 3.9522E-3 

7.0480E-5 4.0749E-5 3.57OOE-5 3.4546E-5 3.3226E-5 

4.8103E-3 5.7021E-3 3.3633E-3 3.2737E-3 5.2926&3 

1.0823E-2 1.10OOE-2 1.2223E-2 1.0647E-2 3.8860E-3 

0.357 0.319 0.282 27.260 221.224 

0.95 0.05 9.7921E-3 8.9262E-3 8.9095E-3 8.7004E-3 8.8810E-3 

6.8108E-5 3-9124E-5 3.5147E-5 3.42OOE-5 3.1348E-5 

-6.8719E-2 -6.5005E-2 -6.4196E-2 -6.1844E-2 -6.4016E-2 

1.7665E-2 1.5296E-2 1.2970E-2 1.0728E-2 4.5388E-3 

0.1188 0.988 0.927 47.902 398.934 

0.50 0.45 6.6354E-3 0) (i) W 

2.0230E-3 W (i) 0) 0) 

7.1582E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

-2.5958E-2 0) 0) 0) 

488.834 

0.95 0.45 1.6089E-2 0) 0) 0) 

2.8257E-3 0) 0) 0) 

-9.2672E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

-7.1403E-3 0) 0) 0) 

2396.792 

-0.95 0.90 0) 0) 0) 0) 
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In this work we have a particular interest in the approach based on a single s-value, since 

this can lead to considerable simplifications, especially in numerical matters. To this end our dis- 

cussion now focuses on the distribution of optimal s-values found by least-squares. In Figures 

5.24-5.27 below we give representative plots of the quantity 18 1-S21 for each method of 

transform construction in turn. Even though the pictorial results given are only for the case 

04 '= 0-10, (12 = 0.05 they do provide an accurate portrayal of the overall picture. We see that for 

the smaller samples sizes a diagonal solution is much more likely to be found. This does make 

some sense. Given that the starting values are in the vicinity of an off-diagonal solution, then we 

would expect this solution to be found, especially for the larger sample sizes. For the smaller 

sample sizes there must be a greater chance of finding a diagonal solution instead. Appendix H 

shows that there are up to four solutions to be detected by least-squares. There are two off- 

diagonal solutions, which are mirror images in the line SIýS2. These are supplemented by as 

many as two diagonal solutions, corresponding to each of the two values of s. Tliese solutions 

will only be detected if L'(s) matches L'(s) in a region where L(s) matches L (s) as well, as dic- 

tated by the results of Appendix II. 
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Table 5.8. Simulation Results for Gauss-Laguerre Transform Construction. 

Intensities Sample Size 

"l (X2 5 12 16 20 24 
0.10 0.05 6.4988E-4 3.23OOE-4 3.0513E-4 3.0215E-4 3.0553E-4 

1.1420E-3 6.1776E-5 3.9390E-5 3.2844E-5 2.9795E-5 

0.10326 1.6205E-2 1.4013E-2 1.1282E-2 1.0418E-2 

0.49595 4.2593E-2 2.48IOE-2 1.5036E-2 5.9713E-3 

0.0 0.7 0.8 0.11 44.19 

0.50 0.05 7.0570E-3- 4.2796E-3 4.1521E-3 4.2262E-3 4.0872E-3- 

1.8063E-4 4.1446E-5 3.5273E-5 3-1735E-5 3.0469E-5 

8.3901E-2 1.0297E-2 5.9929F, 3 4.8699E-3 4.6343E-3 

0.20692 2.2961E-2 1.5021E-2 9.4255E-3 3.5653E-3 

0.1 0.9 0.10 24.6 187.10 

0.95 0.05 

0.500.45 7.5828E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

2.9707E-3 0) 0) 0) (i) 

2.6528E-2 (i) 0) 0) 0) 

-3.2276E-4 0) 0) 0) 0) 

271.28 

0.95 0.45 0) 0) 0) 0) 

0.95 0.90 0) 0) 0) 0) 0) 

*- Intemal NAG error. 
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Table 5.8.1. Simulation Results for Riemann-Sum Transform Construction. 

Intensities Sample Size 

111 412 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 3.7227E-4 3.1049E-4 2.9890E-4 2.97OOE-4 3.0067E-4 

3.6827E-4 6.9932E-5 4.5288E-5 3.7708E-5 3.296 1 E-5 

-7.9405E-2 - 1.9569E-2 -6.4063E-3 -3.6626E-3 - 1.2479E-3 

-0.25718 -6.3744E-2 -3.25OOE-2 -1.8284E-2 -1.2770E-2 

0.5 0.2 0.6 0.7 44.14 

0.50 0.05 8.2618E-3 4.0536E-3 3.9063E-3 3.9725E-3 3.9083E-3 

1-5343E-4 4.3212E-5 3.7694E-5 3.3332E-5 3.1323E-5 

-0.14856 -4.1293E-2 -2.8714E-2 -2.0712E-2 -1.6020E-2 

-0.19712 -7.0649E-3 3.2477E-3 6.2655E-3 3.2005E-5 

0.0 0.7 0.13 24.11 187.10 

0.95 0.05 

0.50 0.45 1.1301E-2 0) 0) 0) 

3.848 IE-3 0) 0) 0) 

-0.14262 0) 0) 0) 0) 

-5.8774E-2 0) (i) 0) 0) 

271.5 

0.95 0.45 W 0) 0) 0) 

0.95 0.90 0) 0) W 0) 0) 
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Figure 5.24. Distribution of 13 1- 321 for Gauss-Laguerre Transform Construction, n=5. 
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Figure 5.25. Distribution of Is I- s -) I for Gauss-Laguerre Transform Construction, n= 24. 
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Figure 5.26. Distribution of Is I_ S"I for Riemann-Sum Transform Construction, n=5. 
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Figure 5.27. Distribution of Is I- s,, I for Riemann-Sum Transform Construction, n =24. 
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5.5-3. One s-Value. 

The NAG routine E04JAF failed completely in this context, and was replaced by E04ABF. 

This algorithm is only suitable for one-dimensional minimization, and, like E04JAF, is not 
derivative-based. In the light of this it is difficult to make IFAIIL comparisons with the earlier 

studies. However, for this study, summarized in Tables 5.9 and 5.9.1 below, there is little to 

choose between the methods of transform construction in terms of their IFAJOL performance, the 

exception to this being for the larger-sample cases of (xl = 0.109 (X2 = 0.05. For these combina- 

tions Gauss-Laguerre performs considerably worse. The picture is less clear in terms of MSE and 

Relative Bias where, once again, no winner is obvious. 

In comparison with OLS, we see that the statistical performance is generally of the same 

order. Recall, however, that we only have to perform a one-dimensional search here. In addition, 

there are potential benefits in terms of robustness, a topic which is discussed in the next chapter. 

An interesting further point to note is the comparison of MSE(al) and MSE((x2) for this study. 

Regardless of the method of construction, estimation of % is uniformly better than for cc,. This 

seems to be a general rule for the other studies as well. 

We are now in a position to compare the one and two s-value approaches. The most obvi- 

ous difference in performance is for a= (0.10,0.05)', where the two s-value method is much 

better, and particularly so as the sample size increases. The explanation for this might be that the 

sample size is made better use of in the two s-value approach. Apart from this there is little to 

choose, and when a method does perform better, the difference is largely marginal in nature. 

Overall, it seems that we do not unduly detract from performance by employing just one s- 

value rather than two. In practice, it seems that graphical procedures would be sufficient to locate 

an optimal value of s, reducing numerical problems correspondingly. We move on now to con- 

sider the distribution of the optimal s, sp, say, found in this study. There are two issues of central 

importance here. First, where spt tends to occur and, secondly, whether its location depends on 

the method of construction. We consider these questions case-by-case below. 
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Table 5.9. Simulation Results for Gauss-Laguerre Transform Construction. 

Intensities Sample size 

aI ýX2 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 5.7109E-4 2.9543E-4 2.5942E-4 2.6996E-4 2.6498E-4 

7.2439E-4 5.3389E-5 4.3622E-5 3.8218E-5 3.53IOE-5 

4.0943E-2 2.2815E-2 1.8407E-2 2.1386E-2 1.5605E-2 

0.14927 2.5124E-2 8.6780E-3 8.5425E-3 6.4989E-3 

0.3 0.13 0.58 0.90 42.121 

0.50 O. U5- 4.6250E-3 4.3114E-3 4.3634T-3- 4.5175E-3 4.3828E-3 

9.1784E-5 4.1574E-5 3.9905E-5 3.7955E-5 3.4059E-5 

1.7344E-2 9.63 IOE-3 7.2666E-3 9.4895E-3 7.6029E-3 

5.1949E-2 1.1 135E-2 1.1214E-2 7.5231E-3 4.3619E-3 

0.4 0.23 0.26 20.27 175.19 

0.95 0.05 1.6457E-2 1.848 1E-2 1.9634E-2 1.8953E-2 1.8205E-2 

7.9152E-5 4.2844E-5 4.0242E-5 3.8722E-5 3.6525E-5 

2.0151E-2 1.2733E-2 1.1587E-2 1.1851E-2 9.6374E-3 

3.8228E-2 9.7428E-2 9.1980E-2 7.07OOE-3 3.3504E-3 

0.6 0.14 0.10 25.8 196.12 

0.50 0.45 8.3001E-3 0) W W W 

3.2671E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

8.3162E-3 0) 0) W 0) 

5.4613E-3 0) 0) 0) (i) 

210.9 

0.95 0.45 2.7260E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

2.9996E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

1.87OOE-2 0) (i) 0) W 

-3.7780E-3 W 0) 0) 0) 

1131.9 

-0.95 0.90 0) 0) (i) 0) 0) 
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Table 5.9.1. Simulation Results for Riemann-Sum Transform Construction. 

Intensities Sample Size 

a1 ýX2 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 4.1432E-4 2.7704E-4 2.5735E-4 2.6075E-4 2.6071E-4 

3.9043E-4 5.5494E-5 4.4790E-5 3.6763E-5 2.6316E-5 

-5.41IOE-2 - 1.5445E-2 -3.3087E-3 8.0265E-3 7.5069E-3 

-0.14456 -2.9799E-2 -1.1447E-2 1.7293E-3 2.9445E-3 

0.12 0.6 0.10 0.23 42.45 

0.50 0.05 5.5765E-3 4.0519E-3 4.0969E-3 4.2-8-10-R-2 4.1307E-3 

9.0018E-5 4.3069E-5 3.9274E-5 3.8505E-5 3.4070E-5 

-8.8160E-2 -3.1631E-2 -1.7794E-2 -9.8720E-3 -8.9720E-3 

-3.3550E-2 9.0484E-3 1.4068E-2 1.0248E-2 6.2396E-3 

0.5 0.11 0.19 20.20 175.21 

0.95 0.05 2.1478E-2 1.7347E-2 1.7349E-2 1.7469E-2 1.6876E-2 

7.7172E-5 4.4521E-5 4.1227E-5 3.9433E-5 3.6884E-5 

0.10256 -4.4137E-2 -2.8370E-2 -2.0794E-2 - 1.7827E-2 

1.2356E-2 1.5580E-2 1.4663E-2 1.1517E-2 6.0473E-3 

0.4 0.8 0.4 25.12 196.9 

0.50 0.45 8.4157E-3 (i) 0) 0) (i) 

3.528 1E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

-6.8596E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

4.7586E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

210.4 

0.95 0.45 2.7421E-2 0) 0) 0) 

3.2663E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

-5.8924E-2 0) (i) 0) 0) 

1.0044E-2 (i) 0) 0) 0) 

1131.11 

0.95 0.90 0) 0) 0) 0) 
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(1) al = 0-109 412 = 0-05- 

We denote the optimal s found using Gauss-Laguerre and Riemann-Sum transform con- 

struction by sG and sR respectively. The results for this case are given below, where we quote the 

mean and median as summary statistics. 

Table 5.10. Distribution of s,, pt for a= (0.10,0.05)'. 

sG sR 

n mean median mean median 

5 0.37 0.35 0.27 0.24 

24 0.23 0.13 0.23 0.12 

There is an essentially smooth transition between these two cases. It is clear from this summary, 

as well as a plot of I sG- sR I, that the optima are found in different regions of s-space. As sample 

size increases the optima move closer together, as we might expect. Note that a few simulations 

resulted in s,, pt escaping to the boundary of the region of search. 

(2) a, =-- 0.50, a2 = 0.05. 

For n=5 only one observation escaped the region of search. In contrast, escapees were 11 

(sG) and 14 (sR) for n= 24. There is a notable shift upwards in the distribution of soFt for 

Riemann-Sum transform construction, when compared to Table 5.10. 

Table 5.11. Distribution of s,, pt for cc = (0.50,0.05)'. 

sG sR 

n mean median mean median 

5 0.38 0.35 0.39 0.36 

24 0.28 0.16 0.28 0.15 
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(3) (Xi = 0.959 a2 = 0.05. 

Escapees increase in the n= 24 case, to 38 (sG) and 34 (sR). 

Table 5.12. Distribution of sopt for cc = (0.95,0.05)'. 

sG sR 

n mean median mean median 

5 0.41 0.37 0.45 0.40 

24 0.33 0.20 0.32 0.19 

For the remaining two cases we only have information for n=5, so we consider them 

together : 

Table 5.13. Distribution of s,, pt for Remaining Cases. 

sG sR 

Intensities mean median mean median escapees (sG, sR) 

(0.50,0.45)' 0.34 0.34 0.48 0.48 4940 

(0.95,0.45)' 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.67 5,109 

We see a large increase in the number of escapees, but only for the Riemann-Sum method. 

In general, s,,,, t tends to increase as the intensities increase. The distribution of sopt is almost 

uniformly positively-skewed, with this skewness dying-out as the as increase for the quadrature- 

based method. For the Riemann-Sum technique we see negative-skewness emerge, although there 

are signs of this for quadrature as well. One final point is that the simulations were completed 

much more quickly than for the two s-value approach. The saving in time was in the region of 

50%. 

We conclude the simulation work of this chapter by returning to a problem touched on in a 

number of places earlier. Many of the simulations could not be carried-out because the sampling 

schemes did not exist, due to material leaving the system before sampling is complete. In order to 
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study the larger intensities we must, therefore, increase the initial dose CC3 . In Section 5.6 we show 

that N2 W- Bin (q3, n2 WICCA, which we make use of now to suggest a reasonable value of a3. 

The most difficult case is (x = (0.95,0.90)', so an a3 which improves the RFAILs here will natur- 

ally lead to improvements for less awkward cases. The criterion we apply is 

Pr(N2(tmax ) ýl ) ý! 0.90 
ý 

where t,,, a,, denotes the largest sampling point. Thus, 

1- [l- 19(e --0.9t�� 
-e 

-0.95t�� )]0, >- 0.90 . 
Recall that we choose the sampling points t by quadrature, so tma, = 82. We find 

OC3 ý'- 
log(O. 10) 

log[l- 19(e -73.8 _e -77.9 

and maldng use of the approximation log (I- x) z -x, for small x>0, yields 

Cý3 > -log (0.10) 
-=1.39* 1()31 

, . 9, 19 (e -73.8- e -77. ) 

a rather large number! 

It is not really practical for us to simulate the OCO model for such a large initial dose, so we 

look at the largest case attempted: (x3 = 1000. The results are presented in Tables 5.14 and 5.14.1 

below for the estimators based on a single value of s. Performance is generally improved, and we 

note that estimation Of a2 is still superior to that of a,. Of particular note is Relative Bias, where 

quadrature performs much better. RFAILs are much reduced, but we are still unable to extend the 

simulation study any further than was possible for cc3 = 100. In terms of numerical stability and 

the distribution of spt, our previous conclusions hold unaltered. Clearly the larger the initial dose, 

the better the information we are able to obtain on transition intensities, at least over the range 

considered here. We are now in a position to conduct a more theoretical investigation, which fol- 

lows after a summary of the key conclusions of the simulation work presented here. 

5.6. Summary of Simulation Results. 

in this chapter we have conducted quite a detailed simulation study of the estimators pro- 

posed. We now present a distillation of the most important results, which fall into the broad 
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categories of numerical and statistical performance. 

Our benchmark has been ordinary least-squares, which demonstrated good statistical proper- 

ties in terms of relative bias and mean-squared-error. However, its numerical performance was 

poor when compared to transforms, which have the further important advantage that the estima- 

tors so obtained take explicit forms. At the very least, then, transforms could be used to provide 

starting values for more complex procedures. 

When employing transforms in estimation, we have the potential advantage of dianension 

reduction. The basic estimating equations require us to select P s-values when there are p 

unknown parameters to estimate. We investigated these estimators in sub-section 5.2 of this work. 

However, Appendix II shows us that we obtain well-defined estimators by allowing the s-values 

to approach some common value, s say. The results of sub-section 5.2 suggested that the least- 

squares criterion for selecting s was detecting such a "diagonal" solution. In sub-section 5.3 we 

concentrated on investigating this solution, and showed that it performed well when compared to 

the approach based on two values of s. This effectively reduces a two-dimensional search to a 

line-search. Dimension reduction is an important feature of transform estimators, which is 

returned to in the efficiency work to follow. 

Since there are competing methods of transform construction, a comparison between them 

has been a key theme of the work so far, and will continue to be so. With only very few excep- 

tions, the quadrature and Riemann-sum, techniques have performed broadly the same. It was 

noted, however, that the s-values selected by each method were not identical. Indeed, they were 

sometunes very far apart. 
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Table 5.14. Simulation Results for ýY-3 = 1000; Transform Construction by Quadrature. 

Intensities Sample Size 

al a2 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 6.5274E-5 2.9489E-5 2.6630E-5 2.4671E-5 2.4399E-5 

1.2458E-4 6.8095E-6 4.2322E-6 3.5608E-6 3.2165E-6 

1.3417E-2 6.7729E-3 4.7247E-3 2.7338E-3 2.0613E-3 

8.5913E-2 1.6014E-2 7.9022E-3 4.2735E-3 2.4763E-3 

0.4 0.7 0.19 0.40 0.65 

0.50 0.05 4.6059F, 4 4.2445E-4 4.4490E-4 -4 4.4045E-4 

1.1278E-5 3.9936E-6 3.59IOE-6 3.42IOE-6 3.4019E-6 

5.2829F, 3 1.4602E-3 5.3413E-4 -5.7356F, 5 -1.2013E-4 

2.4121E-2 4.1292E-3 1.9598E-3 2.1616E-3 1.7796E-3 

0.4 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.14 

0.95 0.05 1.6546E-3 1.6741E-3 1.8059E-3 1.8180E-3 1.8540E-3 

8.4598E-6 4.1584E-6 3.8589E-6 3.7945E-6 3.7812E-6 

4.7687E-3 1.5487E-3 8.70OOE-4 2.1471E-4 1.2674E-4 

1.4414E-2 2.5139E-3 2.1980E-3 1.8699E-3 2.0526E-3 

0.4 0.14 0.10 0.7 0.5 

0.50 0.45 7.6228E-4 0) 0) 0) 0) 

2.9937E-4 0) 0) 0) 

2.7239E-3 (i) 0) 0) 

2.445 1 E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

0.4 

0.95 0.45 2.5860E-3 0) W 0) 

2.9134E, 4 0) (i) 0) 

5.3951E-4 0) 0) 0) 0) 

1.4689E-3 (i) 0) 0) 0) 

2.2 

0.95 0.90 0) 0) 0) 0) 
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Table 5.14.1. Simulation Results for ý13 = 1000; Riemann-Sum Transform Construction. 

Intensities Sample Size 

al a2 5 12 16 20 24 

0.10 0.05 7.7748E-5 3.3350E-5 2.7358E-5 2.5748E-5 2.4534E-5 

6-9954E-5 8.0286E-6 4.5983E-6 3.8243E-6 3.3585E-6 

-5-8949E-2 -2.1157E-2 - 1.3443E-2 -8.9757E-3 -5-7559E-3 

-0-10015 -1.9121E-2 -7.8668E-3 -2.7353E-3 - 1.3728E-4 

0.6 0.4 0.8 0.11 0.10 

0.50 0.05 2.1885E-3 7.8118E-4 6.0282E-4 5.3179E-4 5.0943E-4 

1.1896E-5 4.3020E-6 3.7790E-6 3.4735E-6 3.4399E-6 

-8-5048E-2 -4-1022E-2 -2.8195E-2 -2.0650E-2 -1.6377E-2 

-6.3229E-3 -4.0180E-4 2.2979E-3 3.918 IE-3 4.0065E-3 

0.5 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.18 

0.95 0.05 1.0817E-2 4.6329E-3 3.3466E-3 2.7778E-3 2.4888E-3 

8.9347E-6 4.5808E-6 3.0526E-6 3.8932E-6 3.7160E-6 

-0.10301 -6-0445E-2 -4.2689E-2 -3.2485E-2 -2.6393E-2 

2.5620E-2 3.8677E-3 5.5032E-3 5.09OOE-3 5.0771E-3 

0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.11 

0.50 0.45 2.0391E-3 0) (i) 0) 0) 

4.0987E-4 0) (i) 0) 0) 

-7.1618E-2 (i) 0) 0) 0) 

1.1752E-2 (i) 0) 0) (i) 

0.9 

0.95 0.45 6.9486E-3 0) 0) 0) 0) 

4.6140E-4 0) 0) (i) 0) 

-7.1095E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

2.6136E-2 0) 0) 0) 0) 

2.12 

0.95 0.90 0) 0) 0) 0) W 
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5.7. ýecond-Order Properties. 

We move away now from the simulation approach, and towards a more theoretical discus- 

sion. We first consider measures of error for the parameter estimators, which subsequently 

requires us to find the dispersion matrix of the observations. We discuss two approaches to the 

latter problem, and demonstrate an appealing intuitive solution. 

5.7.1. Parameter Estimators. 

We begin by finding the variance matrix of the transforms themselves. Recall that in the 

estimation setting there will be as many transforms as unknown parameters. Now, in the general 

form (5.73) we have 

n 
L (S) F, hk(S)N2 Qk) 

k=l 

= h'(S)N2 , say, (5.79) 

where 

h (s) = (h I (s), ..., 
hk(S))" 

and 

N2 ý (N2(t 0 N2(tn)) f- 

Then 

^A 

cov(Li, Lj)=cov[y, hk(Si)N2(tk), I: hl(sj)N2(tl)I i, j=lg---, P 
kI 

hk(si)hl(sj)COV(N2(tk), N2(tl)) 

k, I 

=> cov(Li, Lj)=h'(si)var(N2)h(sj). (5.80) 

Bringing all of the transforms together, we obtain 

var (L) = H(s)var(N2)H(S) 

where 

[H(s)]ij=hi(sj) i=l,..., n, j=l,..., P. 

Note that the single s-value approach is easily included as a special case. 
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A 

We can obtain an alternative expression for var(L), involving the dispersion matrix of the 

estimators, as follows. The estimating equations are 

L(sj)=L(sj; a) 
and applying the delta-method to the above equations we find 

NA 

aLi aLi 

var(Li) jcov(j 41k -1 00 (5.82) 
kl Dak * Dal 

var(L)=Vvar(OC)V, (5.83) 
where 

aL - )ij =-i, 
j=l,..., P. 

Dai 
We may therefore write-down the approximation 

, ft H'O(s)var (N2)H (s) = Tvar ((x)V (5.84) 

and upon writing 

ic(s) =H (s)V-1 

we obtain 

var(oc) = ic(s)var(N2)IC(S) - (5.85) 

So to calculate measures of error for our transform estimators we require the form of 

var(N2). This is the topic of the next section. 

5.7.2. The Observations. 

We adopt a similar approach to that of Matis & Hartley (1971), although they worked in a 

rather more general setting, defining 

Pn,, n,, 
(t) =pr[NI(t)= n I, N2(t)= n2l 

= P, (t), say. 

(5.86) 

Given that the transitions are assumed to follow Poisson processes, we have that the probability 

of a particle leaving the ith compartment in a time St is 

Pr[Ni(t+St)=Ni(t)-l]=aini8t+o(St) i=1,2. (5.87) 

We find the forward equations in the usual way as 
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Pn(t) ý'-Pn(0[1- ((Xln 1+ a2n2)8t]+Pn,, n2+1 (t)a2 (n 2+I )8t+ Pn 
, +1, n2 -1 (t)(xl (n I+ 1)8t+ o (5t) - 

Simplifying and taking the limit 8t-+ 0, we obtain 

(5.88) 

/IP n, n2 

(a nI+ (X2 n2 )pn (t)+ OC2 (n 2+ 1)pn 
1, 

n2 +1 (t)+ oc, (n I+ 1)Pn 
, +1, n2 -1 (5.89) dt 

This expression is valid for (n, --.: 0,1,.. -, a3- 1; n2 = 1,29 ... 9 ()r-3 -1: n I+ n 2: 5 a3), so we must 

take account of the special cases (a) (n 1,0), nI := 09 1 9, - .., CC3 and (b) (0, a3)- 

Case(a). 

Pn�0(t+8t) --2Pn�0(t)11- (x, nlÖtl+Pn�, (t)a28t+ 0 (8t) 

/IP n,, O(t) 
=> dt a, nI Pn 

, 10 
(t)+ ýX2Pn 

,I 
(t) - (5.90) 

Case(b). 

P 09 M3 
(t) 

""2POI%(011- (X2a38t]+P I, % -I 
(t)(Xl8t+ 0 (80 

. 17P 0,0ý3 
(t) 

=> - dt -- (X2413PO, cc3(t)+ 
(XIP't"3 

-1 
(t) 

- (5.91) 

We have now considered every combination of nI and n 2. To solve the differential equa- 

tions (5.89-91) we introduce the bivariate probability generating function 

G(u, v) Un, Vn2p, (t) 

n 

In the first differential equation (5.89), we find 

a 
[u ni v n2, p 

n 
(t)] (cc, n 1+ CC2n 2 )Un, Vn2 Pn W+ (X2Unj 

D 
[Vn2+1 Pnl, 

n2+1 at a-v 

(XI V-i [u nj+l v 
n2_1 

Pnl+l, n2-l 
(t)] 

au 

Continuing in this fashion, we obtain 

a 
rUnVn2 Pn (01 

--': --Cý IU _ýj_rUn, Vn2 Pn(t)]- a2V 
D 

EUn, Vn2p, 
(t)]+ 

at au av 

(5.92) 

ýX2 
a 

lu ni V 
n2+1 

Pn,, 
n2+1 (t)]+ a, V-L [u n, +l 

v 
n2-1 Pn, +I, n2-l 

(t)] 
- (5.93) -IV 0 au 
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Filling-in the special cases and taking 1: yields 
n 

aG (u, v)_ 
= (x, (v- u) + (X2(1- V) 

DG (u, v) (5.94) Dt Du 

So to find an expression for the p. g. f. (5.92) we must solve for G in the partial differential equa- 

tion 

aG 
+ cc, (u - V) 

DG 
+ a2(V- 1) aG 

--.: 0- (5.95) at au O-lv 
To do this we must first obtain two first integrals, c1 (u, v, t) and C2 (Uq V-) 0 say, from the aux- 

iliary equations 

dt 
- 

du 
-=- 

dv (= dG )- (5.96) 
(Y-1 (U - V) a2(V- 1) 

c1 follows readily from 

dt dv 
1 4Y-2(V- 

=> e 
-% tC1 

(V 
-1 

=> cj(u, v, t)=(v-l)-e-c"'t. 
It is easily verified, by substitution in (5.95), that c1 is indeed a first integral. We obtain a second 

first integral from 

dt du 
a, (U - V) 

=> 
du 

= (XI (U - V) . dt 

We can eliminate v by using c1= (v - 1)-1 e -'0" to give 

du -1 --(X2 

dt 9 

which may be expressed in the form 

du 
+B (t)u =Q (t) 

dt 

where B (t) =-a, and Q (t) [1+ c-I Ie -Cf2 t 
]. Employing the method of integrating factors, 

we find 

-1 -'4X2 t 

U 1+ C2e a, t+C, le 

411 + a2 
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Substituting for c 1, we obtain the second first integral 

C2(UvV, t) " I(U- l)- OCI(ý11+4X2)-l(V- 1)le -a' ' 

Again, it is straightforward to verify that C2 satisfies (5.95). 

However, these are not the only first integrals. By inspection of these solutions, we also 

have 

1)e -"C(2 t 

and 

C2 = e-(xl t [U- 1-0ý1((Xl- Oý2)-l(V- 1)] 
- 

These solutions are a little more convenient for finding the particular solution to our problem, so 

they are employed as follows. 

The general solution to (5.95) is 

(u, v, t) = gf (v- 1)e 
-CC2 t, 

e -a' t IU -1- al (ýl I- ()ý2)-l (V- 1A ) 1, 
(5.97) 

for some function gE C1 to be found from the boundary condition 

CL3 

G (u, v, 0) =u. 
That is, 

U-1 (OCI - OC2)-l (V 

Let II= (v - 1)e --"' t and 12 = [U- 1- al(IXI-()C2)-I(V- 1)]e -a' t, so that 

g(11 912) 2- ll+ 12+ al(al- a2)71111C4 

=> G(u, v, t)=fl+[U-1-al(4)Ll-a2)-I(V-l)le --(X' t+ 411 (4X1 - OL2)-l (V - 1)e -% t. 

On writing 

pet and P2(t) = 
al 

(e -'a2 t_ 

e --a, t (5.98) 
(Xl- Ot2 

we find the solution 

G (u, v, t) = [1+ (u - 1)P 1 (t)+ (V- 1)P 2(01"3 - 
(5.99) 

it is easily verified that this does satisfy (5.95), as required. 
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Upon setting u=1, we obtain 

G(v, t) = [1+ (v- I)P2(t)]4x3 

=> N2(t)-Bin((x3, P2(t)), 

so that var(N2(t)) --': CC3P2(t)(l-P2(t)). The results so far do not give information on the obser- 

vations; collectively. As such, there doesn't seem to be any obvious way to obtain 

COV(N2(tl), N202) for t2ý` t1. We go now to look at an appealing technique which gives intui- 

tive access to the above distributional result, as well as the dispersion matrix of the observations, 

N2- 

We define a vector p (t) = (P I (t), P2 (0)" of compartmental occupancy probabilities. Thus 

the probability that a given particle is in compartment i at time t is pi(t), i=1,2. We may write- 

down the differential equations 

dp I (t) (t) 
dt 

dP 2 (t) 
FI (t)- (12P 2 (t) (5.100) 

dt 

with initial conditions p (0) = (1,0)'. Solving equations (5.100) yields the ps defined earlier. Note 

that this sort of approach based on compartmental occupancy probabilities was adopted by Faddy 

(1992) in a different application. 

We next define the indicator variable 

1 if ith particle is in second 
Xi(t) compartment at time t. (5.101) 

0 otherwise. 

Thus, Pr (Xi (t) = 1) =P2 (t),, yielding 

E(Xi(t))--': P2(t) and var(Xj(t))ý--P2(t)(l-P2(t)) (5.102) 

For each tc=t, we may regard the set (Xi(t)) as independent Bernoulli trials. Now, the 

number of particles in the second compartment at time t is 
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N2(t)"= I: Xi(t) (5.103) 
i=l 

N2(t)-Bin(cc3, P2(t)), 

as derived earlier. This approach offers a much more efficient and, indeed, elegant solution to 

finding the distribution of N2(t). However, we may also proceed further. Choosing, without loss 

of generality, t 2: ý' tI, then 

COV(N2(t I), N2(tD)ý--COV Xi(t I), Xj(t2)) 
- 

Since individual particles behave independently of each other, a consequence of the linearity 

assumption underlying the model, we have 

COV(xi(tl), Xj(t2))-"ýO fOri: #j. 

Thus') 

COV(N2(tl), N202)) --ý 

a3 

FaCOV (Xi(tl), Xi(t2)) 
- 

i=l 
(5.104) 

Now, 

COV (xi(t 09 xi(t2)) =E (Xi(t 1)Xi(t2))- E(Xi(t IDE (Xi(t2)) 

= Pr (Xi(t) =1 ("1 Xi(t2) = 1) -P 2(t I)P2(t2) 9 (5.105) 

the above expression following because Xj(t) is a binary random variable. We proceed as follows. 

Pr (Xi (t I)=1 ("'1 Xi (t 2) = 1) = Pr (Xi (t 2) =11 Xi (t 2) = 1)Pr (Xi (ti) = 1) 

=Pr(ith particle doesn't leave in a time (t2-tl))P2(t 1) 9 

this last step following by the lack-of-memory property. For each particle the time in the second 

compartment follows a pure death process, rate a2. Therefore, 

COV(xi(tl)g xi(t2)) "'ýP201)[e -% 
02 

- tl) 

-P2(t2)] 1, (5.106) 

and substituting this result back into (5.104) we obtain 

cov(N2(tl), N202)) -'ý a3P2(tl)[e- 
CC2 02 - tl)_ 

P2(t2)] - (5.107) 

Note that on letting t 1, t2 ---) t we obtain the expected Binomial variance result. 

The theoretical discussion of this section is employed in the work to follow in an investiga- 

tion of the efficiency of the transform methods applied to the OCO model. We make particular 
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reference to the symbolic algebra package MAPLE, which proved particularly useful. 

5.8. Efficiency Comparisons with Least-Squares. 

We concentrate on the single s-value approach in this work, so that efficiency may be 

defined as 

E(s; ý (xi 
var (cý-; OLS) 

var ((AXi; Transforms) 
iE (1,2,3), (5.108) 

in obvious notation. We therefore investigate efficiency as a function of the transform variable s. 

We begin with a note on calculating var(OC; OLS), abstracted from Seber & Wild (1989) pp 21- 

24. 

The data are modelled as 

N2(ti)=n2(ti; ýX)+8(ti) i=l,..., n, 

recalling equation (5.54). By Taylor-series expansion, we obtain the linear approximation 

n 2(ti; an 20i; (X* 
P Dn 2 0i; (X ) 

(a, _ a* n, (5.109) + 1: - D(X, r 
r=l 

where the derivatives are evaluated at a*, the true value of a. Note that the number of unknown 

parameters is denoted by p. Thus, 

n2( a)= n2( (X* )+ V(n2) (a- a*) 9 (5.110) 

where 

(V )ij ý-- 
Dn 2 (ti; (y- ) 

i=1,..., n; j=1,..., p� a(Y-j 
[n2( a )Ii = n2(ti; ()C n. 

The least-squares function is, then, 

S(CC)= 11 N2-n2(CC) 1 12 

( (X* )_ V( (X_ 0(*) 1 12 11 N2 -n2 

e _, V( a_ (y*) 1 12 (5.111) 

This is minimized when 

a-a *= (V, v)-l V"F-, (5.112) 

from standard theory. Tberefore 
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var( a) =, Z'var(N2)r, 

where, r = V(VI V)-l. 
(5.113) 

The variances for each parameter combination were obtained very efficiently using MAPLE, 

wi results summarized below. Because we are employing only an approximate result, we focus 

on the largest, n= 24, sampling scheme. Variances are quoted correct to 4sf in the tables below. 

Table 5.15. var (a) for OLS, Initial Dose Known to be 100 Elements. 

CCI a2 var(al) var((X2) 

0.10 0.05 0.0001982 0.00003072 

0.50 0.05 0.003732 0.00002999 

0.95 0.05 0.01264 0.00003007 

Table 5.16. var( a) for OLS, Initial Dose Unknown. 

(XI (Y-2 a3 var «^X, ) var (ot2) var (& ) (Y-3 

0.10 0.05 100 0.002283 0.0004064 1305 

0.50 0.05 100 0.007228 0.00004204 49.33 

0.95 0.05 100 0.02110 0.00003533 27.30 

Using these results we may now calculate the efficiencies of the transform techniques discussed in 

this chapter, for both methods of transform construction. Note that MAPLE was the primary tool 

in this work, as for OLS, although we do not dwell on the details. 

5.8.1. Quadrature 

The results are depicted in Figures 5.28-30 below, for the initial dose known ( Oý3 "": 100 )- 

Note that these plots are marked, in order of increasing s, by *, +, *. These describe the distribu- 

tion of s,,, t from the simulation study, denoting the lower quartile, median and upper quartile 

respectively. 



Figure 5.28. E (s) for cc, = 0.10, a, = 0.05. 
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Fig 
., ure 5.29. E (s) for a, = 0.50, w) = 0.05. 
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Figure 5.30. E (s)for a, = 0.95, cc-) = 0.05. 
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At the crossing points of E (s; a, ) and E (s; a2 ) we achieve efficiencies not less than 70%. 

An interesting feature is the decline in efficiency as (xj increases, which, in the light of earlier 

work, we might have anticipated. The most striking feature of these plots is the divergent 

behaviour as s -4 0. The efficiency for a, tends to decline, whilst that for ý is increasing. This (Y-2 

suggests that ý becomes strongly biased as s -* 0. We support this view by referring back to the (Y-2 

work of section 5.4, where we saw that L (0) tends to be poorly estimated. It is interesting to note 

that peak efficiency tends to occur for quite small values of s, in the region where L(s) tends to 

match L (s; cc ) the best. 

Turning now to the distribution of s,, pt, we see that the crossing point tends to occur at about 

the lower quartile in each case; there seems to be no obvious reason why this should be so. 

Further, it does seem surprising that such a large proportion of the optimal s should lie some dis- 

tance from the peak efficiency. However, efficiency alone does not take account of bias, whereas 

the least-squares selection of s does, which seems to explain this phenomenon. 

We consider now the case where the initial dose is unknown, with results depicted in Fig- 

ures 5.31-33 below. The case cc = (0.10,0.05,100)" is very different to those discussed above. In 

efficiency terms, our best choice of the transform variable seems to be s=0. As discussed above, 

this will lead to strongly biased estimators. In the other two cases we are able to find a reasonable 

compromise solution. Note that the divergent behaviour as s -ý 0 has returned, whilst the decline 

in efficiency as (x, increases is less pronounced. We move on now to consider the results obtained 

using our alternative method of transform construction. 

5.8.2. Riemann-Sum 

The results for a3 known are depicted in Figures 5.34-36 below. We do not give the quartile 

information here, since this is essentially identical to that given earlier, as are the conclusions 

reached. We witness a convergence of behaviour towards the origin here, as efficiencies for both 

(XI and & tend to decline. As such, the large (degenerate) efficiency peaks are not present for this (X2 

technique. The results for a3 unknown are depicted in Figure 5.37-39 at the end of this section. 



Figure 5.3 1. E (s) for a= (0.10,0.05,100)"; Quadrature-Based. 
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Figure 5.32. E (s) for cc = (0.50,0.05,100)f; Quadrature-Based. 
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Figrure 5.33. E (s) for a= (0.95,0.05,100y; Quadrature-Based. 
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We again witness a convergence of behaviour at the extremes of s. Overall, it seems that quadra- 

ture is capable of achieving greater efficiencies at the crossing points of the individual efficiency 

curves. The work of this section has established that transforms can compete well with OLS, 

especially when we note that the results presented here were obtained via a one-dimensional 

search. To find (AX Ols we must carry-out a p-dimensional search. However, p is relatively small 

here so that the results obtained may not generalize to larger values of p. 

We conclude this section by noting that OLS can be improved upon. It arose here as a rela- 

tively simple means for selecting the transform variable. As a method for estimating cc, we might 

prefer to employ weighted least-squares (VVLS), exploiting our knowledge of the second-order 

properties of the OCO model. This was essentially the approach of Allen (1983), who employed a 

modified Gauss-Newton algorithm to fit the model. Seber & Wild (1989) includes a section on 

fitting compartment models, and discusses a number of techniques, including Allen's among 

them. These methods, although undoubtedly more efficient and numerically stable than OLS, are 

complex to apply. As such, OLS would be preferred as a means for choosing s. A particular 

difficulty addressed by Seber & Wild is the choice of starting values, which is crucial to the suc- 

cess of the numerical methods discussed. It may be that transforms could play a part in supplying 

reliable starting values to these more complex procedures. 

The results of this chapter suggest that transform methods are worthy of further considera- 

tion on grounds of numerical stability and statistical performance. Our earlier influence work sug- 

gests that they may also offer benefits in terms of robustness. We investigate this topic in the next 

chapter. Before proceeding to that discussion, we look now at some more general compartment 

models where transforms could provide a practical method of estimation. 



Figure 5.34. E (s) for (xi = 0.10, w, = 0.05; Riemann-Sum Based. 
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Figure 5.35. E (s) for cc, = 0.50, (x, ) = 0.05; Riemann-Sum Based. 
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Figure 5.36. E (s) for cc, = 0.95, (xi = 0.05; Riemann-Sum Based. 
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Figure 5.37. E (s) for cc = (0.10,0.05,100)'. 
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t Figure 5.38. E (s) for cc = (0.50,0.05,100) 
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Figure 5.39. E (s) for a= (0.95,0.05,100)'. 
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5-9. Extensions. 

Many generalizations of the OCO model are possible, and we consider two alternatives 

here. In the first case we add more compartments to the OCO model, whilst in the second we 

allow for communication between compartments. Matis et al. (1989) discuss a different form Of 

gene ization. In the basic model the retention time of a particle has an exponential distribution, 

which they generalize to a gamma distribution. 

Case 1. 

It was noted by Faddy (1992) that drug retention within an organ may be modelled by a dif- 

fusion process. We can approximate this by adding more compartments, so that the process is 

governed by the differential equations 

dn , (t) 
dt 

dnk+l (t) 
= (xknk (t)- (xk+l nk+l (t) 1: 5 k: 5- c- 1 

dt 
(5.114) 

where the cth compartment is open. The initial condition for the process is n (0) = (D, 0,..., 0), in 

notation introduced earlier, where D represents the initial dose introduced into the first compart- 

ment at time t= 

The OCO model is the case c=2, where we found 

n2(t) = 
ýXl- a2 

(e -% t- e --Cý t) 

which may be written as 

2(t) D (x, (- 
e-cL1 

t 
-r 

e 
--CC2 t-)- 

a2- (Y-1 (y- 1- (Y-2 

For the case c=3 we obtain 

n3(t) = D(xla2[- e-ocl t-+ 

((X2- (Xl)((Y-3- ()CI) 

These equations suggest the general form 

e 
(ýY-I- 112)(ýX3- ýXD 

k-I ke 
nk(t) D (rjaj )Zk 

j=l j=l ri (ai- aj) 
i*j 

(5.115) 

+ 
e-(x3 

t_]. 
(5.116) 

((Xi- a3)((X2- (X3) 

(5.117) 
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it remains to check whether this satisfies the system (5.114). Now, 

kk 
e-Qj t 

k+l 
e -cci t (Xknk(t)- cck+j nk+l (t)= D (I-Iaj )[ T--I ak+l -. I- 

j=l 
,k k+l 

j=l rl((Xi- aj) j=l rl(ai- aj) 
i#j i*j 

k 
We neglect the leading term D(]Iaj ) for the moment, and concentrate on the bracketed terms. 

j=1 

These may be written as 

ke ýXk+l e --ak+l t 
-k 

ak+l- (Y-j 
Oýk+l k+l 

j=l ri((Xi- aj) ((Xi- (Xk+l) 
i#i* i*k+l 

e -cci t 
"ý 1: %ý4 -- Ctk+l i k+l 

j=I rI(Oti- aj) 
i#j 

e 
-. ak+l t 

k+l 
(Oýi- (Xk+l) 

i; Ek+l 

k+l 
e --aj t 

LA, - -= k+l 
j=l Mai- aj) 

i*j 
So the general form (5.117) does satisfy the system of differential equations (5.114). 

If we only have data available from the open compartment, then we employ 

C-0 

L (s; aD 
fe -st nc(t; cc, D)dt 
0 
00 c-1 c -ctj t 

=D (rl(xj ) 1: 
ce- 

dt 

j=I j=I ri(ai- (xi) i*j 

C-1 c (S + (xj)7' 
L (s; a, D) =D (I-Iocj )Zc 

j=l j=l I I(Oci- OC j 
i#j 

(5.118) 

(5.119) 

(5.120) 

There doesn't seem to be any possibility of obtaining explicit parameter estimators in general. 

indeed, it seems that we can only do this for the case c=2. 
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Case 2. 

Consider the example depicted in Figure 5.40 below, which allows for material to move in 

both directions. Kodell & Matis (1976) describe a weighted least-squares procedure for fitting this 

model. The movement of material through the system is governed by the (deterministic) differen- 

tial equations 

ýI (t) ""ý OC12n2(t)- (CC21+(XO I )n I (t) 

ý2(0 " a21n I (t)- (al2+ (X02)n2(t) 

Figure 5.40. A Compartment Model Allowing for Communication. 

By standard methods we find 

n(t) = 
D 

Y2- 71 

(IX12+ 4X02- yl)e -Yi t- ((X12+ IX02-y2)e --'Y2 t 

a2i (e-y' t- e 
-12 t 

(5.121) 

(5.122) 

where n (0) =A 0)' and - yl, - y2 are the roots of the characteristic equation 

y2 +Y((X21+ OCOI+ OC12+ ao2)+(XO1(XO2+ aOI(XI2+(XO2CC21 ý'- 0- (5.123) 

We present here a method due to Laurence et al. (1986). The transforms employed are 

00 

wi(s) =sf e-st ni(t) 
0 

so that 

wl(s)= 
Ds (s + (Y-1 2+ (XI02) 

(S + 71 XS + 72) 

W 2(S) -ý - 
Dsa2l 

(S+71)(S+Y2) 

(5.124) 

Assurning the initial dose to be known, then for two values sI and S2 Of s, we have 
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wI (si) 
W2 (Si) 

(3i)=(Si+"12+aO2)la2l i=1,2, (5.125) 

leading to 

a2l I-S 2)[0 (S I )- 0 (S 2)1-1 
(S 2)S I- () (S I )S 2 IX12+ a02 
0 (Sl)- 0 (S2) 

(5.126) 

We see also that cc-' = O'(s). If we now use the sum 21 

(S)+ 2 (S) ý-- 

and set 

Ds (s + ýY-l 2+ ý121 + Oý02 

(S + 71 )(S+ Y2) 

O(s) = Ds (S + 4112+ 4Y-21+ 4X02)(W I (S)+ W 2(S))-l 9 

then (s + yj )(s + y2) = O(s), aRowing us to deduce that 

YI + Y2 --': 
O(S I )- O(S 2) 

--5 1-S2 (5.127) 
SI-S2 

and 

SI O(S2)- S20(S I) 
Yl Y2 --': S 15 2 -r- SI-S2 

(5.128) 

As we already know a2l and al2+4102, we have 

%l 2- (Yl +Y2)- a21 - (a12+ %2) 

(X02 ý-- IYI T2 - «y- 12 + (X02 )(XO 11 / CC21 , (5.129) 

allowing us to separate ý112+ (X02 to give 042 - 

We are also able to deal with the case where the initial dose is unknown. We now take 

S19, S29S3 and then compute a2l and (a12+ OC02) by means of simple linear regression. We next 

evaluate 

WI (S)+ W 2(S) ý 
Ds (s + "12+ ý121 + "02) 

(S+'Yl)(S+'Y2) 

for the three values of s. Let 

icl S) = 
IV I (S)+ W2 (S) 

S(S+ýY-12+a2l+aO2) ' 

then we form 
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'c(si) (Si+ Yl )(Si+ Y2) 
IC(si +I (Si+l+ Yl)(Si+l+ Y2) 

equations which enable us to estimate yj and y2. Back-substitution then gives D. Laurence et al. 

note that these methods seemed to work well in a number of practical examples. 

It seems clear from the above discussion that the method-of-moments will quickly become 

impractical when further compartments are added. In more general compartment models it seems 

that explicit parameter estimators are difficult to come by. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

INFLUENCE THEORY FOR INDEXED RANDOM VARIABLES. 

1. Introduction. 

The work of Chapter 5 established that transform methods are worthy of consideration in 

competition with least-squares. We would anticipate from our earlier influence results that such 

procedures would also offer benefits in terms of robustness in the context of indexed random vari- 

ables. This proposition is the subject matter for this chapter. 

In section 2a framework is introduced for calculating a measure of empirical influence, 

which is directly comparable to that for non-indexed random variables. Indeed, we again employ 

the device of empirical influence to allow easy passage to the influence function itself. We show 

that this technique yields the usual influence functions in simple linear regression, and subse- 

quently that this is also true for the general linear model. It is obvious from this discussion that 

the technique proposed here has a great advantage of simplicity over that normally applied. 

In common with the non-indexed case, there is a need to extend the fundamental definition 

to deal with fLmctions and collections of statistics, which is the topic of section 3. These develop- 

ments allow us, as shown in section 4, to calculate influence functions for moment estimators. 

Interestingly, the usual influence-theory variance result is seen to hold. The final section of 

Chapter 6 is a discussion of influence theory for non-linear least-squares, allowing a comparison 

with the transform-based estimators to be made. 

2. The Influence Paradigm. 

The formal definition of the influence function was motivated in Chapter 2 via the device of 

empirical influence, and we proceed along the same route here. For this discussion we return to a 

general setting, so that we collect data (Y (t IY (t,, )). The indexing of the random variables 

will be mirrored in the influence function, which is really a collection of influence functions 

indexed by (tj :j n). We motivate the discussion to follow by consideration of the empiri- 
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cal transform 

n 
G (s) =Z hk(S, t )y (tk) 

k=l 

which estimates 

00 

G (s ; E) fg (s, t) g(t; E) )dt. 
0 

We consider here models of the form Y (t) = g(t; e )+ c(t) discussed in the previous chapter, so 

that g(t; E) )=E (Y (t)). 

In Chapter 2 the empirical influence was found by considering the effect of an "added" 

observation. Under the present scenario we consider the effect on the empirical transform of 

adjusting the jth observation, so that (Yj, tj) becomes (y, tj). Now, the empirical transform may be 

written as 

n 
G(s) =I hk(Sý t )y (tk) + hj(Sg t )y (tj) 

k*j 

and so the "disturbed" transform estimator is 

n 
G(s) =E hk(8i, t WOO + hj(Sq, t )Y (6.2) 

k*j 

A measure of empirical influence is, then, 

EI (y, tj; G)= G(s)- G(s) 

= hj (s, t) [y -Y (tj)] j=l,... n. (6.3) 

in order to remove dependence on a particular sample we substitute model quantities, obtaining 

an Influence Function: 

IF (y, tj; G hj (s, t) Ly - g(tj; E) 

This method is illustrated by the following 

(6.4) 

Example 6.1. We consider here the One-Compartment open (OCO) model again, which we 

have modelled as 

N2(t)=n2(t; CO+ ý6(0 9 

in notation established in the previous chapter. For estimation based on the Laplace transform, as 
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defined by equation (5.72), we obtain 

(6.5) IF (y, tj; L hj(s, t )[y -n2 (tj, aA- 

We have two cases to consider. 

(i) Gauss-Laguerre Transform Construction. 

We have that hj =w (tj)e O-S) tj 
, yielding 

IF (y, tj; Lw (tj)e [y- n 2(tj; (Y- A- 

The quadrature weights, w (), have a smoothing effect, especially for larger t. We note also that 

the influence behaviour of the empirical Laplace transform seems to depend critically on whether 

O< s<1 or s ýt 1. We noted in the efficiency work for the OCO model that efficiency seems to 

tail-off as s becomes large, which corresponds to reducing the sensitivity of the transform estima- 

tor. This is in tune with the trade-off between efficiency and robustness witnessed in the non- 

indexed work, since we see here that robustness increases with s. 

In order to make further progress, we concentrate on the parameter combination 

cc = (0.10,0.05,1 00)'F, for which 

A (I-s) t. -0 05t. 
IF (y, tj; L)=w (tj)e [y-200(e * -'-e-()*1()tj)] j n. 

This influence surface is represented in Figure 6.1 below, for the case n= 24. There are two 

influence peaks visible. The first, towards small t, hes in a region where N2(t) should be small. 

As such, this peak corresponds to a large positive outlier. The second region is in the vicinity of 

the peak concentration and corresponds to an outlier far below the expected value. For fixed y, we 

see that the influence decays as t becomes large. However, for fixed t, influence increases as y 

increases. This is a direct result of basing estimation on the expected compartment contents. 

(ii) Riemann-Sum Transform Construction. 

Here we have 

hj =s -1 [e -scj-' -e -sci 19 

where 
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f 

Figure 6.1. Influence Surface for the OCO Model, (x = (0.10,0.05,100) ,s=0.1. 
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co = 0, c. = oo, cj = 0.5(tj+ tj+l )1 : 5j :5n -1 . 
We consider the influence functions case-by-case, as follows. 

Case 1: 1: 5j <5n -1. 

5stj -0.5stj-, -0.5stj., 1 IF (y, tj; L)=s -' e -o* [e -e ](y- n 2(tj; a»- 

We may investigate influence behaviour by means of the function 

(x)= e'[e-(x4')- e-(x+82)1 X, 81,82> 0- 

Tbus, 

f (x)= e -ý2x4, )_ 
e -ý2x+82) 

=> f(x) = 2e -2(e 
-82 

_e 81 )<0 V81982>0- 

We see that observations for small tj are down-weighted least, and that this down-weighting 

increases monotonically with t. Note that we require s>0 for this to hold, but this is in accord 

with our earlier work. 

Cases 2,3: i=1, i= 

A -0.5(tj+tj. 1) IF (y, tl; L s-1 [1- e ](y-n2(tl; a)) 

^)= 
S-i -0-5(t. -, +t. ) IF (y, t�; L (y -n2 (tn; (* - 

We see that robustness, as before, increases as s increases. 

Overall, this definition of influence seems to supply sensible information. We go on now to 

look at the standard approach to influence in regression, with fixed effects, and show that our very 

simple method yields the same influence functions for the estimators of the regression parameters. 

2.1. Influence in Regression. 

The standard material presented here is abstracted principally from Cook & Weisberg 
A 

(1982). We investigate the influence properties of the least-squares estimator P in the model 

Y=XP+F, E(F, )=O & var(E)=02j, (6.6) 

where X= (x 1', x,, ')' and is a p-vector of unknown parameters. 
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The influence function of follows by considering its functional form. Letting the (P+ I)- 

vector (x', y) have a joint c. d. f. F, with 

EF[(x lp Y), (X"Y)] = 
l: (F) y(F) 
y(F) T(F) 

(6.7) 

Note that by allowing x to have design measure, we may also describe problems involving fixed 

effects. 

The functional corresponding to the least-squares estimator of is 

T(F)=Y'(F)y(F), (6.8) 

assuming that I is non-singular. Next, let A(z)=A(x, y) be the c. d. f allocating all probability 

at z. Then 

E[(1-F, )F+F-A(z )] 

Py[(l- F-)F+ F- A(z )) = (1- F-)y(F)+ F-yx . 

To proceed further we make use of the general result that, given non-singularity as required, 

(B+a'b)-l =B-1-B-la'(I+bB-la')-'bB-1 . 

Applying this result to the first equation of (6.9), we obtain 

[ £/(1- c) xx, ]-, = y. -1- Z-le (1- F-)-IX(I+X,. 5-1F- (1- F-)-1x)-, x, r-' . 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

These results may now be applied to the standard definition of an influence function, yielding 

IF (y, x; ß lÜn ( e(1- F-)-' F-)-'Z-lx V+ C(l- F-)7'X'Z-lxlx'E-' 1 
- £-+0 

lo - F, )y+ F-Yxl - F--, Z-, y1- 

After a little simplification we find 

liM 8)-l r-1 X_ (1_ e)-2 V+ e(l_ 2 -IX., r-IX]-l IF (y, x; ') y 

X, Z-, 10- Oy+ F-YXI ) 

Z-lyx - Z-1xxf Z-1, y 

IF (y, x; ßx [y - x, Z-, yl 

= Z-, x [y -x, ß1 . (6.12) 
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The influence for linear least-squares is, therefore, unbounded in each component as y-x"P 

becomes large. In addition, if x is far from EF(x) and substantially in the direction of an eigenvec- 

tor corresponding to a small eigenvalue, of I(F), then the component-wise influence can grow 

large even if y- x'p is small. 

An important question now arises: does our very straightforward influence paradigm yield 

the same results? We look first at simple linear regression in the following 

Example 61. 

We parameterize the model as 

Yi=a+p(ti-t)+ei 

so that the least-squares estimators are 

Yi(ti- t 
a=Y 

I(ti- t 
i 

Now, 

tj- t 

tn- t 

so that tf, = (1, tj -t). Since we are considering fixed effects only, we have 

n 
E=X'X 

0 

1: (t, _ t )2 

The influence-theoretic approach teRs us that 

IF Cy, tj; (a, tj(y- ti, 

n-1 
0 11(ti- t ti- t 

i 
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On multiplying this out we obtain 

IF (y, tj; a n-'(y- ix- p (tj- t 

IF (y, tj; p) (t j_t )(Z(ti_ t )2)-l (y _ tX_ p(t j _t )) 

We apply now the influence paradigm suggested in this chapter, considering each parameter 

m turn. 

Intercept. 

n 
Yn -1 Yj => hi =n -1 Vi 
i=l 

.,. EI(y, tj; cc) = n-'(y- Yj). 

For an influence function we "substitute model quantities", thus replacing Yj by its expectation to 

give 

IF (y, tj; ('x' )=n -'(y - (x- P(tj- t)) , 
the same result as before. 

Slope. 

n 
ThiYi 
i=l 

where 

ti t 
hi =- 1: (t 

rt 
)2 

r 

Thus, 

tj -t EI(y, tj; 2 
(Y- Yj) 

l(tr -t 
r 

and consequently we obtain the same influence function as before. 

We see that our influence paradigm provides a very simple and efficient means for calculat- 

ing influence functions for quantities of the form (6.1). We may, however, go further than simple 

linear regression. The general least-squares estimator (6.8) is a linear combination of the 
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observations. We may therefore extend the above example to the general linear model, as follows. 

EI (y, xj; ß)= Z-1 X'(y (i)- y) 9 

where Y U) represents the amended data vector such that Yj---> y. Now, if xj' is the jth row of X, 

then 

EI (Y, xi; ß )=1-1 (x l,..., xj,..., xn) 

We therefore obtain 

EI (y, xj; ß)= Z-'xj (y - Yj) , 

so that 

A 
IF (yxj; P )= r-lxj(y-xj'p), 

as obtained, after a lot more work, by the influence-theoretic approach. 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

We can justify this equivalence as follows. Let Fi denote the c. d. f. of Y (ti) and Aj the 

atomic distribution such that Pr (Y (tj) = y) = 1. Then 

n 
G(s) hi(s, t )fYdýj (6.15) 

n 

g(Fj), 

say. We see from this that 

g [(1- F-)Fj+ Mjl- g [Fjl 
EI (y, tj; G)= lim 

£--+0 E 

Clearly our influence paradigm can be viewed in influence-theoretic terms. 

Note further that we obtain an influence: ftmction by evaluating (6.16) at Fj rather than at Fýj. 

We therefore have the alternative definition of an influence function for quantities of the form 

0 

Y- yj - 
0 

0 

1) as 
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IF (y, tj; G (6.17) g F-)Fý+ F-Aj] 
F, 

where the derivative is evaluated at c=0. 

We now have in place a basic rule for calculating influence functions. As in Chapter 3 we 

must extend its range of application for it to be of practical use, which is the subject of the next 

section. 

3. Extensions to Functions and Collections of Statistics. 

The development of the theory is similar to that of Chapter 2. We begin by considering 

influence for a differentiable function of a statistic, and then extend this to a collection of statis- 

tics. 

Theorem 6.1. 

Let H(. ) denote an infinitely differentiable fLmction, and T some sample statistic whose 

empirical influence function is known. Then 

00 a rH 
IF (y, tj; H 

[IF (y, tj; T )]r 

rIr r=l 
DT 

where derivatives are evaluated at T=T. 

Proof 

By definition, 

EI(y, tj; H(T))=H(T)-H(T) 

where T=T+ EI (y, tj; T ). Tbus, 

EI (y, tj; H (T) )=H [T + EI (y, tj; T)] -H (T) 

c-a [EI (y, tj; T )] ra rH 
Z DT r 
r=l 
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on applying a Taylor series expansion. We may obtain, in the usual way, an expression in terms 

of Ts from this. 

D 
Corollary 6.1. 

For assessing small perturbations, we have the result that 

A^ DH 
IF (y, tj; H (T) IF (y, tj; T) DT 

with an equivalent expression in terms of empirical influence. 

At this stage it is perhaps helpful to consider the following 

Example 6.3. 

-2 
We find the empirical influence function at tI of H (G) =G, where G=hIYI+h2 Y2 

Working from first principles, 

& )2_ )2 EI(y, t I; G )=(hly+h2y2 (h Yl+ h2Y2 

hI (y2_ y2)+ 2h Ih I 2y2(Y- YO 

=h I(y- Yl)[h I (y+ Yl)+ 2h2y2]- 

Alternatively, using Theorem 6.1, 

ri a2 
2G H=2. 

DG DG2 

Thus, 

^2h1 (y- YI) 
EI(y, tj; G )=hl(y-Y, )[2(h, Yl+h2y2)+ 

2.2] 

=h I(Y- Yj)[h 1(y+ Yl)+ 2h2y2] 9 

so that the equivalence is demonstrated for this example. 

There is a striking difference between Theorem 6.1 and its non-indexed counterpart, Corol- 

lary 2.1. In that context we employed the definition 

EIJ; H(T» = (n+1)[H(T)-H(T)] 

= (n+1)[H(T+ (n+1)-'EI(X; TA 
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Writing 8= (n + l)-l EI (x; T' ), then provided 

IF(X; T) = lünEI(X; T) 
n --+ oo 

exists, then 8 is 0 (n -1). Assuming that the above limit does exist, which will be the case for all 

but pathological examples, 

A DH 
IF (X; H (T)) = lim [ (X; T )+ 0 (n 

n ý- DTEI (6.18) 

This is the real difference; higher-order derivatives are cancelled on taking the limit, a conveni- 

ence which is not available to us in the indexed case. 

We now consider what happens when we are interested in a collection of statistics. 

Theorem 6.2. 

AAA 
Suppose that we have a vector of sample statistics, T= (T 1, Tp)', combined by a 

many-times differentiable function H (). Then 

p^ aH I' Aa2H IF (y, tj; H (T) IF (y, tj; Ti )-+1: IF (y, tj; Ti )IF (y, tj; Tk ) aT ýT k i i, k=l iaT 

Proof 

By definition, 

EI(y, tj; H(T» = H(T)- H(T). 

The result then follows by considering the first few terms of a Taylor series expansion. 

Corollary 6.2. 

For assessing "local" perturbations, we have a similar result as for the non-indexed case: 

p -, aH 
IF (y, tj; H (T) J: IF (y, tj; Ti ) -a 

i=l Ti 

We are now in a position to investigate moment estimation, where we concentrate on the 

Laplace transform for the purposes of this thesis. 
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4. Influence for Moment Estimators. 

The parameter estimators arise as the solution of the estimating equations 

L(si)=L(si; O) i=l, .... P. (6.19) 
We have the result that 

p^ DL (si) D2 L (si) 
IF (y, tj; L (si) IF (yq tj; Ok + F, IF (y, tj; Ok )IF (y, tj; 01 (6.20) 

k=l 
aok 

kl 
a0kaOl 

i=l,..., p; j=l,..., n. 

For investigating local perturbations we might employ the form 

pA aL (si) IF (y, tj; L (si) I IF (yq tj; Ok )i =1,... gpll (6.21) 
k=l 

aok 

which may be expressed in matrix notation as 

IF (y, tj; L)= VIF (y, tj; (9 ), (6.22) 

where 

(V)ik = 
DL (si) 

i, k=I ýOk 
A 

(IF (y, tj; 8 ))k IF (Y-) tj; ý)k k =1,..., p, 
A 

(IF (y., tj; L IF (y, tj; L (si) i= 1'..., P. 

We therefore obtain an analogous result to that for the non-indexed case, viz: 

IF (y, tj; E) V-1 IF (y, tj; L (6.23) 

It is interesting to note that if we apply the usual influence result to (6.23) we obtain 

var( var(L )(V-1)', 

which corresponds to the result (5.83) obtained by the delta method earlier. Given that the 

influence functions derived here have been shown to follow the usual rule, as defined by equation 

(6.23), then this variance result follows by implication. 

For the remainder of this section we return to the One-Compartment Open model, and 

investigate the robustness properties of some of the moment estimators derived in the previous 

chapter. We focus on the method based on one value of s, assuming that all parameters are 
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AA- (1) - (2) 

unknown. The empirical transforms employed may be written as L= (L, L, L), and it fol- 

lows by the methods discussed in this chapter that 

- (r) 
IF (y, tj; L (S» = aS r(y- g(ti; a»r =O, 1,2, (6.24) 

where the case r=0 denotes no differentiation. Given these quantities we are able to fonn the 

influence vector IF (y, tj; L ). Symbolic algebra was again employed to calculate the influence 

functions, for the following parameter combinations and values of s depicted in Table 6.1. The 

values of s were selected on the basis of asymptotic efficiency, as discussed in Chapter 5, tabu- 

lated for both methods of transform construction. We again concentrate on n= 24, but conclu- 

sions for smaller sample sizes are directly analogous to those obtained here. 

Table 6.1. Values of s Employed. 

Parameters Gauss-Laguerre Riemam-Sum 

(Xj (X2 S S 

0.10 0.05 

0.50 0.05 

0.08 

0.13 

0.06 

0.13 

a3 = 100 in all cases. 

The influence functions are depicted in Figures 6.2-6.7 below for Gauss-Laguerre transform 

construction. Since the initial dose is of 100 elements, we investigate the range 0 :5y : 5100. As an 

aid to the discussion to follow, it is helpful to note the time to peak concentration, tmax, for each 

case. The following table gives this quantity, along with the interval within which it falls. This is 

quoted because the time axes of the influence plots are labelled in terms of the time-index 

24, rather than the times ftjj themselves. 
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Table 6.2. Times to Peak Concentration, tma,, --': (()CI - ()C2)-l 109(CCI ICC2)- 

(XI a2 tmax Interval 

0.10 

0.50 

0.05 

0.05 

13.86 

5.17 

11-12 

7-8 

These parameter combinations are discussed below. 

(i) al 2-- ()-1(), a2 = 0.05. 

Considering the IF surface for cc, first, we observe a number of interesting features. For 

small t we see that large outliers tend to increase the value of (AX1. This corresponds to particles 

entering the second compartment more quickly than expected. Moving towards t,, ax, large 

outliers tend to reduce a,. If particles enter more slowly, then they will also be eliminated less 

quickly. The net effect is that more particles remain in the compartment than predicted by the 

assumed model. There is a corresponding positive peak for y less that g(tm,,,, ), where observa- 

tions enter more quickly and so are eliminated earlier. 

The final peak, for large t, is more difficult to interpret. To do this we must consider the sur- 

face for 0ý2 as well. An informal investigation of var(a) revealed that (51 and a2 are strongly 

negatively correlated. We notice in turn that the IF surfaces are essentially mirror images. How- 

ever, the final peak is most interesting. The small peak for large t on IF (y, tj; a, ) is much less 

obvious than the negative peak of IF (y, tj; m2 ). Ile combined effect is that particles enter more 

quickly, but exit much more slowly so that a greater number of particles are present for large t. 

Both a, and &2 are strongly correlated with CC3, which makes the interpretation of the 

influence surface of &a little difficult. However, the central feature in the region of t. is very (X3 

clear. Large outliers in this region tend to increase the estimate of the initial dose, as we would 

expect. There is a corresponding reduction in the estimate for outliers below the peak concentra- 

tion. Overall, the influence surfaces are conveying sensible information. 
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Figure 6.2. IF b,, tj; Ul ) for (XI = 0.10, a, = 0.05. 

01-" 

14. 
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Figure 6.3. IF (y, tj; (X, ) ) for (x ,=0.10, (x-, =0 -05. 
3 
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= 0.10,0.05. 3) for al Figure 6.4. IF (Vtj-* (X 
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Figure 6.5. IF (),, tj; al ) for cc, = 0.50, (x, ) = 0.05. 
g 

tri 
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Figure 6.6. IF (y, tj; a,. ) ) for a, = 0.50, cc, ) = 0.05. 

I-- 
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Figure 6.7. IF (Y, tj; -ý3) for al = 0.50, (x, ) = 0.05. (X 
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(ii) al = 0.50, (X2 = 0.05. 

We see, in Figures 6.5-6.7, that the same themes emerge. The only real difference is that 

features occur earlier in time, as should be the case given the higher transition intensity. Another 

feature, which is more obvious in these latter figures, is the smooffiing inherent in the 

quadrature-based technique as t becomes large. 

This brings us to the final topic of this section. Does the influence behaviour of the estima- 

tors depend obviously on the method of transform construction? Mostly the answer is no, but 

with very specific exceptions. 

al =-- 0-10, a2 = 0.05. 

Most features of the influence surfaces appear to be damped versions of the the Gauss- 

Laguerre plots. However, the last sampling point is a spectacular exception, where there is a very 

large influence peak. This is depicted in Figure 6.8 below for the case of a,. As before, a2 is 

essentially obtained as a mirror image. The spike at t24 is also present on the surface for OC3, Man- 

ifested as a large negative influence. 

(ii) a, = 0.50, m2 = 0.05. 

For this parameter combination the influence surfaces appear identical, as demonstrated by 

the plot for cc, in Figure 6.9 below. Note that the value of s used here is the same as that for 

Gauss-Laguerre, so that the transform estimators are both estimating L (0.13). For case (i) above 

the values of s are marginally different (see Table 6.1), which may explain at least part of the 

difference in behaviour noted above. 

We proceed in the next section to investigate the influence behaviour of least-squares, and 

we will then be in a position to make comparisons with transform methods. 
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Figure 6.8. IF (y, tj; (^xl ) for a, = 0.10, a" = 0.05 Based on Riemann-Sum. Transform Construc- 

tion. 

6-. 
Irl 

'I 
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Figure 6.9. IF (y, tj; &I ) for a, = 0.50, cc-, = 0.05 Based on Riemann-Sum Transform Construc- 

tion. 
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5. Comparison With Non-Linear Least-Squares. 

Recall that the OCO model is expressed in this thesis as 

N2 (ti) =n2 (ti; (X* )+E (ti) i 

where (x* denotes the vector of true parameters. The least-squares criterion requires minimization 

of 

1 N2- n2( a* )1 12 
9 

in obvious notation. Recalling (5.111), we obtain 

tX II p_ V( a_ ot*) 1 12 

which led us in Chapter 5 to the result 

a- a*z (V"V)-l V"IN2- n2 (a*)] 9 

on appealing to standard theory. 

(6.25) 

We now exploit this explicit form to obtain influence functions to the same degree of accu- 

racy as those obtained earlier for the transform estimators. Writing ic = (VT)-1 T, we have 

n 
Ilk- ýY-k 00ki IN2 (ti n2 (ti; 

-CC* 
(6.26) 

i=l 
Applying our influence paradigm to this expression yields 

IF (y, tj; ak )= (ic)kj [y -n2 (tj; a* )] k=l,.., p; j=l,... n. (6.27) 

We see, as for transforms, that large outliers can have an unbounded impact on the estimators. 

The reason for this is, once again, because estimation is based on the conditional expectation 

n2(t; OC )- 

For the moment we consider the influence functions (6.27) in general terms for the three- 

parameter case, focusing on n= 24. These are depicted in Figures 6.10-6.12 below for the param- 

eter combination (xl = 0.10, a2 = 0.05, ýX3 = 100- It is interesting to discuss these influence sur- 

faces in the context of the outlier study of Rodda et al. (1975). In their work they investigated the 

response of least-squares versus a more robust alternative to particular patterns of outliers. They 
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Figure 6.10. Influence Surface for Least-squares Estimator of ot, - 
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Figure 6.11. Iafluence Surface for Least-Squares Estimator of (x, 7. 

-4 
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Figure 6.12. Influence Surface for Least-Squares Estimator Of (Y3- 
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developed an Ordered Simultaneous Estimation Procedure (OSEP), which requires that the data 

be partitioned into absorption, peak concentration and elimination phases. Tluee estimating equa- 

tions are generated by selecting points from each of these regions, which may be solved for all 

poss .e triples. This produces sets of parameter estimates, with the OSEP estimates derived as 

the median of these. This is the fundamental reason for the robustness of their procedure, in that 

estimates are derived as medians, giving protection against outlying values. The conclusions they 

reached are closely matched by the influence functions derived here, and we discuss the detail for 

the case of &I. For t< tmax (see Table 6.2), outliers less than the mean cause &I to be reduced, as 

noted by Rodda et al. Their study only encompasses the region up to the peak concentration, 

where small outliers tend to increase oc,, with a corresponding decrease for large outliers. Similar 

discussions for the remaining estimators may also be conducted. 

Turning now to a comparison with the transform estimators (see Figures 6.2-6.4), the 

influence surfaces are very similar. In particular, there is no obvious winner in terms of robust- 

ness, at least in global terms. However, the influence functions employed here are of most use for 

investigating local perturbations. That is, outliers in the vicinity of the mean concentration curve. 

In order to aid this interpretation, we conduct a study similar to that of Rodda et al. (1975), but 

we extend it to outliers beyond the peak concentration. 

Of interest here is the response of the least-squares and transform estimators to particular 

outlier patterns. We generate "ideal" data as the mean values rounded to the nearest integer, and 

then introduce outliers into these data in three groups of two, to give six patterns in all. These 

groups consist of outliers above and below the mean in the regions t <tma,,, t in the vicinity of 

t. a,, and t>t.. a, These outlier patterns are tabulated below, with sampling times being those of 

the corresponding quadrature scheme. 

The particular estimators we investigate here are those of Chapter 5. We assume that 

a3 = 100, so that the initial dose is known, and estimate the transition intensities a, and OC2 , giVen 

that the true values are a*, = 0.10 and a2* = 0.05. The results for the transform estimators are 2 

given below. A value of s=0.06 was used here, selected by optimizing asymptotic efficiency 
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Table 6.3. Outlier Patterns Used in Robustness Study. 

t "Ideal" 1 2 

Outlier Pattern 

34 5 6 

0.0590 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0.311 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

0.766 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

1.43 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

2.29 19 8 30 19 19 19 19 

3.37 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 

4.67 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 

6.18 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 

7.93 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 

9.91 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 

12.1 50 50 50 30 70 50 50 

14.6 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

17.4 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 

20.5 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 

23.9 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 

27.6 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 

31.8 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 

36.4 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 

41.5 22 22 22 22 22 11 33 

47.2 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 

53.6 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

61.1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

70.0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

81.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

*- Aberrant Value. 
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versus least-squares (see Figures 5.28 & 5.34). 

We consider the results of the robustness study in conjunction with the influence surfaces 

for the estimators, which follow in Figures 6.13 & 6.14 below. Note that the method of transform 

construction employed is that based on quadrature; earlier work tells us that conclusions for the 

Riemann-surn technique will be very similar. 

Figure 6.13. Influence Surface for Transform Estimator of ocl. 
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Figure 6.14. Influence Surface for Transform Estimator of (X, ) - 

'Z-4 
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The results of the robustness study are summarized in Table 6.4 below. For OC2, we see that 

these results follow the influence surface very closely in each of the three regions. For t< tmax, 

small outliers can have a negative effect, whilst large outliers tend to increase the value Of "2- 

Around t,, a, small outliers have an obvious positive impact, with large outliers tending to reduce 

ý12. Beyond t.,.. the effect on this estimator ranges from little or none to negative for extreme 

outliers. The correspondence between the influence surface and the robustness study is also clear 

in the case of (xl. 

Table 6.4. Robustness Study of the Transform Estimators. 

Time- Data- Quadrature Riemann-Sum 

Index Pattern ocl CC2 CCI Cý2 

"Ideal" 0.098597 0.050035 0.099145 0.049718 

5 1 0.093811 0.049757 0.094368 0.049450 

2 0.10360 0.050268 0.10414 0.049943 

11 3 0.092331 0.051593 0.092664 0.051332 

4 0.10516 0.048504 0.10595 0.048136 

19 5 0.10075 0.051951 0.10119 0.051524 

6 0.096590 0.048191 0.097230 0.047977 

We turn now to a robustness study of least-squares. The numerical minimization required 

was carried-out using NAG routine E04JAF, as in Chapter 5, with results summarized in Table 

6.5 below. The numerical algorithm experienced difficulties in places, although EFAH, -3 is a very 

mild failure of the algorithm. The seriousness of the failure increases with the value of IEFAIOL. In 

contrast with least-squares, the transform-based estimators suffered no such problems since they 

take explicit forms. The influence surfaces for the least-squares estimators are depicted in Figures 

6.15 & 6.16 below. Again we see that the results of the robustness study are predicted well by the 

influence functions. 
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Table 6.5. Robustness Study of the Least-Squares Estimators. 

Time- Data Pattern (XI ý)C2 EFAIL 

Index it Ideal" 0.10029 0.049976 3 

5 1 0.096823 0.049880 6 

2 0.10407 0.050056 

11 3 0.092174 0.051393 

4 0.10847 0.048517 

19 5 0.10270 0.051868 5 

6 0.097914 0.048121 

To conclude this chapter we turn to a comparison between the results for the transform esti- 

mators and least-squares. Given the influence surfaces, along with the additional information of 

the robustness studies, we are able to reach concrete conclusions. For t< transforms are 

more sensitive to outlying observations. However, beyond this region transforms are superior. In 

practical terms, the transform-based estimators should be regarded with some suspicion if an 

outlier is observed prior to the peak concentration. Beyond this point, though, these esthnators 

seem to be reasonably insensitive to such observations. The reason for this behaviour is clear. 

Basing estimation on a transform of the conditional expectation n2 (t; (X ) introduces a non-robust 

functional, having an unbounded Influence Function. This component is down-weighted as t 

increases because we choose the Laplace transform in our work. 
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Figure 6.15. Influence Surface for Least-Squares Estimator of a, - 



Figure 6.16. Influence Surface for Least-Squares Estimator Of a2- 
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CHAPTER 7: 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK. 

Given the structure of this thesis, it is natural that this concluding chapter should deal with 

the non-indexed and indexed cases essentially separately. 

Beginning with the former, our first important result was that influence-bounded robustness 

follows from the choice of transform. We then extended influence theory into the realm of 

transforms, showing how influence functions for two of the most common estimation techniques 

may be derived. In particular, we showed that Integrated-Squared-Error (ISE) is a method capable 

of producing estimators that provide substantial protection against outlying values, whilst attain- 

ing acceptable efficiency in the absence of contamination. This is a key property of a robust esti- 

mator, and future work should seek to discover if this is true of ISE estimators more generally. 

The analysis of ISE conducted in this thesis strongly suggests that such an investigation would be 

profitable. 

In contrast, the method-of-moments was shown in a number of examples to be rather 

inefficient. This is especially marked, as we saw in the Lagged-Normal work of Chapter 4, when 

estimation is base on modified transforms. Of particular interest are the moment equations 

obtained by taking successive derivatives of the transform employed. We observed a result analo- 

gous to that of conventional moment estimation, in that estimation becomes increasingly unstable 

as the order of differentiation increases. 

The influence work in the context of moment estimation suggests that the observed 

inefficiency is due to an over-emphasis on obtaining robust estimators. ISE, however, retains the 

flexibility to trade-off some of this robustiless for added efficiency. Despite this, the method-of- 

moments provides a potentially simple method that could at least be used to provide starting 

values for more complex procedures. To facilitate this it seems clear, from the work of Chapter 3, 

that more work on selecting the transform variable would be beneficial. 

Central to this thesis has been the development of influence techniques beyond the funda- 
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mental definition of an IEF, which has been shown to be a powerful and flexible tool. Given a sen- 

sible theoretical framework, it is also a quantity that is relatively easy to obtain, even when the 

corresponding statistic is not. An example of this was provided in Chapter 3, where we saw that it 

was possible to obtain influence functions for estimators defined by quite general estimating 

equations. The IF should find many useful applications in the future. 

We turn now to the consideration of indexed random variables, and the more general area of 

stochastic modelling. We have employed the Laplace transform in this thesis, and fundamental to 

this work is the construction of an empirical Laplace transform (ELT). Two distinct approaches 

have been investigated, and their performance as competing methods has been broadly the same. 

However, their application in future practice may well be very different. When designing an 

experiment in advance we would prefer to employ quadrature, taking advantage of the ability to 

choose the sampling points. If such experimental design is not possible, such as when data have 

already been collected and are presented for analysis, then we would use the Riemann-sum tech- 

nique. 

We have undertaken quite a detailed study of these methods, largely in the context of the 

One-COmpartment Open (OCO) model. Despite this, there are a number of important lines of 

investigation for future study. With regards quadrature, Sagar et al. (1992) show that its perfor- 

mance can vary considerably depending on the algebraic form of the integral to be approximated. 

They employed quadrature to estimate a particular integral, examining three different parameteri- 

zations of the integrand. It was observed that one of these yielded a distinctly superior approxima- 

tion, and similar findings may also apply to the stochastic approximations of interest to us here. 

Turning to the Riemann-sum technique, we made no progress in applying end-corrections to this 

transform estimator in the context of the OCO model. These were possible for the Quantal Assay 

model, and yielded significant improvements over the uncorrected ELT. As such, it would likely 

be beneficial if some progress could be made towards applying end-corrections in general. The 

prospects do not, however, seem encouraging. A further point to note is that when comparing the 

quadrature and Riernann-sum techniques we have employed the quadrature-based sampling 
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Points. It would be of interest to see if similar conclusions are reached when the Riemann-sum 

estimator is calculated using different sampling points. 

In section 3.1.3 of Chapter 5 we proposed an alternative quadrature technique to the more 

usual, Gauss-Laguerre, rule. The standard approach is based on a polynomial approximation, 

whereas the proposed approximation is formed as a mixture of negative -exponential terms. This 

may well be more appropriate for models defined, as are compartment models, in terms of nega- 

tive exponentials. This is a proposition worthy of further investigation, but does have a potential 

drawback. 'nie sampling points and quadrature weights for this rule are not readily available, 

although these could be obtained fairly easily using a symbolic algebra package, such as MAPLE 

for example. 

An important motivation for considering transform methods is the desire to obtain explicit 

parameter estimators. We have seen that this is possible for the OCO model, whether the initial 

dose is known or not. Besides explicit estimation, the transform-based estimators also suffered 

less from numerical problems than did ordinary least-squares. The work of Chapter 5 also showed 

that these estimators are capable of achieving very high efficiency compared to least-squares. 

However, the scope for extending these techniques beyond two compartoaents seems limited. 

Time does not permit further inquiry in this thesis, but it is clearly important that this question be 

investigated. 

Turning to influence methods for the indexed case, we were able to develop techniques for 

gathering useful qualitative information based on a very simple framework. The results so 

obtained were, however, somewhat mixed. The reason for this is that estimation is based on a 

conditional expectation, a functional whose Influence Function is unbounded. The choice of the 

Laplace transform in our work tends to damp-down this component, especially for larger times. 

The sensitivity of the transform estimators to outlying observations can be reduced by choosing a 

larger value for the transform variable. However, our early work on transform construction 

showed that the ELT becomes progressively more biased as the transform variable becomes 

larger. As such, this does not represent a viable means of improving the robustness of the 
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transform estimators, and remains a topic for further study. 

Future applications of transform methods in stochastic modelling should perhaps be focused 

where transforms occur naturally; for example, Queueing Tbeory and Insurance Mathematics. 

This latter suggestion is discussed by Teugels (1990), where the calculation of an empirical 

Laplace transform is required, although it is of the non-indexed variety. Another key application 

is to parameter estimation when a probability density is not easily found, as is the case when ran- 

dom variables are observed as convolutions. This is an area which we investigated in Chapter 4, 

but we are not limited to convolutions, as is clear from our discussion of Wise (1989) in the first 

chapter. 
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APPENDIX I: Parseval's Theorem and an Application to ISE. 

Firstly, define the Fourier transform 

f(s) = (27c)-1/2 f e'sxf (x)dx 

of the function f (x), along with the inner-product 

00 

f, g >Jf (x)g (x)*dx , 

where * denotes complex conjugate. The conclusion of Parseval's Theorem is that 

f, g> =< fg>. 

In terms of characteristic functions, when f and g are both probability density functions, we 

have, in obvious notation, 

C-0 00 
f (x)g (x)dx f (27c)-' of(s)og(s)*ds 

since g is a real function. Further, if f=g then 

00 

10 f(S) j2dS = 27, - 
f Lf (X)]2dX . 

Given constants a and b, then the transform of af + bg is af + bý. We therefore obtain 

f1 ýf(s)- eg(s) 12ds = 27r f [f (x)- g (x)]2dx 
. 
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APPENDIX 11 : Estimating Equations That Result From Allowing s -* s 1. 

The general case is most easily arrived at by consideration of the smallest relevant example, 

the two parameter case, where the estimating equations are 

C(s1) = G(s; Ô) i=1,2. 
For the single s-value approach, we have to consider the behaviour of these equations as s1 and 

s, 7 approach some common value, s say. In the neighbourhood of s, the estimating equations may 

be rewritten as 

G(s) =G (s; E) 

G(s+ 8) =G (s+ 5; e 

for small 18 1. 

Now, G and G are both many times differentiable, so we may write (A2.1) as 

G (s)+ 5G'(s) =G (s; E) )+ SG'(s; E) )+ 0 (8 2 

We already have that G(s) =G (s; (9 ), so that (A2.1) reduces to 

G'(s) = G'(s; E) )+ 0 
Allowing 8-ý 0, the estimating equations become 

G(s) =G (s; e 

G'(s) = G'(s; E) 

In the general, p-parameter, case, we propose that the estimating equations become 

^ (i-1) G (s)=G('-')(s; e) 

where the superscripts denote the order of differentiation. 

Proof - By Induction. 

(A2.1) 

We have already demonstrated the result for p=2, so we next assume it to be true for p=k. 

Thus, the estimating equations are 

- (i-1) 

Consider the case p= k+1. By the induction assumption, the estimating equations are 

- (i-1) A 

GG 
AA G(Sk+l )=G(Sk+i; 19 
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In the neighbourhood of s, we may Write Sk+I ýS+ 8k+I 
, for small I 8k+I 1. The (k+l)th estimat- 

ing equation then becomes 

AA 
G(s+ Sk+, ) = G(s+Bk+l; 0 

Applying a Taylor-series expansion to both sides we obtain 

k, (i-1) (8k+l)i-l (k) (8k+l )k kA 

J: G (S) +G (s) - J: G ('-')(s; 19 )(8k+l)i-l 

i=l (i-1), k! i=l 

G (k) (S; E)) 
kl 

+0( (8k+l ý+l )* 

EmPloying estimating equations I to k, the (k+l)th equation becomes 

^ (k) (k) (S ; Ge )+ 0 (8k+l) 

The desired result follows on allowing 8k+I 
-ý 0- 
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APPENDIX III: MAPLE Routines Used in Chapter 4. 

The function of each of these programs is described in context during Chapter 4. We note 

here that quite sophisticated calculations may be undertaken which employ only a few lines of 

code. 

A3.1 

m := exp(O. 5 * s^2)/(l -s); 
ml := diff(m, s); 
ifpsi: = array(l.. 4); 
ifpsi[l] := exp(s*X)/ M *(X-ml/in); 

for i from 2 to 4 do 
ifpsi[i] : =diff(ifpsi[i-1], s): 
od; 

Define the m. gf. 
First derivative of m. g. f. 0 Influence vector for transforms. 

Fill-out rest of vector. 

A3.2 

eyl := array(l.. 5); 
eyl[l] :=m; 
for i from 2 to 5 do 

eyl[i] := diff(eyl[i-1l, s); 
od; 

Vector of expectations. 

Build-up vector iteratively. 

A3.3 

read 'ifpsi-poly. sav' 
prod: = array(symmetric, l.. 4,1.. 4); 

for i from 1 to 4 do 
for j from i to 4 do 

prod[i, j] := ifpsi[i]*ifpsiU]: 
od; 
od; 

Read in the polynomial parts. 

Fill-in upper-triangle. 

Cross-product for [ij]th element. 

A3.4 

ey12 := array(l .. 9); 
m2s := exp(2* s^2)/ (1 -2* s); 
eyl2[l] := m2s; 

for i from 2 to 9 do 
eyl2[i] :=0.5*diff(eyl2[i-1l, s): 

od; 

Define M(2s). 

Build-up ey12 iteratively. 
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A3.5 

read 'var-psi'; 
with(linalg); 
gv array(l.. 30); 
sv array(l.. 30); 

for i from 1 to 30 do 
s := -1.00 + (i-l)*0.05: 
sv[i] :=S: 
detvar = det(var_psi): 
gv[i] := (1-s)ý16*detvar: 
od; 

Reads in var (T 
Enable linear algebra facilities. 
Array to hold gv-values. 
Values of s. 

Scan interval in steps of 0.05. 

Calculate I var (T)I 
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